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X  Recommended for listing in the National Register of Historic Places.   
 If checked, you must attach a completed National Register Criteria Statement form. 
 

 
Use as much space as necessary to complete the following entries, allowing text to flow onto additional continuation sheets. 

 
ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION     
Describe architectural, structural and landscape features and evaluate in terms of other areas within the community.  
 
Introduction 
Appleton Farms is the oldest continuously operating farm in New England and perhaps in America.  Farming activities 
here can be document under continuous operation from 1638, at the time of the original land grant to Samuel Appleton, to 
the present day.  Samuel Appleton’s earliest residence on the farm remains on land near the Ipswich River that was sold 
out of the family in the early 20

th
 century to family relatives, but the remains of his land grant, and his son’s farming 

operations are contained within the boundaries of Appleton Farms today.  Its 917 acres are one of the largest agricultural 
open spaces in Ipswich and Hamilton, Massachusetts and includes the largest ecological grassland habitat in the region, 
with cultivated fields, pasture, woodland and wetland dating back to the seventeenth century.  The majority of agricultural 
buildings and residential dwellings date to the period of the farm’s most productive era, 1857-1904, under seventh 
generation owner Daniel Fuller Appleton.  Appleton Farms has been a leading survivor of Northeast Massachusetts 
agricultural economy, an area replete with rural and small village community character.  Most of the farm’s 
contemporaries were significantly renovated as country summer homes in the late 19

th
 century, renovated as year-round 

elite homes in the 20
th
 century, or subdivided into smaller farms and eventually sold to meet the rising residential 

demands of a burgeoning commuter population.  Though Appleton Farms experienced the impact of its own summer 
home era, it was not transformed, but instead amended, by that movement.  Here, the Appleton family’s agricultural 
legacy was upheld over nine generations and continues today under The Trustees, a non-profit organization dedicated to 
the conservation and preservation of natural, historic and scenic places across Massachusetts for the public enjoyment.  
The agricultural legacy that began with Samuel Appleton’s settlement in Ipswich in 1638 has continued, uninterrupted, to 
the present day.  Acreage was bought, sold, inherited and gifted to family members over almost four centuries.  Economic 
cycles of low farm income were augmented in the 18

th
 century with income from local civil service, small home 

manufacturing and milling incomes.  In the 19
th
 century these economic deficiencies were supported with more substantial 

income from Daniel Fuller Appleton’s Waltham Watch Company.  During this period, Daniel Fuller Appleton transformed 
the farm into a progressive scientific farming operation, its practices were held up as a model for the Massachusetts 
Agricultural Society.  These progressive farming practices were continued throughout the 20

th
 century by Daniel Fuller 

Appleton’s son and grandson.  In 1893, the farm produced the world’s best butterfat producer, a large Jersey cow named 
“Eurotissima;” followed almost a century later by “Blandina,” New England’s top milk producer.

1
  For the Appleton family, 

the farm was a birth right and a responsibility that was obligatory.  Its tenacity, family legacy and fertile soils combined to 
build a cultural landscape intricately linked to its owners, and to this place, for more than 375 years.   
 
The property consists of forested deciduous and coniferous woodlands, pasture, upland meadow, cultivated fields and 
wetlands.  Large stands of white pine screen the MBTA commuter railroad line that runs north/south through the center of 
the farm.  The gently undulating topography rises to a maximum elevation of 90’ (Pigeon Hill) in the central western 
portion of the farm.  To the north and east, the land descends from Pigeon Hill across gently undulating pastures and hay 
fields, drained by Long Meadow Brook.  To the south and west, the land drops across deciduous woodlands crisscrossed 
with grassy horseback riding trails and sinks into low herbaceous wetlands drained by Long Causeway Brook.  Harvard 
Forest owns and operates the deciduous forest south of the Farms, across Cutler Road.  The Great Pasture, which was 

                                                 
1
 Cynthia Marquand.  “Century Farms; the Appleton farm, Ipswich, Massachusetts.”  Christian Science Monitor Nov. 21, 1984. 
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cleared in 1886 and smoothed in the 1930s, covers the northeastern slopes of Pigeon Hill.  It is drained on the east by 
Runaway Brook, a tributary of Long Causeway Brook.  The three brooks that drain the farm are tributaries of the Miles 
River located east of Appleton Farms.  The Ipswich/Hamilton town line almost bisects the property east to west, with the 
more fertile upload soils, farm and residential buildings are situated in Ipswich and the low wetlands and wooded grass 
rides lie in Hamilton.   
  
The core of Appleton Farms’ vernacular building styles date to the mid to late 19

th
 century (1857-1904), with some earlier 

and later structures completing the building inventory.  There are 31 buildings on the property today, and visible evidence 
for at least 6 former building locations.  The earliest buildings date to 1820, though there are core bits of the Old House 
that date to 1794.  (the area in the vicinity of the Old House has been a residence since 1688).  There is only minimal 
extant evidence for the seventeenth century buildings that started Appleton Farm.  Samuel Appleton’s original farmhouse 
(1638) was burned and rebuilt as a summer home for a descendant in 1889.  It was situated closer to the Ipswich River, 
on land no longer within the current Appleton Farms boundaries.  The “Old House” located at the core of the present 917 
acres can be documented to 1794 but its core timbers may be earlier; this building has undergone several significant 
periods of renovation by later generations as it was expanded and updated to meet the demands of the family.  In 2009 it 
underwent a deep energy retrofit and renovation as it was transformed into the Appleton Farms Center for Agriculture and 
the Environment.  There were three major building campaigns on the farm: 1820s, 1880s and 1945-1950.  Most of 
Appleton Farms buildings today date to the 1880’s, the most prosperous period in the farm’s history.  Often, in the spirit of 
Yankee thriftiness, buildings were moved and renovated into barns, outbuildings, or ells to larger family homes.  The 
family left behind a substantial archival record that continues to prove instrumental in understanding the farm’s 
architectural and land use history.  Locations of buildings and foundation sites were documented through field and 
archival study, and details on the renovation, removal, moving, building, or remodeling of structures was tracked through 
the family archives when possible.  The buildings remain a rich potential source of study; their structural analysis can 
deepen and further our understanding of this complex property.   
 
The Farm has always supported more than one family unit, and the interrelationship between building nodes and the use 
of the lands immediately surrounding each settlement node represents a cultural landscape that mirrors the agricultural 
priorities as they have shifted over four centuries. In many ways, Appleton Farms is a family neighborhood or district, with 
building sites interconnected by meandering lanes off town roadways.  
 
In the late 19

th
 century, the pastoral qualities of the farm enticed children to return for the summer where they renovated 

former farm residences or built new summer homes on the property.  Farm roads were upgraded for horseback riding and 
shaded with allees of maple trees.  Designed gardens and horticultural specimens enhanced each summer home.  Just 
as farm crops shifted with market demands, the Appleton’s summer homes faded into foundational ruins as Frances 
Appleton Jr. gathered the 20

th
 century farm operation under a single owner whose residential needs were few and the 

cost of maintaining large 19
th
 century summer homes too expensive for a 20

th
 century farm.  Today the core of the farm 

buildings is located in close proximity to Isaac Appleton’s 1688 land inheritance (near the Old House), with scattered 
worker housing located along the town roads that ring the perimeter of the property.   
 
Context: Ipswich and Hamilton 
Ipswich and Hamilton are located in the east-central portion of Essex County, with the New England coastal zone, 
characterized by gently undulating topography rising from sea level to a maximum of 400’.  Ipswich and Hamilton are 
generally hillier that other coastal zone communities.  The land generally slopes from upland areas in the western portions 
of the towns to shore and marsh areas in the east.  Most upland elevations range from 50’ to 100’ above sea level.  Soils 
range from rocky glacial outwash to fertile alluvial deposits along the rivers.  Many of the drainage areas between the hills 
are marshy wetlands that remain poorly drained even in the driest of summer conditions. Original forest growth in both 
Hamilton and Ipswich consisted of white pine, oak, chestnut, poplar, maple, birch and scattered other hardwoods and 
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conifers.  Secondary growth forest, that covers the communities today, is predominately red maple, oak, chestnut, white 
pine, cedar and juniper, with some scrub oak and pitch pine in areas of well drained, sandy soils.

2
 

 
Several of Ipswich and Hamilton’s most scenic areas are known for their active farmland lining roads with historic 
dwellings, 19

th
 century estate houses, barns, outbuildings and agricultural fields, but these are the exception to the rule, 

with most of the community’s character devoted to rural suburban residential homes surrounding densely clustered town 
centers.  Farm areas are concentrated along Linebrook Road, Essex Road, County Road (Route 1A) and Argilla Road.  
Fresh and salt marsh hay are still actively farmed and sold in both communities.  Roadside farm stands offer fresh 
produce (mostly vegetables and corn), plants, and spring bulbs for sale. Dairy, beef and goat farming is limited to only a 
handful of farm properties.  In some areas, particularly along Argilla Road, farms were converted to rural summer retreats 
in the 19

th
 century.  In these cases, larger estate houses have replaced or augmented the original, 18

th
 or 19

th
 century 

farmhouse.  Barns and outbuildings were enlarged for carriages, horses and later automobile garages and specialty 
outbuildings such as studios, boathouses, guest houses and entertainment buildings.

3
  

 
Of the two communities, Ipswich is larger (42.5 square miles) and more densely populated.  Ipswich’s economic 
foundation was built on small milling operations, farming, fishing and shipbuilding.  The Ipswich River provided power for 
mills but also a broad substantial channel for small boats to travel out the wide mouth of the River into Plum Island Sound 
and Ipswich Bay.  Only a short distance from the larger ports of Beverly, Salem and even Boston, lumber, fish, farm 
produce and other goods could quickly travel to Massachusetts markets and beyond in small vessels.  After the 
Revolutionary War Ipswich’s shipping commerce sagged when larger shipping vessels and better ports in Boston, Salem 
and Newburyport outpaced Ipswich’s smaller, inland port.  Instead its turnpike and road system sustained the 
community’s link to the emerging port communities.  Commerce and retail businesses flourished along Main and Market 
Streets, as residential housing pushed from Ipswich’s East End waterfront south toward emerging industrial activities 
along the Ipswich River. The downtown district expanded as the community was transformed into a successful industrial 
village when Amos Lawrence opened his  Ipswich Hosiery Mills (1868) and other smaller industrial operations created a 
sound economic base for the former fishing community.  Despite this social and economic expansion pressure in the town 
center, the community retained a substantial number of 17

th
 and 18

th
 century dwellings, many of which have been placed 

on the National Register.  Ipswich’s housing density and street patterns, established long before the introduction of the 
mills, survived into the present day, with changes in architectural styles and land subdivision occurring in and around the 
earlier, well established, settlement core.   
 
The late 19

th
 and early 20

th
 century drew summer residents from nearby Boston and New York to Ipswich’s colonial 

village.  These wealthy urbanites purchased farms for country summer retreats or built their own palatial dwellings, often 
retaining or assembling large land tracts suitable for a country retreat.  Middle class summer residents built smaller, 
closely packed cottages on Ipswich’s coastal peninsulas.  Many of these summer residences, both large and small, have 
more recently been converted to year-round residences.  Both the Interstate highway and the Metropolitan Boston Train 
Authority commuter train make living in Ipswich and Hamilton within commuting distance of Boston and its tech industry 
suburbs.  Today Ipswich’s downtown remains an active historic center of mixed residential architecture, commercial, 
religious and civic buildings dating from its earliest years of settlement through its 19

th
 century industrial expansion to the 

present day.  The densely-settled community core quickly gives way to the woodlands, pastures and fields of its rural and 
coastal edges.   
 
The community of Hamilton, originally a part of Ipswich’s “Hamlet” section, separated from Ipswich in 1792 and was 
incorporated as its own community in 1793.

4
  Much smaller in geographic size than Ipswich (14.9 square miles), its rural 

village center and farmland surrounds have been retained into the 21
st
 century.  After 1837, the train provided an easy 

                                                 
2
 Massachusetts Historic Commission Reconnaissance Survey Report. Ipswich. 1985 p. 3-4 

3
 Massachusetts Department of Conservation and Recreation. Essex National Heritage Commission. Massachusetts Heritage 

Landscape Inventory Program. Ipswich Reconnaissance Report. Essex County Landscape Inventory. (2005) p. 6-7 
4
 Ibid. 
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commute to Salem and Boston, making Hamilton an attractive community for urbanites seeking land for recreation and 
renewal.  The Myopia Hunt Club was established in the 1880s and remains the center of an active hunt, carriage and 
horse community who use the interconnected fields, woodlands and dirt or grass roads for hunting and riding.   
 
County Road, formerly known as Bay Road (Route 1A) remains an important ‘gateway route’ to Ipswich and Hamilton, 
particularly for traffic coming from the north and south.  Essex Road (Route 133) carries much of the east-west traffic 
through Ipswich, and links Ipswich’s village center to Interstate 95.  Route 1, constructed as an early highway route north 
and south through both communities was laid out west of Appleton Farms.  This route links much of the commercial and 
industrial business in both communities and has served as a primary factor in preventing development along the older 
County Road (Route 1A).   A network of secondary roads wind their way through and around the two village centers, often 
linking tertiary roads and lanes to the primary roads. 
 
Farm Size  
In 2012, the latest published USDA agricultural census reported that the largest number and size of Massachusetts farms 
were found in Western Massachusetts’ Berkshire County (525 farms averaging 117 acres each) and in Franklin County in 
the fertile upper Connecticut River Valley (780 farms averaging 115 acres each).  In total, Massachusetts reported 7,755 
farms averaging 68 acres each.  Massachusetts reported only 66 farms with acreage over 500 acres; more than half of 
these (49) were in Berkshire and Franklin Counties.  Essex County, where Appleton Farms is located, boasted 522 farms 
averaging 43 acres, with a farm median size of a mere 16 acres.  Only 5 farms in Essex County were 500 acres or more; 
the majority of farms falling in the 10 to 49 acre size.

5
  Only 14 of the Essex County farms were dairy farms.

6
  These 

statistics place Appleton Farms, at 917 acres, in the top 15% of farms in Massachusetts and in the top 1% of farms in 
Essex County.   
 
Appleton Farms.  Detailed Description of Cultural Resources 
At its basic level, Appleton Farms is a cultural landscape comprised of buildings, fields, fences, gates, woodlots, wetlands, 
drains, streams, lanes and paths.  Woodlots range from stands of secondary growth native trees (primarily oak & hickory) 
to broad plantation-like plantings of white pine.  Land use was determined by soil fertility.  The stoniest, driest land can be 
documented as pasture and the more fertile fields as tillage since 1638. Cows, horses, oxen and sheep can be 
documented grazing here since 1698.  Swine can be documented to 1724.

 7
 The names of pastures, fields and woodlots 

come from land transactions and Appleton family improvements.  The Underhill Field, for instance, is named for a 
previous owner whose family acquired the land from the Appletons in 1832 and then sold it back to the family in 1901.  
The Great Pasture has been held by the Appleton family since 1638, but was improved by Daniel Fuller Appleton by 1886 
under his scientific farming experiments and then renovated in the 1930’s under the watchful eye of Cornell University 
agronomists. The land history for the entire 917 acres has been documented through a Cultural Landscape Assessment 
completed in 2002. 
 
In the 19

th
 century, views and vistas were carefully sited across fields and pastures to woodland edges; sometimes vistas 

were cut through the woods to enhance the view from a house.  Fences and gates are varied in both their purpose and 
their aesthetic.  An inventory of these features portrays a significant amount about the history and use of the lanes, ways 
and fields on the farm.  Horizontal board fencing was used for gates and boundaries of cow and horse pastures.  Barb 
wire, post and wire, electric wire, split rail, and stone walls each speak to their own generation of Appleton farmers using 
both what was at hand and what was new on the market for fencing the vast acres of pasture on the farm.  The drainage 
systems are intricate and complex.  The Long Causeway began as a naturally occurring drainage stream, and then was 

                                                 
5
 United States Department of Agriculture. Census of Agriculture for 2012. 

https://www.agcensus.usda.gov/Publications/2012/Full_Report/Volume_1,_Chapter_2_County_Level/Massachusetts/ 

Accessed on August 23, 2016. 
6
 Ibid. 

7
 Brockway, Lucinda A. and Anne Masury, Cultural Landscape Assessment, Appleton Farms, 2002. See Historical Narrative for 

further details 

https://www.agcensus.usda.gov/Publications/2012/Full_Report/Volume_1,_Chapter_2_County_Level/Massachusetts/
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bounded and in some cases covered as part of Daniel Fuller Appleton’s drainage plan in the mid 19
th
 century.  Other 

pipes and conduits pulled water from borderline wet meadows into ponds and ditches to create more viable upland tillage 
and pasture land.  Surprisingly, there are a minimal number of wells, cisterns and ponds given the size and complexity of 
the farm.  This speaks to the close relationship the farm held with nearby Mile Brook, the Ipswich River, and the brooks 
and wetlands that fed these waterways.   
 
Since the historic resources of this property are diverse in type, age and significance, the buildings, structures, 
archaeological sites and land descriptions have been broken down individually and annotated as contributing or non 
contributing resources under the following categories: 
 

 Roads and Lanes 

 Buildings 

 Building Sites 

 Land Use 

 Waterways 

 Decorative Ornament and Designed Landscape Elements 
 
Roads and Lanes 
Town roads define the property boundaries surrounding Appleton Farms with the exception of its southeastern border. 
County Road (Route 1A) serves as its eastern boundary.  To the north and northwest, Waldingfield Road, Goodhue Street 
and Highland Street bound the farm, three distinct names for sections of a seemingly continuous stretch of road.  The 
farm’s southwestern boundary is edged by Cutler Road.  To the southeast, the property boundary borders smaller, 
residential lots.  Each of the roads formed some of the earliest overland transportation networks for the towns of Ipswich 
and Hamilton and served as access or boundaries to Appleton Farms since its settlement in 1638.  These public roads 
remain important boundaries for the farm.   
 
County Road, (also known as Bay Road, Bay Path, or Route 1A). 1639. Contributing 
This road has served as the primary access route to Appleton Farms since the road was laid out in 1639.  Today the road 
defines the farm’s eastern boundary, though in the seventeenth, eighteenth and nineteenth centuries the farm owned land 
on both sides of the road.  It connects downtown Ipswich (to the north) to Hamilton village (to the south), and served as 
the primary highway between Portsmouth and Boston until it was bypassed by State Route 1 and later Interstate Route 
95. The road is an approximately 50’ wide asphalt road with 10’ breakdown lanes to each side bordered by deciduous 
woods and wetlands.  For most of its length along Appleton Farms the road is bordered by the extensive land holdings of 
New England Biolabs, a former 19

th
 century summer estate.  At the northeast corner of Appleton Farms the road crosses 

Miles River, the location of a 17
th
 century Appleton milling operation. 

 
Waldingfield Road. 1637. Contributing 
Waldingfield Road defines the northern boundary of the farm today, though, as with Bay Road, the Farm originally owned 
land north of this road to the Ipswich River.  Waldingfield Road is the earliest road at Appleton Farms.  It was laid out in 
1637, and served as the primary access road, off of the Bay Path, to Samuel Appleton’s first homestead, built in 1638 not 
far from the Ipswich River.  Today this road is an important spine in understanding the summer home era at Appleton 
Farms; most of the large summer homes built in the late 19

th
 and early 20

th
 century by Appleton siblings are still extant, 

nestled on a low ridge between Waldingfield Road and the Ipswich River.  Each of these houses was separated from the 
farm by various Appleton family members by the mid-20

th
 century and Waldingfield Road became the farm’s northernmost 

boundary. Today the road is a 40’ wide asphalt road with wooded edges, occasionally broken by pasture fencing or house 
yards.  Long lengths of New England stone walls run along the wooded edge on both sides of the road. 
 
Goodhue Street. By 1832. Contributing 
Goodhue Street is a short (less than ¼ mile) stretch of road connecting Waldingfield Road southwest to Highland Avenue.  
It is named for the Goodhue family  who lived along this stretch of road in the 19

th
 century.  Their small cottage was 
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relocated to the center of Appleton Farms in the 19
th
 century for worker housing.  Today Goodhue Street is a narrow 30’ 

asphalt road with heavily wooded edges.  On the north side of the road a series of wooded residential lots whose house 
are located at the end of narrow wooded driveways mostly hidden from view of the road.  The south side of the road 
borders Appleton Farms.  Beyond the stone walls at the edge of the road lie open pastures, hay fields and sparsely 
wooded lots.  The Timothy Cottage is the only house complex on this side of the street. 
 
Highland Street.  By 1832. Contributing 
Highland Street runs north to south from Topsfield Road, over the Ipswich River and down to the Asbury Grove section of 
Hamilton.  Along its way are several medium to large horse farms. Only a very small section of the road borders Appleton 
Farms, between Goodhue Street and Cutler Road.  The east side of the road is bordered by the open fields and pastures 
of Appleton Farms Lamson Fields.  The west side of the road is bordered by open pastures and hay fields.  Stone walls 
line both sides of the 40’ wide asphalt road.  
 
 
Cutler Road. Contributing 
Cutler Road is a narrow 25’ wide gravel road  that forms the southern border of Appleton Farms.  It is a secondary rural 
road that was part of the network of inland roads crisscrossing Ipswich and Hamilton.  Its densely wooded edges are part 
of the Appleton Farms Grass Rides and fleeting glimpses of the grassy roads can be seen from Cutler Road.  The road 
remains gravel the entire length of its border with Appleton Farms.  As it approaches Hamilton Village center the road 
becomes asphalt surfaced and is bordered by a series of small residential houselots set close to the road.  The back of 
these houselots forms the southern boundary of Appleton Farms. 
 
Appleton Farms Roads 
Within the farm boundaries there are a significant number of gravel roads, lanes and paths that have served as primary, 
secondary and tertiary roads to and from the farm since the 17

th
 century.  Portions of these roads were considered town 

roads, particularly in the highly subdivided period between 1752 and 1832.  After Daniel Fuller Appleton began re-
acquiring Appleton lands in the mid-19

th
 century these roads became part of the farm circulation system.  The names of 

these roads today are those established by the Appleton family across four centuries.  In some cases portions of the road 
system were named for family members, or the cottages they connected  In other cases the lanes are named for former 
neighbors who had owned the lands adjacent to the roads in the early 19

th
 century when the farm was at its smallest size. 

 
Mary White Lane. 1688.  Contributing 
This lane is a simple, 8’ two-track cart lane running from the Old House northeast to the corner of the Farms at the 
intersection of Waldingfield Road and County Road.  It had served as the primary access between Isaac Appleton’s farm 
(at the present “Old House”) to Ipswich center in the eighteenth and early nineteenth century.  It was laid out in 1688 when 
Samuel Appleton’s farm was subdivided among his four sons.  The lane passed through the Oliver Appleton Farm, and 
adjacent to John Appleton’s farm, before connecting with County Road.  Today it is used for small vehicle access to fields 
at this end of the property and as a primary pedestrian access between a small parking lot at the Waldingfield Road 
intersection and the farm complex. 
 
Middle Road.1886 (portions 1688 and 1696). Contributing. 
This 20’ wide gravel road serves as the primary entrance off County Road.  Established as the main entry to the Farms in 
1866, it is composed of sections of road dating from the seventeenth to the twentieth century.  The section from Middle 
Gate (constructed in 1895 at County Road) west to Mary White Lane was originally established in 1688, when the Samuel 
Appleton farm was subdivided.  From 1752 to the 1860s this portion of the road was out of Appleton family hands and 
served as a town road between the Patch and Underhill farms.  After the 1860s the land was reacquired and a new gate 
and improved Middle Road became the primary access to the Old House and farm complex.  A small section of the road 
from Mary White Lane to the Old House was created when Middle Road became the primary access road to the Old 
House instead of Mary White Lane.  Today this road is a 25’ wide gravel road lined with Norway maples at regular 
intervals.  It travels through the cultivated vegetable crops in the Patch and Underhill fields on its way to the Old House.    
The driveway to the Old House is an extension of this road.  This driveway portion was in place by 1696.  It was narrowed 
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when the Old House was enlarged in the mid-19
th
 century, and, under Victorian dictums, needed visual separation from 

the service areas of the farm.  Traffic to the farm turned south from Middle Road to the farm complex, allowing only family 
to make their way down the narrower road to the Old House. 
 
Dairy Farm Complex Roads. 1862-1904. Contributing. 
The dairy farm complex is located a short distance east of the Old House, linked by a straight section of road lined with 
stone walls between the Stone Paddock and the Training Pen.  The high walls of the two paddocks that line this section of 
road, coupled with the regularly spaced alignment of the maple trees forms a picturesque connector between house and 
farm.  The dairy building complex and the adjacent farmer housing is intertwined within a series of narrow 10-15’ wide 
gravel lanes, designed to facilitate the movement of animals, farm equipment and vehicles from field to barn to paddock or 
barnyards.  These roads have developed in concert with the growth and expansion of the farm buildings.  Most of them 
date to the reinvention of the farm as a large commercial dairy operation under Daniel Fuller Appleton (1862-1904).   
 
The lane from the Old House to the New House and Hoyt Cottage. 1886. Contributing. 
This lane became an important transportation path for the family after the Hoyt Cottage was built in 1886.  Though this 
lane probably pre-dated the summer house construction, this 10’ wide gravel lane linked Daniel Fuller Appleton (at the Old 
House) to his siblings and children on Waldingfield Road.  Instead of a picturesque estate drive, however, it maintained 
the agricultural aesthetics and purpose of a farm road.  This road, then, served double duty: it allowed travel between 
summer homes, and provided farm vehicles access to the expanding network of pastures and fields north of the Old 
House. 
 
Agricultural Roads and Driveways. 19

th
 century. Contributing. 

A network of roads led to other worker’s housing and family summer homes across the farm including connections to the 
New House, the Timothy Cottage, Briar Hill and the Farms kennels, gardens and orchards.  These small 8-10’ wide gravel 
utilitarian roads continue today, remaining functional in their design and their construction.  Some retain their historic use, 
while others are less easily understood as they lead to buildings that are no longer there, such as the entrance to the New 
House and to Briar Hill.  Included in this category but less closely tied to the history of Appleton Farms is a wooded road 
that runs through the wooded land at the southern end of the property.  This road was an existing wood road when Frank 
Sr. purchased the land in the early twentieth century.  It wanders through a more heavily wooded and less traveled 
section of Appleton Farms, through a landscape that is different than other parts of the farm.  As it approaches the dairy 
farm complex near the Old House, it provides sweeping views of the Broad Meadow, horse pastures, Sunset Hill, and the 
front of the Old House and farm office building. 
 
The Grass Rides and CLA Mile. 1912; 1921. Contributing. 
The Grass Rides are a spider web arrangement of 10’ wide grassy lanes through 259 acres of wooded rolling hills, open 
fields and wetlands at the southern end of the farm.  Upland sections are covered with secondary growth forest that had 
once been cleared for timber and pastureland in the 17

th
 century but neighbors of the Appleton family.  The wetland areas, 

which had been more extensive in the 18
th
 and 19

th
 century, were drained and diverted between 1912 and 1921 to create 

safe grassy roads for horseback riding.  The Grass Rides were designed in 1912 on land acquired by Daniel Fuller 
Appleton starting in the 1890’s.  Land purchases in the area continued under his son and grandson until 1942 when the 
Bedlox lot was the last land acquired by the Appleton family.  Designed purposely for horseback riding, a series of straight 
roads run out from a central Ronde Point and interconnect to a smaller trail that edges Cutler Road and other grassy 
roads that wind their way east and west across soft lowlands and the southern slopes of Pigeon Hill.  The CLA Mile is a 
mile loop of grassy road dedicated to Charles Lanier Appleton who died from injuries sustained in World War I in 1921.   
 
Prince of Wales Avenue, vicinity of New House and Waldingfield Road. 1908-1926. Contributing 
The Appleton family’s Harvard connections brought a number of well known guests to Appleton Farms, including the 
Prince of Wales in 1924.  Between 1908 and 1926 Francis Appleton, Sr. improved the grounds around his summer house, 
known as the “New House.”  He designed a series of interconnected grassy roads for horseback riding similar to those 
built at the southern end of the farm (above).  Norway maples were planted at regular intervals on both sides of the roads.  
Near to the New House, the tree borders were expanded with double rows of trees set on each side of a wider grass road 
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that led to the New House driveway.    In 1924, in honor of the Prince of Wales’ visit, this larger, double-bordered straight 
stretch of road was christened Prince of Wales Avenue. 
 
MBTA Commuter Rail Newburyport/Rockport Line. 1837. Contributing.  
The railroad significantly changed the appearance and pastoral quality of the farm after its construction in 1837.  Most 
New England farmhouses are situated very close to the main road.  In the case of Appleton Farms, Mary White Road had 
served as that byway, but it was the railroad that linked Appleton Farms to its Boston markets in the nineteenth century.  
When first designed in 1837 the single-track rail line was to run right through the Old House.  Negotiations with the 
railroad engineers pushed the line just west of the Old House, and included 5 road crossings and one stop at the Old 
House. An active commuter rail, the steel rails sit on a gravel base bordered by mown grass and flanked for most of its 
length by dense plantation-style plantings of white pine.  The stop at the farmhouse continues to be a designated rail stop 
though it is not in active use.  A signal flag on a pole could be raised to notify the engineer when the train needed to stop.  
The high granite cut stone wall that flanks the railroad near the house is broken by a 10-12’ wide opening at the train stop 
to allow for the onboarding and offloading of farm goods.  Across the track from the wall opening, a set of granite steps 
ascend the slope up to Briar Hill and provided pedestrian access to the train stop from family summer homes on Briar Hill 
and the New House. 
 
 
Buildings  
There are 31 buildings and 6 building sites identifiable on the property today.  Buildings are listed in alphabetical order.  
Other building sites have not been field verified but are identified on 18

th
 and 19

th
 century maps and tax records.  Each 

building is listed with a brief description, date and note as to its contributing/non-contributing status.   
 
Farm Complex Orientation 
The farm complex consists of a series of farm buildings separated by gravel roads into a gridded complex of six 
rectangular units running southwest to northeast.  For purposes of this nomination, geographic references orient all 
buildings with the Home Field to the south, the Training Paddock and Stone Paddock to the west, Jimmy’s Barn and the 
Patch Field to the north, and Sunset Hill to the east.  The two southern units of the farm complex include the Herdsman’s 
House, Superintendent’s House, and Herdsman’s Barn at the southern edge of the western unit with the Long Shed to the 
north of these buildings, framing a large vehicular courtyard.  East of this complex is a unit at the base of Sunset Hill 
flanked by the Sheep Shed on the west, Sunset Hill Barn on the south, and the Blacksmith Shop, Corn Crib and Silo on 
the north.  A fenced area between the buildings was used for turn-out space for sheep, turkeys and chickens.  The middle 
unit is edged by the Long Shed on the south, the Carriage Barn and Carriage Barn Stable on the west, and the Horse 
Stable on the east.  East of this unit is an area flanked by the Blacksmith Shop, Corn Crib and Silo on the south, the 
Loafing Shed on the north, and Sunset Hill on the east.  Both of these units have protected turn-out space for animals 
sheltered by the surrounding buildings.  The northern units are focused on the dairy operation.  The large Dairy Barn fills 
most of the western space, with a smaller Bull Barn (now dairy plant) on its western edge.  East of this area is an area that 
includes a large Heifer Barn and its associated turn-out space. North of the farm complex are the sweeping open views 
across the Patch Field (now vegetable CSA gardens); to the south are the grazing pastures of the Home Field.  To the 
west sits two stone-wall edged paddocks (the Stone Paddock and the Training Pen) with its central lane leading to the Old 
House.  To the east is Sunset Hill.  The gridded farm roads that define the complex connect to roads leading to grazing 
pastures, hay fields, woodlots and cultivated fields field with seasonal CSA crops.   
 
Blacksmith Shop. 1880. Contributing. 
The Blacksmith Shop is located east of the Long Shed and adjacent to the Corn Crib.  The 26’ x 46’ building is currently 
used as a machine shop.  It is a 1 ½ story gabled structure sheathed with weathered wooden shingles, white trim and an 
asphalt shingle roof.  The height and end profiles of the building match that of the Long Shed across the farm road (west) 
from this structure.  The end walls are windowless salt-box style gable ends with the long roof extending down to a single-
story wall on the north façade.  The end chimney is set flush to the end wall; its stucco finish painted white to create a 
broad vertical band up the center of the west end façade.  The east end is windowless and sheathed in weathered 
wooden shingles and flush trim.  A square upright post with pyramid end extends approximately 2 feet above the roof 
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ridge and cuts approximately 1 foot down into the wall façade as a decorative finish post.  This post and the simple eave 
trim are the only decorative elements at this end of the building which faces, in close proximity, the corn crib. The main 
façade faces south.  Here the facade consists of 4 bays that originally had hinged arched wooden doors filling each bay.  
When the building was no longer needed for smithy work, the four bays were closed in but retained their original 
architectural detail.  The eastern bay was closed in with wooden shingles and two 6/6 simple wooden framed windows.   
The other three large bay openings were closed in with vertical bead board siding, painted dark green to resemble 
carriage shed doors.  Each opening has two 6-pane (2/2) window positioned in the center top third of the bay, as if they 
were windows in each door fly.  These windows are typical of the 19

th
 century farm building fenestration used across the 

farm.  A pedestrian door was cut into the center of each arched “door,” creating a central door flanked by the two window 
openings.  Above the bays a narrow projecting rooflet prohibits rain from hitting directly on the former door openings.  The 
façade extends above the rooflet as a short, shingled wall topped by a simple board wooden eave and gutter at the 
roofline.  The single story north façade is a long, weathered shingle wall with small 6/6 windows in each of the four bays. 
The original floor may have been cobbled as the existing concrete floor reveals cobble in some areas.     
 
Bull Barn/Dairy Plant. 1943; 2014. Non-Contributing 
As its name suggests, the bull barn housed the bulls used for breeding the dairy herd.  Built at the same time as the Dairy 
Barn, the 24’ x 36’ Bull Barn is a 1 ½ story 3 bay barn with gable roof oriented with its primary facades facing east and 
west, perpendicular to the orientation of most of the other farm buildings.  The building has an asphalt shingle roof.  The 
east façade opened onto a heavy metal rail fenced paddock part of the fence has been removed but the paddock area 
remains, now a nursing area for small dairy cows and other farm animals born at the farm.  Reinforced heavy wooden 
vertical board doors and wall sheathing protected this side of the building from the heavy wear by the bulls.  Four, 6-light 
fixed pane windows cross the top of the east façade with two large reinforced doors in the south and center bay.  The 
northern bay is entirely sheathed in wooden shingles with no fenestration.  The west façade has been altered to 
accommodate a large picture viewing window for the public to watch the cheese making area, and a new double door to 
accommodate cheese deliveries. The large double door sits behind a sliding wooden barn door that can be slide across 
on its track to hide the new delivery doors.  The rest of this façade is sheathed in weathered wooden shingles.  The south 
gable façade has a new pedestrian door cut into its southwest corner and four 6/6 fixed pane windows, narrow simple 
eave trim and no corner trim.   In 2014, the building was rehabilitated to house the Appleton Farm cheese plant.  The size 
of the building had to be substantially expanded, so a new addition was added to the west of the original building but the 
west wall was retained and moved west to accommodate the expansion.  The original profile of the gable end, with its 
broad roof overhang, was retained on the south gable end of the building, visible by the white simple board trim detail in 
the façade.  The north gable end is finished with weathered wooden sheathing.  This façade nestles against a copse of 
trees and is little seen.  The renovation kept as many of the exterior architectural details as possible while the interior was 
renovated and upgraded with state of the art, sanitation walls, floors and ceiling and metal cheese processing equipment.  
 
Carriage Barn. 1880. Contributing 
This large 2-story, 5 bay L-shaped clipped gambrel/hip roof building dominates the northwestern corner of the farm 
courtyard.  The wooden shingled building features a large sliding wooden door on its western gable end with two fixed 
pane, 7/3 windows with molded trim.  Two 6/6 sash windows flank the central door, and a single pedestrian door is 
located at the southern corner of this façade.  Centered above the large door is a single panel door that once opened into 
the hay loft.  This door is flanked by two 6/6 sash windows, located directly above the first-floor windows.  Eave trim and 
corner boards are simple wooden trim painted white.  The west faced of the ell features a first-floor covered porch 
protecting a single-entry door at the center of the ell façade flanked by 6/6 sash windows with white molded trim.  The 
upper story gambrel roof is pierced by two 6/6 window dormers with simple pedimented roofs that match the rest of the 
building’s second story.  The south façade of the ell had a large first floor sliding barn door that has been reduced to a 
single pedestrian door entry but the sliding door and hinge track remain extant.  The second floor has three 6/6 sash 
windows with white molded trim. 
 
The east end of the building attaches to the Carriage Barn Stables, with a single second story 6/6 sash window peaking 
from above the Stable.  The east façade of the ell attaches to the Long Shed.  The upper story gambrel roof is pierced by 
5 6/6 window dormers with simple pedimented roofs.  Walls are sheathed in wooden cedar shingles and the asphalt 
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gambrel roof is broken at its joint with an exposed wooden board trim that matches the wide wooden board trim at its 
bottom edge. The north façade incudes a small single-story shed addition with a hip roof whose peak hits just under the 
eave of the gambrel roof.  This shed has a large sliding wooden barn door in its western façade and a single 6/6 sash 
window in its northern and eastern façade.   
 
Built in 1880, the building retains the architectural detailing and interior layout and finishes of its original construction.  The 
interior of the 6,670-square foot carriage barn consists of a large central carriage room, clad with varnished tongue and 
groove bead board, a hay loft and a second-floor apartment occupied by a Trustees’ staff member.  The attached horse 
stable (see Carriage Barn Stable) is accessible by sliding open large interior wooden barn doors at the back of the 
carriage room.  The floor of the carriage room is concrete with an area of inlaid exposed cobble forming tracks for the 
carriage wheels.  The 950-square foot room in the barn ell opens into the farm courtyard; Trustees personnel had used 
this room as a shop but it was converted in 2016 to house the farm camp program.  It is the only large area in the Farms 
complex that is heated.   
 
Carriage Barn Stable. 1880; Contributing 
The 28’ x 34’ Carriage Barn Stable extends off the east end of the Carriage Barn. The 1 ½ story gable end building was 
built at the same time as the Carriage Barn.  The north and south walls are pierced with two 5/2 ten-pane fixed long, 
narrow rectangular windows.  A single wooden door with a small roof protecting the opening is situated on the east end of 
the north façade.  Like the Carriage House, it features wooden shingled walls and asphalt shingle roof.  The west gable 
end of the building has a central sliding door with the same 7/3 fixed pane rectangular window as the doors to the 
Carriage Barn.  Two pedestrian side doors with simple white wooden trim flank the central barn door.  In the peak of the 
gable is a semi-circular window with three vertical muttins and simple board trim. Each of the doors to this barn open onto 
small paddock or turn-out areas bounded by split rail fences.   
 
Inside, this wood frame structure consists of 5 large 9’-6” x 11’ box stalls and 1 small 9’-6” x 5’ stall.  The walls are 
sheathed with varnished bead board and the floor is concrete, an area of the inlaid cobble floor in the main carriage barn 
continues through the stables. A large sliding wooden door connects the east end of the building to the Carriage Barn.  
When this door is open, the interior flow of the Carriage Barn and Stable is seamless, with no indication on the interior that 
the two buildings are not a single structure.  Today the Carriage Barn Stable retains its original appearance inside and 
out.  The interior is used for visitor exhibits and camp programs. 
 
Corn Crib. 1880. Contributing 
The 28’ long by 13’ wide corn crib sits immediately east of the Blacksmith Shop.  The wooden structure is clad in vertical 
unfinished 1 x 6 boards, wrapped in 1/2” hardware cloth, and protected by a fiberglass shingle roof.  The building has 
wooden hinged doors with simple board trim in each gable end.  The side walls are slanted outward, with the bottom 
dimensions of the building narrower than the roofline.  Corn cribs were rarely built on New England farms until the middle 
of the 19

th
 century, when growing “Indian” corn became popular.  Storing the corn on the cob in well-ventilated corn cribs 

allowed the kernels to dry without spoiling.  The distinctively shaped corn crib, with slanted side walls built of spaced 
wooden slats, became common by the 1860’s.  The overhanging eaves and slanted walls helped prevent rain from 
splashing inside.

8
  This building certainly conforms to this 19

th
 century construction and retains its form, materials and 

fenestration from its original construction.  Although not in use today, the corn crib is an essential architectural feature of 
the Appleton farm complex. 
 
Dairy Barn. 1867. Contributing 
The large 40’ x 120’ Dairy Barn is a gambrel roofed, 2 ½ story structure sheathed in wooden cedar shingles.  The west 
gable end of the structure features a large double hinged main door of vertical board finish with two fixed pane 2/2 
windows at the top.  Above the center door is another door for ventilation of similar size and dimension as the first-floor 

                                                 
8
 Visser, Thomas Durant, Field Guide to New England Barns and Farm Buildings, 1997 
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door.  Just under the peak of the gambrel roof is an oversized access door to the hay loft with hinged vertical board 
double doors and a hoist pole projecting out from the roof ridge pole.  Two 8/8 double hung windows pierce the first floor 
on either side of the entry door and two 6/6 smaller double hung windows pierce the second floor unevenly spaced in 
relation to the first-floor openings.  Another small, 2/3 fixed pane window is located to the left of the central door on the 
first floor.  The east gable end of the building features a central double sliding barn door at the first-floor level flanked by 4 
(2 on each side of the central door) 2/2 windows that swing open on the interior for ventilation.    As in the west gable end, 
this eastern gable end has a central ventilation door on the second floor and a larger hay loft door under the peak of the 
roof with a hoist pole extending out over the door at the ridge line.  Two 2/2 windows flank the walls between the second 
and third floor doors.  The gambrel roof projects very low on the north and south sides, exposing only a low one story 
wooden shingled wall with several 2/2 rectangular fixed pane windows grouped in pairs.  On the south side is a pedestrian 
Dutch door with the ability to open the top or bottom hinged flies for ventilation and/or barn access. On the north façade a 
small one story connector with a door and 6 pane fixed light window links the barn to two large silos.  Another small ell is 
attached to the north façade at the east end of the building.  This ell has a hip roof and a single 6/6 window in its east and 
west facades.  Its north façade features a single panel door and a 6/6 window.  On the south side of the building a small 
connector links the barn to a small, square, one story hip roofed milk room.  The connector has the same fixed 6 light 
window and the milk room has a large door with side lights on the west façade.  The connectors, the ell and the milk room 
are clad in wooden shingles.   The gambrel roof is framed with wooden trusses, clad in composition roof shingles, and 
supplied with three large roof ventilators.  The structure is constructed with a lightweight balloon frame using two-by 
material.  The interior of the building consists of 42 cow stalls on the ground floor with a concrete floor and concrete 
drainage system.  Above the milking parlor is a second-floor hayloft.  The milk room is equipped with stainless steel 
milking apparatus.    
 
The Dairy Barn and Silos were built during World War II close to the site of the 1696 barn that burned after having been 
struck by lightning.  Over the years, herds of Jerseys and later Guernsey cows were milked here.  With the availability of 
mechanized power, the desire to improve sanitation and the development of concrete, agricultural engineers developed 
this 20

th
 century ground-level stable barn design.  Design improvements including increased interior light, elimination of 

basement, and better ventilation, help reduce bacterial growth and the problems associated with disease-carrying dust in 
the air. 
 
Dairy Barn Silos. 1943. Contributing 
The Dairy Barn Silos were constructed at the same time as the Dairy Barn and the Milk Room.  These two structures are 
clad in precast concrete staves with double metal bands keeping the staves in place and maintaining the round form of 
the structure against the pressure of the stored silage.  Metal domed roofs cap both silos.  They are linked to the Dairy 
Barn by a one story wooden connector.  Long metal hoses are stationed at the side of each silo, used to suck the silage 
from trucks into the upper reaches of the silo.  
 
Dairy Barn Silage Storage Tanks. 2014. Contributing 
 Two smaller silage storage tanks are located against the west façade of the Dairy Barn. These two-story metal structures 
are set on metal scaffold-style framing.  Their cone-shaped bottoms open to allow sileage to flow out of the tanks and a 
circular door at the top of each tank opens to allow silage to be pumped into the tanks.  These modern equivalents of the 
1943 Silos meet today’s agricultural standards. 
 
Draft Horse Stable. 1880-1900. Contributing 
The Draft Horse Stable joins the eastern end of the long equipment shed and extends north, forming a wing that encloses 
an animal paddock formed by the rear (west side) of this building, the north side of the Long Shed and the east side of the 
Carriage Barn Stables.  The 20’ x 70’, 1 ½ story gable end building is sheathed in cedar wooden shingles with an asphalt 
shingle roof.  Two small cupolas vent the second-floor hayloft and pierce the roof ridge.  These cupolas have wooden 
louver vents on all four sides with a simple hip roof cap. The east façade is twelve narrow bays wide.  Each bay features a 
6/6 double hung window with simple wooden trim, two single doors and one sliding barn door.  One door is centrally 
placed in the façade under a central pedimented dormer that pierces the roof with a panel door that can be opened for 
ventilation and hayloft access.  A second door fills a bay between the central door and the southern end of the building.  
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Both are ‘Dutch’ doors with a separate hinged portion at the top and the bottom to allow the bottom of the door to remain 
shut while the top can be open.  A third, sliding barn door is located in the fifth bay from the northern end.  The northern 
gable end features a 6/6 double hung window at its peak and a small shed with pitched roof and double hinged doors on 
its north side.  The west façade has a central single door opening adjacent to a 6/6 double hung sash window.  The 
remaining fenestration on this side consists of nine 3/2 windows that can swing open to the inside for ventilation.  This 
side of the building opens on to the turn-out paddock.  On the interior, the barn is composed of two areas, the southern 
end of the wood frame structure holds 3, 9’ x 11’-6” stalls, and the northern end of the structure holds 5 stalls of various 
sizes.  The walls of the stables are finished with tongue and grooved bead board; they are not as elegant as the varnish 
finished walls in the Carriage Barn.  The floors of this structure are concrete and are equipped with floor drains.  This 
building was used for stabling horses and also been used for a breeding barn. 
 
Goodhue Cottage. 1820; Relocated c. 1950. Contributing  
The 18’ x 26’ Goodhue Cottage is a small, two bay, two story wood frame early 19

th
 century cottage with a detached wood 

frame garage.  The house is located on the farm road that connects Jimmy’s Barn to the Heifer Barn.  The walls are clad 
in wooden cedar shingles and the roof is a low gable with asphalt shingles.  The main (east) façade features a panel door 
with 5 small sidelights on each side under a small pedimented portico.  Three windows, one on the first floor and two on 
the second floor are small 6/6 double hung windows with simple board trim.  The south gable end has a door with small 
pedimented roof on brackets adjacent to a 6/6 double hung window on the first floor and two 6/6 windows on the second 
floor.  The north gable end has two 6/6 double hung windows on the first floor and two 6/6 double hung windows on the 
second floor.  The west façade has four window openings, two above and two below.  Three of the windows are the same 
6/6 double hung windows featured in the rest of the house, the forth is a small 4/4 double hung window where the 
bathroom is located.  All windows have simple molded trim painted white as are the corner boards of the building and the 
simple narrow roof eave trim.  The first floor consists of two rooms, a kitchen and living area and the second floor, built 
under the raised portion of the roof consists of three small bedrooms and a bathroom.  The cottage was moved from 
Goodhue Street and placed over the concrete foundation here in the 1940’s or 1950’s.   
 
According to Bill Finch, Preservation Architect, an examination of the physical building fabric indicates the following 
development chronology:  The building was initially constructed ca. 1800 as a one-story gable roofed cottage with an 
unfinished attic.  Primary frame elements (posts, plates, and major beams) were exposed and a whitewashed, plaster 
ceiling was located at the underside of the ceiling joists, and walls were plastered over accordion lath.  Primary evidence 
for dating is lath nails that are an early type of cut nail documented to be in use ca. 1800-1810 in combination with hand 
wrought nails used to secure the exterior sheathing boards to the frame, and shouldered haunches being used on the 
posts which is an 18

th
 century framing detail that generally went out of usage in the early 19

th
 century.  Surviving fabric 

from this period includes most primary frame elements, exterior wall studs and sheathing on all sides, most first floor 
ceiling framing, some floor framing and subflooring for the first floor, and some wall plaster on accordion lath on exterior 
walls. 
 
Goodhue Cottage Garage. 1960. Contributing 
This building sits just north of the Goodhue Cottage.  It is a single car salt-box roof shed like building with an overhead 
garage door in its east façade.  The rest of the building has no windows or doors, simply sheathed in weathered wooden 
shingles with simple board corner boards and eave trim. 
 
Greenhouses (2). C. 2012.  Non-Contributing 
There are two metal hoop frame plastic greenhouses with wooden frame plastic ends located at the edges of the farm 
complex.  The first is situated at the edge of the Patch field not too distant from the Bull Barn.  The second is located 
across the farm lane from the Goodhue Cottage.  These greenhouses support the Community Supported Agriculture 
operation.  They are set on gravel floors with hoop frames that extend to the ground along the length of the greenhouse.   
 
Heifer Barn/Cow Barn. 1867. Contributing 
Built at the same time as the Dairy Barn, the Heifer Barn was used to breed young calves, separating them from the dairy 
herd.  The 25’ x 70’ building is 1 ½ stories with a gambrel roof and wooden cedar shingle siding.   The east façade has a 
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large open door at the southern corner of the façade and two 6-light fixed pane windows across the rest of the first floor.  
The second floor has two 6 light fixed pane windows just under the joints in the gambrel roof.  The west façade has an 
oversized double-swing barn door that extends mid-way up the gambrel roof with a small square solid board window in 
the central peak of the gambrel roof.  The north façade has two 3/2 small windows with simple board trim under the deep 
eave trim.  A long, one story gable roof ell extends off the south façade of the main barn with a 6 light, fixed pane window 
at each cow stall on its eastern façade, five 6-light fixed pane windows and a central single door on its western façade, 
and two open shelter bays at its southern gable end.  The interior of the building consists of a series of cow stalls on the 
ground floor and a second story hayloft.  The floor of the heifer barn is concrete, the gambrel roof is framed with wooden 
trusses, the roof is clad in composition roof shingles, and supplied with one roof ventilator.   
 
Herdsman’s Barn or Farm Office. 1880. Contributing. 
The Herdsman Barn is situated between the Herdsman’s House and the Superintendent’s House. The 660-square foot 1 
½ story gable roof wood frame building is sheathed with painted wooden cedar shingles and asphalt shingle roof.  The 
building’s main façade faces south overlooking Home Field.  The three bay, central chimney building has a central door in 
the south façade with 9 fixed lights and panel bottom.  Small 6/6 double hung windows flank each side of the central door.  
The east and west gable ends are identical, pierced by a 6/6 double hung window on the first and second floors.  The 
north façade has two 6/6 double hung windows on the first floor under the simple trim eave of the roof.  Inside the building 
is an open one story bay with an upper loft.       
 
Herdsman’s House and attached Barn/Garage. 1880 (barn/garage may be early 19

th
 century). Contributing 

This small, 970 square foot wood frame, gable end 1 ½ story cape consists of two volumes, a 15’x 25’ cape and a 10’ x 
32’ shed extension off the north side of the residence.  A former barn turned garage extends off the west end of the 
building.  The building faces south overlooking the Home Field.  The 3- bay south façade has a central 15-light fixed pane 
door and two small double hung 6/6 windows on the first floor west of the central door.  East of the door is a smaller 6/6 
window.  The second-floor features 3 6/6 double hung sash windows that are not regularly spaced across the façade; 
instead, the center second floor window is set slightly west of center.  The second-floor windows are set into a long, shed 
dormer with narrow sections of the original gable roof extending down on each side.  The east gable end has three 6/6 
double hung windows and a double window that consists of two smaller 6/6 double hung windows at the north end of the 
first floor. The west gable end is connected to the former barn which has been changed into a two-car garage with door 
openings on the north façade.  The north façade of the house is connected to the one story pitched roof addition with a 
single 6/6 window in its east façade and a long north façade featuring a central 15-light fixed pane door, with a 
pedimented roof on brackets.  Three 6/6 windows, shorter in height than those in the rest of the building, pierce the north 
façade of the ell and two 6/6 windows are situated in the central and western bay of the second story.  The cape has a 
central masonry chimney and stair in the center, splitting the volume into two smaller rooms.  The stair leads to a small 
attic room used as a small bedroom; the other side is open to the first floor.  This building served as worker housing, 
probably for the dairy herd, in the mid 19

th
 century.  Architectural preservationist William Finch dated this building based 

upon his observation of braced frame construction with circular sawn studs, lath and baseboards, and 4 x 4 posts at 
window jambs tenoned into the sill.  The ceiling of the west room in the cape was most likely removed in the last 30-50 
years to create the current high open space. 
 
The former barn turned garage extends west off the end of the house.   Its original gable roof has been extended at a 
lower pitch on the north side, bringing the eave out to the same edge as the eave of the house addition.  Two, large 
wooden barn/garage doors cover most of the north façade.  A single 6/6 window is located in the first-floor west bay of this 
shed.  The south façade of the shed has two 6/6 windows in its eastern bay, and a single door and small 3/2 window in its 
western bay.  The barn/garage appears to have been built at the same time as the cape or was built soon after.  It is 
possible that a portion of the shed addition at one time served as the kitchen to the main house.  This building is the only 
building in the farmstead that sits on a full fieldstone foundation.  Buried in what stands on the site today, is perhaps the 
oldest structure of the farm complex.  According to Bill Finch, Preservation Architect, this barn contains an “English barn” 
with construction techniques and materials dating back to the early 19

th
 century.  The barn’s frame is mostly hewn and 

there is evidence of English type tie joints at the second level plate.  Many old reused pieces were used to frame the 
upper level floor.  Braces in many of the lower posts were removed to make space for the garage.   
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Hoyt House. (White Cottage) 1881. Contributing 
This building is a 3 ½ story three bay clapboard structure located at the northern end of the property along Waldingfield 
Road.  The land rises across the north façade, creating a 2 ½ story façade on the west gable end and a 3 ½ story façade 
on the east end. The building has an exposed chimney in the center of each gable end and asphalt shingle roof.  The 
gable end is two bays wide with 6/6 double hung windows set in direct line atop each other on each story flanking the 
exposed chimney.  A simple porch roof with little decoration protects an at-grade patio on the south façade accessed by a 
door at the southeast corner of the porch.  Above the porch roof, each story has 3 6/6 double hung windows regularly 
spaced across the façade.  The north façade has no fenestration on the ground floor and 3 6/6 double hung windows 
evenly spaced across each of the upper floors.  This building represents the remains of a much larger house built by the 
Hoyt family, a sister to Daniel Fuller Appleton after the land was reacquired by the Appleton family in 1881.  A 1906 
photograph shows a much larger dwelling with a gable roof and large attached 2 ½ story ell.

9
   

 
Hoyt House Garage. By 1881. Contributing 
This building is sited a short distance east of the Hoyt House off a small semi-circular driveway that connects both 
buildings to Waldingfield Road.  This building may have been an earlier shed or farm outbuilding.  It is a 1 ½ story building 
with a low gabled roof.  A wide wooden hinged door, suitable for a small car, with clipped upper corners opens in the 
northern gable end.  One 6/6 double hung window is set in the middle of each long façade.  A pedestrian door is located 
in the center of the southern gable end.  The gable end with the car door opening is painted clapboard; all other sides of 
the building are covered with flush vertical board.  Shallow eaves with a simple board molding adorn each gable end.  The 
building sits at grade with little or no foundation visible. 
 
Jimmy’s (Hay) Barn. 1880; 2014. Contributing 
The Hay Barn, sometimes referred to as Jimmy’s Barn, is approximately 70’ long and 40’ wide.  The building is sheathed 
in weathered wooden shingles with an asphalt roof and simple board trim painted white.  The barn is set alone, into a 
small rise of land between the Patch Field and the Steer Barn Meadow.  This barn is the only farm building within easy 
view of the Middle Gate as you enter the property.  The ground surface meets the ground floor elevation at three sides but 
drops down to basement level on the east side.  The timber post and beam structure is composed of six bays along the 
length and three bays across the width of the barn. The main floor space is about 20’ high from the floor to the eaves and 
another 20’ to the roof ridge.  A wide sliding double wooden door leads into the barn at each gable end topped by a 13/2 
fixed pane rectangular window.  The second story is lit by three 6/6 double hung windows; the center window is set under 
the peak of the gable.  The east façade has no fenestration on the main floor or upper story.  The exposed brick clad 
stone foundation has two large cart openings and two 6/6 windows.  The west façade has no fenestration.  In 2014 a one 
story shed addition was added to this side to accommodate additional sales space for the farm store that is currently 
housed in the barn.  Half of this addition is an open shed used for vegetable and bottle washing stations and support 
services for the farm store; the northern half is sheathed in wooden shingles and white board trim that matches the rest of 
the barn building.  This enclosed portion of the shed is pierced by a small brick chimney and three 6/6 double hung 
windows that match the other, older, barn windows.   
 
The barn is a classic 19

th
 century, English style post and beam, mortised and tenoned gable-front bank barn structure.  

Traditionally, the basement in this type of barn would be used to shelter animals from the wind or rain, or to cart manure 
from the barn to the farm fields.  The remnants of trap doors in the main floor central aisle suggest that they may have 
been used to transfer feed or manure to the lowest level. 
 
Laundry House (remains of New House service ell). 1891; 1965. Contributing. 
The laundry house is a small 2 bay, 1 ½ story clapboard gambrel roofed building with a central dormer on the southeast 
side and a small flat-roofed ell off the east end.  A long one story curved-eave glass greenhouse extends across most of 
the southeast façade, including the ell.  The west gable end has a wood and glass door with a single 6/6 double hung 

                                                 
9
 T. Frank Waters.  The Old Bay Road p. 40 
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window in the attic garret.  The northwest façade has three 6/6 windows on the first floor and a gable-roof central dormer 
above.  A brick chimney rises out of the east end of the gable roof with two 6/6 windows on the second floor and two 6/6 
windows on the first-floor ell.  This building was once part of the service ell of the New House.  When the house was 
demolished in 1965, this small building remained for worker housing.  Joan Appleton lived here near the end of her life, 
when the Old House was too big and drafty for her purposes.  The building sits along one side of the New House garden 
remains, surrounded by the ornamental plantings that had once graced the New House grounds.  It and the retaining 
walls for the garden are the only tangible remains of the New House and its extensive gardens and grounds. 
 
Loafing Shed. 1880. Contributing 
The Loafing Shed forms the northern edge of a small 80’ x 80’ concrete slab paddock defined on the south by the 
Blacksmith Shop, Corn Crib, and Wood Silo, on the east by a split rail fence at the bottom of Sunset Hill, and on the west 
by an iron picket fence atop a low concrete curb next to the road that separates this paddock from the Draft Horse Stable.  
The Loafing Shed is a 20’ x 70’ single story five bay structure with a low gable roof that extends lower on the north side 
than the south side.  Its wooden frame is sheathed in wooden cedar shingles at the gable ends and across the north 
facade.  The south façade of the building consists of five open arched bays under an overhanging eave. The north façade 
has five 6/6 double hung windows with simple wooden trim painted white.  The building is used as a shelter for animals 
allowed to roam in the enclosed paddock area. 
 
Loafing Shed. 2015. Non-Contributing. 
North of the old Loafing Shed and east of the other dairy barns is a much larger 2 ½ story Quonset style structure that 
serves as the Loafing Shed for the contemporary farm herd.  The west side of the dome-shaped end has a large opening 
to allow dairy animals to move unhampered from the shed to the paddock area west of the building.  This building was 
constructed in 2015 to meet current agricultural standards for the dairy herd. 
 
Long Equipment Shed. 1880. Contributing 
The long equipment shed is a 26’ x 134’ wood framed one story twelve bay clapboard structure used to house farm 
equipment and store miscellaneous farm supplies.  The gable-roofed building consists of 11, 13 x 26’ open bays with an 
asphalt shingle roof facing south into the vehicular courtyard; the twelfth (eastern) bay is sheathed in wooden shingles 
with a sliding barn door covering most of the façade and an ocular window above the center of the door.  The eastern 
gable end Is sheathed in wooden cedar shakes with no windows or doors.  The roof extends closer to the ground on the 
north side, creating a saltbox-like gable end.  The western end connects to the Carriage Barn.  The structure is supported 
by wooden posts mounted on concrete footings at the bay openings and wooden sills on a partial concrete foundation 
along the perimeter of the building.  The floor of this building is earth. The building dates to the 1880s farm improvements 
added by Daniel Fuller Appleton, but its concrete foundation and later structural repairs indicate updates or renovations 
since its original construction.  As with many of the buildings within the farmstead complex, the significance of this building 
is in its relationship to the other farmstead buildings nearby. Since the late 19

th
 century this equipment shed has been an 

integral part of the farm; it was used then as it is used today, housing farm equipment and materials.  At one point several 
of these open bays may have been used as stables for farm animals.   
 
Old House. 1794; renovations 1865-1900; 2014. Non-Contributing 
As the primarily dwelling for farm owners since at least 1794 and perhaps earlier, this building has seen numerous 
renovations, additions, changes and rehabilitations over its lifetime.  The main beams of the building are believed to date 
to 1794 when Isaac Appleton passed the farm to his son, Samuel, though the original house may date as early as 1769 
when Samuel Appleton married Mary White and managed the farm with his 65-year-old father.  There has been a house 
associated with this portion of the farm since it was first subdivided by the four Appleton brothers in 1696.   
   
The Old House started as a five bay 2 ½ story wooden clapboard gable-end building with a central chimney sited to face 
southeast, with views to the farm complex and across the Home Field.  After Daniel Fuller Appleton inherited the property 
in 1869 a large 2 ½ story ell was added to the back of the house that included an updated kitchen and service wing.  
Another large addition was added to the south end of the main house that included a large parlor and additional bedrooms 
above.  The three bay, 2 ½ story south addition featured a large dormer on the south façade and a large central double 
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Victorian door at its center.  The earlier house, in essence, became the smaller ell off this large 1869 addition.  When the 
addition was added, the earlier house was renovated with a double story bay window addition off the north end and a wide 
porch roof across the southeastern façade, partially shading a large stone patio.  Electric and plumbing services were 
upgraded and smaller renovations continued throughout the end of the 19

th
 century.   

 
Joan and Francis Appleton Jr. lived here after their marriage in 1935 while his parents occupied the New House.  Joan 
added a small greenhouse off the south façade of the 1869 main body of the house, accessed through the Victorian 
double door.  In the mid 20

th
 century a large picture window replaced two of the 18

th
 century window openings on the first 

floor of the ell (original house).  After 1998 when Francis Jr. passed, Joan moved from the Old House into the small 
Laundry House and the Old House was abandoned.  The condition of the Old House, which had begun a slow decline in 
Francis Appleton’s later years, continued its decline after The Trustees assumed ownership of the property until a vision 
for the farm under public access could be created.   
 
In 2009, as part of the Appleton Farms Center for Agriculture and the Environment, the Old House, which was now in 
serious need of repair, underwent a deep rehabilitation project to create a model sustainable energy-efficient office, 
library, meeting room and museum space within a rehabilitation historic building.  The small Appleton parlor in the original 
1794 house, with its late 19

th
 century bay window, was preserved as a furnished museum room.  The picture window was 

removed and two smaller windows, the size and dimension of the original, were restored.  The rear 1869 ell was removed 
but the larger Victorian 1869 main house addition was preserved.  The main floor of this building was renovated to 
accommodate a library and meeting space.  Its large double Victorian door was removed and replaced with a window to 
better accommodate the traffic flow and use of the meeting room.  The third floor dormer was removed and replaced with 
a gable roof.  The former dining room was stabilized and outfitted for small fork to table dinners and classroom space.  A 
modern commercial kitchen was built off the rear of the old portion of the house to accommodate public use and cooking 
classes.  The house siding was removed and replaced with modern cement-board clapboards as part of the sustainability 
efforts to use modern materials while retaining the look of the earlier clapboard.  All of the walls and attics were heavily 
insulated.  Energy efficient heaters run by a solar panel in the side yard were installed for heating and cooling the building.  
The large stone terrace across the front of the house was restored with new bluestone, the former stone was too broken 
to safely reuse.  The porch supports and roof were restored.   
 
Today the Old House is a successfully rehabilitated building that accommodates universal access, public use, meeting 
space, offices and cooking and classroom space for small groups.  The main body of the house is a three bay 2 ½ story 
gable end renovated c. 1869 building with 6/6 new energy efficient windows in the original Victorian window and door 
openings.  The ell is a 5 bay smaller 2 ½ story renovated 18

th
 century building with a central door on its southeast façade 

with fluted Doric pilaster door surround and molded pediment.  The windows of this ell are 6/6 new energy efficient 
windows.  A deep porch with round, unfluted, Doric columns shades the first floor of the ell and partially covers a restored 
wide stone patio that provides outdoor gathering space for small groups. This patio is retained by a restored cut fieldstone 
wall with a central set of cut fieldstone steps aligned with the front door of the ell down to the house lawn.   
 
The double bay additions on the east gable end retain their larger Victorian window openings but the windows have been 
replaced with 6/6 energy efficient models.  This east gable end of the building has a door to the left of the bay window 
addition with a pedimented, gable portico supported by simple posts.   One 6/6 window sits directly above the door, and 
another smaller 2/2 window lights the attic space in the peak of the gable.  A small, 1 ½ story gable end ell extends off the 
rear of the 1794 house with two very small single pane windows on the upper corner of the east side and three of the 
same small single pane windows in the upper level of the west side.    
 
The west side of this new addition and the north side of the main house have doors adjacent to where the two buildings 
join.  A large brick patio extends the length of the new addition and extends to the corner of the 1794 house.  This patio is 
used for outdoor classroom and dining space.  The north side of the ell where it joins with the 1869 body of the house has 
a small 1 story square bathroom addition with a half hip, shallow sloped roof that was added in the late 19

th
 century.  This 

addition retains its bathroom use with new windows in the original openings.  The rear (north façade) of the 1869 portion 
of the house has two 6/6 windows on the first floor and no window openings above. 
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Though this house has been significantly rehabilitated, the changes represent a continuation of the historic adaptation and 
reuse of this building to accommodate a growing family, changes in residential technology and infrastructure, and now, 
accommodations for public use.  The house retains its original siting and relationship to the farm complex and remains the 
location where farm decisions take place.  The rehabilitation is a LEED eligible gold building. 
 
Old House Garage. 1940. Contributing 
The 20’ long by 22’ wide garage is a wood one-story framed wooden clapboard structure with an asphalt roof and a 
concrete floor placed on grade.  The building is sited northwest of the Old House, almost adjacent to the railroad track wall 
and gate.  The building was constructed c. 1940 while Francis Appleton Jr. and Joan Appleton occupied the Old House.  
There are two wooden framed garage door openings on the north façade; the east gable end has a door in its north end 
next to a single 6/6 window opening.  The rear (south façade) has no window openings; the west gable end has a single 
6/6 window.  The gable profile of the building matches that of the farm sheds – the rear roof extends lower on the back 
side than on the front, giving the building a gable profile similar to that of a one-story salt box building.  Simple it its 
design, construction and purpose, this building is typical of Appleton Farms’ vernacular shed designs.  It currently houses 
maple syrup processing equipment and farm vehicles are often parked in front of each garage door.  
 
Sheep Shed / Sheep Barn. 1873-74. Contributing. 
Sitting on top of a field stone foundation at the eastern edge of farm’s vehicular courtyard, the 20’ x 80’ sheep shed is an 
integral part of the landscape with its back turned to the residential buildings.  The field stone foundation of the Sheep 
Shed forms a retaining wall at the back supporting a low asphalt shingle roof.  The foundation is pierced by three 3-pane 
fixed windows that provide some light into the back of each bay.  The low roof profile and the way that the building is 
nestled into the grade here maintains an unobstructed view of Sunset Hill from the vehicular courtyard and farm 
residences.  The building is a low, one story shed with six open bays on the east side.  When the building was in full use, 
a series of wooden or metal gates and half-walls designed to contain the white Holland turkeys, sheep or calves that were 
housed here.  Where walls were desired, vertical wooden boards were set under the bay openings, either to serve as 
temporary doors or protective walls for the animals contained within.  These walls were never structural and served only 
temporary or changing purposes.   Today these temporary enclosures have been removed and the bays are fully open 
onto a large fenced animal pen with concrete slab base that fills the space east of the building, framed by slant-picket 
metal pen fencing. 
 
Silo. C. 1910. Contributing. 
The 12’ diameter wooden silo was built later than the corn crib and the other major buildings of the farm complex.  A 
photograph taken in 1906 shows the corn crib but does not show the silo.  The unique structure has vertical interlocking 1 
x 5 planks on the interior of the silo and horizontal siding boards covering the exterior of the structure.  Each of the 
horizontal siding boards is supplied with an integral metal tie that secures the siding to the structure maintaining its round 
form.  The metal ties are stamped with the name of the silo manufacturer, Crainelox Triple Wall, Norwich, NY.  Currently, 
there is no roof on the silo, the original roof deteriorated and fell into the silo after years of disrepair.  Instead, the building 
is protected by wooden and plastic cover to protect the rest of the building from deterioration.  This building is of special 
interest and is one of a handful extant in the Massachusetts agricultural landscape.  Conical roofs are most common on 
wooden silos.  Usually these were covered with composition sheet roofing and topped with a metal ventilator.  A typical 
twenty-four-foot-high, sixteen-foot diameter round silo could feed a herd of about twenty-five cows for six months.  The 
eighty-six tons of silage needed to fill this silo could be raised on about 6.4 acres.

10 

 
Sunset Hill Barn. 2015. Non-Contributing 
The current Sunset Hill Barn replaces an earlier barn built around the same time as the Sheep Shed.  The 15’ x 40’ barn 
sits on the south side of the Sheep Shed pen.  The wood frame barn was designed with a 600 square foot area for 

                                                 
10

 Allen G. Noble, “Diffusion and Evolution of the Silo”, in Wood, Brick, and Stone (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 

1984),77 
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animals on the ground floor and a hayloft above.  It was, and continues to be, used to provide shelter for animals grazing 
the nearby Home Field and Sunset Hill with a hayloft on the second floor that is accessed at grade on the west side.   
 
The building is a two-story, four bay gable roof barn with the full elevation on the south, east and north sides and a 1 ½ 
story elevation on the west gable end created by the sloped grades.  The barn is sheathed in wooden cedar shingles with 
an asphalt shingle roof.  The main (south) façade has a large double wooden sliding door with a 6/4 fixed pane window in 
each door.  The half story above the sliding door is pierced by four 3/2 fixed pane windows spaced regular across the 
façade.  The north façade has no fenestration.  The east gable end has a large sliding wooden door on the first floor with 
a single 6/6 window in the gable peak.  The west gable end has a double hinged wooden door with 4/4 fixed pane 
rectangular windows at the top of each door.  Eaves and corner boards are trimmed in simple molded gutters and simple 
wooden board trim. 
 
Superintendent’s House. 1990. Non-Contributing 
The original Superintendent’s House was in poor condition when The Trustees acquired the property in 1998.  It was 
demolished and reconstructed with a new building similar in design, room layout and square footage as the original.  This 
2 ½ story three bay wooden clapboarded building sits east of the Herdsman’s House and Herdsman’s Barn, at the 
southern edge of the vehicular courtyard.  A large 2 ½ story ell extends off the north side of the main building.  The south 
(main) façade overlooks the Home Field. It features a 15-pane double door protected by a combination storm/screen door 
that opens onto a broad wooden wrap-around deck poised only a foot above the grade.  Two 6/6 double hung windows 
are spaced across the first floor with three 6/6 windows across the second floor.  The east façade as a second door that 
opens onto the wooden deck.  Nine 6/6 windows are irregularly spaced across the first and second floors of this façade, 
including that gable end of the main building and the ell.  The north façade is the gable end of the ell; three 6/6 windows 
are situated with two windows on the first floor and one under the peak of the gable.  The west façade has four unevenly 
spaced 6/6 windows in the ell façade and two in the gable end of the main building.    
  
Timothy Barn. By 1872. Contributing 
The Timothy Barn sits a short distance east of the Timothy Cottage, accessed via an extension of the Timothy Cottage 
driveway spur.  This barn is the same age as the Timothy Cottage.  The buildings and land were purchased by Francis 
Appleton Sr. circa 1900 as part of a larger land acquisition at the southern and western edges of Appleton Farms.  The 
barn is a 1 ½ story wooden clapboard building painted red with a central cupola and sited with its gable end to the street. 
It is approximately 40’ long and 30’ wide.  The timber post and beam structure is composed of three bays along the length 
of the barn, the main floor space is about 20’ high from the floor to the eaves and another 20’ to the roof ridge.  The barn 
sits high on a fieldstone foundation.  The north and south facades feature a large central sliding barn door that serves as 
primary access into the building.  These façades have no fenestration.  The east and west gable ends have irregularly 
scattered windows of various dimensions on the first and second floors.   
 
The barn is a classic 19

th
 century, English style post and beam, mortised and tenoned barn structure.  Traditionally, the 

basement in this type of barn would be used to shelter animals from the wind or rain.  The remnants of trap doors in the 
main floor central aisle suggest that they may have been used to transfer feed or manure to the lowest level.  This barn 
and the nearby Timothy Cottage both predate Appleton’s purchase of the land.  It is unclear if the Appleton family used 
this barn for storage of the fruit produced by the apple orchard planted on this lot after 1900.    
 
Timothy Cottage. By 1872. Contributing. 
The Timothy Cottage is a 2 ½ story, three bay clapboard dwelling painted white with double chimney and a 1 ½ story 
clapboard rear ell.  The house is situated close to Goodhue Street, behind a dressed and mortared fieldstone wall.  The 
street façade has a central door and two 2/2 windows on the first floor and three 2/2 windows on the second floor.  A long 
porch with spindle railing and spindle valance crosses the entire street façade.  The gable (side) ends have two 2/2 
windows, one atop the other. The rear ell has two dormer windows that penetrate the sloped gable roof.  A gravel 
driveway circumnavigates the building, entering and exiting to the street at each end of the low dressed fieldstone wall.  
Two small simple fieldstone columns mark the end of the wall.  To the rear of the house, a beautiful open view looks 
across Timothy close toward the Great Pasture.  On either side of the driveway openings secondary growth deciduous 
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trees have sprung up along the street edge.  A short distance northeast of the house sites the Timothy Barn.  The house 
has been used for worker housing ever since it was acquired by the Appleton family and remains in the same use today. 
 
Former Building Sites / Known Historic Archaeological Sites 
 
Briar Hill House Site. 1868-1926.  Contributing 
A short distance west of the Old House, across the railroad tracks, Daniel Fuller Appleton’s sister and her family built a 
summer cottage on Briar Hill.  The two story five bay gable roof structure had a long porch running across its first floor 
main façade, overlooking the fields and pastures of Appleton Farms.  Its utilities were supplied from the Old House.  In 
1925 Francis Sr. negotiated with the Briar Hill family heirs to reacquire the buildings under his ownership.  When 
negotiations were complete, the house was demolished and the land converted to pasture.  At the time, a memorial 
plaque was placed in a large boulder set beside the road between the Old and New House, commemorating Briar Hill 
House.  Like the New House and Hoyt House, this residence was one of many that were used as summer homes by 
members of the Appleton family in the mid to late 19

th
 century and either fully or partially demolished by Francis Appleton 

Sr. or his children when they were no longer needed for those purposes. 
 
Kennel site. Buildings standing 1896-c. 1990. Contributing. 
Barberry Kennels at Appleton Farms was begun in 1896 by Francis Jr. and Charles Lanier Appleton when the boys were 
ages 11 and 10 respectively.  The kennel was active for five years before the boys left home for boarding school, then 
rekindled in 1936 by Francis Jr. and his wife, Joan Appleton, who produced some of the best prize winning fox terriers in 
America.  The kennel was a small shed-like, gabled, one story structure with a simple board door in its southern façade.    
A small offset ell provided additional space for animal pens.  The kennel was named for a stud dog, Barberry Dandy, who 
was given to the boys by Mr. Winthrop Rutherford of Long Island.  The building was small, with a central passageway and 
a room on either side with two big grass yards behind.  Next to the kennel was a small cook house in an old barn where 
soup and oatmeal were prepared for the dogs.  The buildings collapsed at the end of the 20

th
 century.  Only the barest 

hint of foundation and cultural activity remain where they once stood. 
 
New House site. 1891-1965. Contributing 
The New House was constructed in 1886 by Francis Sr. and Fanny Lanier Appleton shortly after their marriage.  The 
house and its outbuildings were designed by the Boston architectural firm of Little and Brown, though there are no plans 
and almost no correspondence that survive related to the construction and furnishing of the house.  The house was sited 
to face southeast, symbolically facing the Old House and barnyard.  Broad porches reached out to the east and west, 
overlooking the surrounding fields and woodlots.  The massive 2 ½ story gambrel roofed structure had several gable roof 
dormers in the third floor that pierced the lower slopes of the gambrel roof and afforded ample light and air to the service 
staff quarters on the third floor.  Third floor windows were 6/6; first and second floor fenestration was 12/12 with oversized 
window openings on the first floor.  The house had three chimneys and a Chippendale style roof rail.  Each porch had a 
similar Chippendale style rail on top of its broad, flat roof.  A broad columned portico with glass box interior protected the 
oversized main door.  Two smaller doors with cove-roof pedestals atop classical door pilasters provided additional 
openings to the house main rooms.  The house was demolished in 1965, eight years after Fanny Appleton ’s death, when 
Alice Hay and Francis Appleton Jr. saw no practical need for such a large house on the farm.  The Laundry House is the 
only portion of the building that remains, though the site of the house is clearly understood because its driveway and its 
ornamental trees, shrubbery and garden terraces remain. 
   
New House Stable site. 1880-1990. Contributing 
Northeast of the New House sat a large, 2 ½ story gambrel roof carriage and horse barn flanked by two hip-roofed 
pavilion-style ells.  In its day, the New House Stable was a fine example of a late 19

th
 century, architect designed, stable 

complex.  At the heart of the complex was a two-story carriage barn.  The first floor was used for horse-drawn carriages 
while the second floor was equipped with a care-taker’s apartment.  The central carriage barn was clad with varnished 
tongue and groove bead board and the majority of the floor was finished with brick laid in a herringbone pattern.  The back 
portion of the barn had a wooden floor that sat on a fieldstone foundation.  Two - one story structures sat at the east and 
west side of the main barn.  The west building housed a series of box stalls and the east building housed a series of 
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single horse stalls.  Adjacent to the buildings to the west, was another one-story building used to wash carriages with a 
“carriage-wash” system that hung from the ceiling.  A wide gravel drive led up to a 6’ high formally dressed fieldstone wall 
that surrounded the barn courtyard.  The barn was in poor shape when The Trustees took over the property in 1998 and 
could not be rescued. In its later years the barn was used for farm vehicle and carriage storage along with sundry horse 
equipment.  Today all that remains are portions of the gravel road, the stone courtyard wall and some remains of the brick 
flooring.  The site was regraded in the early 2000s for safety reasons.  The barn had sat on a rise in the grade with a walk 
out basement to the rear.  When the building came down the grade was too steep to be safe for property visitors, so it was 
reshaped with a safer slope. 
 
Patch House Site. Building(s) 1752-1922. Contributing. 
The Dane house, renamed the Patch House, was built in 1752 on the former John Appleton farm.  It remained standing 
from 1752 to 1922 when a fire consumed the house and its outbuildings.  One building foundation was visible above 
ground until 2016 when it was mapped, protected with a tarp and filled for its protection.  It sits within the present day CSA 
vegetable field, just south of Middle Road.  The location of the Dane/Patch farm complex is marked by a plaque set on a 
large boulder along the south side of Middle Road.  Archaeological investigation and additional archival research into the 
Dane and Patch families could reveal more about this former complex of buildings. 
 
Timothy Garage Site. c.1920-1998. Contributing 
There is little known about the history and use of this building. It was in poor condition when acquired by The Trustees 
and demolished for safety reason at that time.  It sat in close proximity to the Timothy cottage at the end of one of the 
driveway spurs. 
 
 
Land Use 
Today 359.2 acres of Appleton Farms is cultivated field, hayfield or pasture land.  The remaining 511.8 acres are 
woodland and wetland.  Most of the cultivated areas have specific field names, useful for instructing farm labor as to 
location of specific tasks.  Most of these names and boundaries were associated with a previous owner, a physical feature 
or a name given to the space by the Appleton family.  Some of these boundaries have changed slightly as field definitions 
or soil conditions changed over time.  The following descriptions attempt to link historic and contemporary names and 
acreage changes as they have evolved.   
 
Grassy roads, built specifically for horseback riding, crisscross much of the southern and western portions of the property 
while the lands to the east and northern half of the farm are dedicated to tillage, pasture and hayfield accessed by a 
network of gravel roads and cart paths.  The following identify specific field names, both historic and contemporary, and 
attempt to outline the dates lands were transferred in and out of the Appleton family ownership.  The Farms’ Cultural 
Landscape Assessment offers a detailed study of these land transactions.  The dates referenced in the following 
descriptions come from that deed research and historic maps in the Appleton family archives located at The Trustees 
Archives and Research Center.  
 
Barberry Hill. (portion of the Wilson Farm)  
1638-1832; 1896-present. Contributing 
This 16-acre area is a small undulating wooded hillock whose highest elevations rise and fall between 50 and 52 feet 
above sea level.  Located in the northeastern corner of Appleton Farms, it is bordered by Wilson Field and Waldingfield 
Road to the north, by Underhill Field to the east, by the railroad on the west, and by Long Meadow Brook to the south.  
Another 4.3 acres south of Long Meadow Brook is maintained as farm pasture known today as “Lower Barberry Hill.” 
 
 This land was part of the original Samuel Appleton land grant in 1638 and was inherited and owned by his son Samuel, 
Jr. from 1670 to his death in 1696 when the farm was subdivided between his four sons.  Barberry Hill was part of the 
106.46 acres inherited by Oliver Appleton in 1696.  Oliver Appleton, his sons and grandsons farmed their inheritance until 
1832 when their lands were sold to Oliver Underhill and then to the Wilson family in 1835.  They operated Barberry Hill 
until 1896 when the land was sold back to Fannie Appleton.  It is not clear if the land was continuously operated as 
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woodland, or if it had been open pasture or cultivated fields from the 17
th
 to the 19

th
 century, but certainly since 1889 the 

land has been maintained as maple, beech and birch woodland.  The hill and its woodland served as a buffer for the New 
House, separating it from the increasingly busy Waldingfield Road and County Road intersection. 
 
 
Briar Hill. (Briar Hill Pasture, Blarney Cottage Woods, Briar Hill Meadow, Briar Hill House Lot) 
1638-present. Contributing 
Briar Hill is a 17-acre hillock (elevation 52’) located immediately west of the Old House, across the railroad tracks.  Today 
the Hill is primarily pasture, though its easternmost portion is shrouded in white pine woodland that screens the railroad 
tracks.  In 1901 Briar Hill was composed of four land uses: Briar Hill Pasture (4 acres), Blarney Cottage Woods (6 acres), 
Briar Hill Meadow (2 ¾ acres) and Briar Hill House lot (4.5 acres).  Today Briar Hill pasture encompasses a 7.9-acre field 
that crosses the former Briar Hill Pasture and Briar Hill house lot.  Blarney Cottage Woods is part of the white pine 
woodland screening the railroad across the road from the Briar Hill Pasture, and Briar Hill Meadow is a small wetland next 
to Blarney Cottage Woods adjacent to the railroad tracks. 
 
This acreage has always remained in the Appleton family.  Today Briar Hill is now bordered by the Great Pasture to the 
southwest, the Plains to the northwest, the road to the New House on the north, and the railroad on the east.  It is edged 
by two primary farm roads – one leading to the Timothy Cottage on Goodhue Street; the other leading to the New House.  
They combine at Briar Hill into the road leading to the Old House over a small wooden railroad bridge at the northeast 
corner of the field.  Slightly west of the railroad bridge a set of granite stairs lead from Briar Hill down to the railroad stop 
next to the Old House.  The 8 ¾ acres across the road that used to be called Blarney Cottage Woods and Briar Hill 
Meadow do not have any specific place names; instead they form part of the larger uncultivated areas between farm fields 
and pasture. 
 
Daniel Fuller Appleton gave his sister, Harriet Hooper (Appleton) Smith (1828-1905) the rights to this hillock after 1869.  
They built a small summer cottage and barn here where they summered until 1905.  Utilities were supplied from the Old 
House.  After 1905, the cottage was used by her heirs, primarily her daughter Ellen Appleton Smith.  When she died in 
1922, Francis Appleton Sr. negotiated with her husband and heirs to re-acquire the land.  The buildings were removed in 
1926 and the land was turned into pasture.  Today it remains important pasture land for Appleton’s dairy and beef herd.  
The location of the house is not visible at ground level. 
 
Broad Meadow. (Great Meadow, Broad Meadow South, Steer Barn Meadow) 
1648-1752; 1868-present 
Broad Meadow started as a 12 ½ acre, often wet area, along County Road just south of the Middle Road gate.  After the 
Patch Farm was incorporated back into Appleton farm it was expanded to include an area once known as the Great 
Meadow (approximately 50 acres).  Today it is divided into three sections:  Broad Meadow (29.0 acres), Broad Meadow 
South (5.0 acres) and Steer Barn Meadow (6.0 acres).  It is one of the largest lowland pastures on Appleton Farms.  It 
benefited from some of Daniel Fuller Appleton’s experimental drainage plans between 1869 and 1871.  He ditched, tiled, 
drained and seeded this area to improve its viability and use for pasture or hay.  Today the failure of some of this drainage 
system has reduced the viability of the land for hay or pasture and returned it to wet meadow or wetland.  Hence the 
reduction in overall field area from its 50-acre 1871 size to its 40-acre contemporary size.   
 
All of this land was part of Samuel Appleton’s second land grant of 1648 and was passed to his son, Samuel in 1688.  In 
1696 the land was part of grandson John Appleton’s 120-acre inheritance.  When John died in 1724, the land went to his 
son, Benjamin who died a short time later, in 1732.  His estate was settled and sold to Nathaniel Dane in 1752.  He built a 
house along Middle Road and farmed the property until 1790 when it was sold to the Patch family.  In several separate 
deed transactions, the Broad Meadow and the Patch farm were re-acquired by Daniel Fuller Appleton between 1866 and 
1890.  Since 1866 Broad Meadow and its subdivisions has been used for hay field and pasture. 
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Drainage Lot (Ox Field, Drainage Lot West, Drainage Lot East)  
1638-present.  Contributing. 
This 15.8-acre field was known as the Ox field in 1901 when Francis Appleton Sr. was creating a survey of the farm 
parcels.  Today it serves as a small pasture for young animals as do the two stone walled paddock areas between the Old 
House and the barns.  This land was part of the original Samuel Appleton land grant and has stayed in the Appleton 
family since 1638.   
 
Grass Rides. 1912; 1921. (Land 1887-1942) Contributing 
(see also Roads and Lanes section) 
This 259-acre area was created on land acquired between 1887 and 1942 that was not part of the Appleton family 17

th
 

century land grants.  The area consists of secondary growth woodland, wetland and open fields with more than five miles 
of carriage paths throughout.   
 
Great Pasture. (Island Meadow, Near Island Meadow, Far Island Meadow, Cabbage Lot, the Patch).  
1638-present; 1648-present. Contributing 
Today this 109.2-acre area is bordered by the Grass Rides to the south, the railroad track to the east, Briar Hill to the 
north, and woodland and Timothy Close to the west, extending down the north and eastern slopes of Pigeon Hill.  Most of 
this land area was part of the original Samuel Appleton 1638 land grant; its southern portion was acquired under Samuel 
Appleton’s second land grant in 1648.  In 1696 it became part of grandson Isaac Appleton’s inheritance.  From 1638 to 
the 1880s it remained an undulating, uneven grazing pasture.  It was smoothed and improved by Daniel Appleton in the 
1880s.  By 1901 the area known as the Great Pasture covered 82.28 acres, adjacent to a long band of wet meadow next 
to the railroad track known as the New Orchard, the New Island Meadow, the Far Island Meadow, and the Cabbage Lot.  
A large rectangular parcel southeast of the Great Pasture was acquired in 1887, known as the Patch (20.40 acres).   
 
In 1935-36, Francis Sr. expanded and improved the Great Pasture to its present size.  He improved the drainage of the 
former wet meadows, and stumped, tilled and seeded the entire area with an improved pasture grass developed by a 
team of agronomists at Cornell University who visited the farm on May 21, 1936.  Today, the pasture continues to support 
grazing sheep, dairy and beef herds and other animals.  It remains the largest single pasture on the farm.  
 
Home Field. (Brook Field, Cow Pasture, the Swamp, the Horsefield, Bud’s Orchard, Homefield Railroad, Homefield, 
Horsefield, Horsefield South, Cow Pasture East, Cow Pasture West) 
1648-present. Contributing. 
This 45-acre area is best known because of its relationship to the Old House, Isaac Appleton’s home, built in 1794 on or 
near the location of his father’s 1688 farmstead.  Since its construction in 1794, the Old House has been “home” to five 
generations of Appletons.  This field, located east of the Old House and south of the farm complex, the Superintendent’s 
House and the Herdsman’s House is the pasture closest to the heart of the farm, both physically and literally. The field is 
bounded on the northwest by the Old House, on the north by the barn complex, on the east and south by the wooded 
wetlands of Long Brook and on the west by the railroad.  The porch on the front of the Old House overlooks this field, 
backed by the changing colors of the Long Brook maple woodland.  Its grazing animals provide a romantic vignette for 
long summer evenings, though they are an integral part of the working farm and a mainstay of the farm’s economics.    
 
 For most of its existence, the entire area has been known as the Home Field.  In 1901, Francis Appleton Sr. labeled 
specific portions of the area with their associated acreage.  The portion of the field closest to the Old House was labeled  
Home Field (19 ¾ acres).  A small field adjacent to the railroad track south of the Home Field was labeled Brook Field (3 
1/8 acres), and further south, Cow Pasture (3 ½ acres). East of the Home Field near the banks of Long Causeway Brook, 
was the Swamp (14 1/8 acres), and the Horse Field (4.5 acres).  A small unmeasured area known as Bud’s Orchard was 
labeled at the southern edge of Sunset Hill.    
 
Today the same area is subdivided slightly differently: Homefield Railroad (4.6 acres) and Homefield (8.5 acres) are 
closest to the Old House.  The former Swamp and Horse Field are now known as Horsefield (4.5 acres) and Horsefield 
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South (5.9 acres).  The former Cow Pasture area has enlarged its boundaries slightly and is now known as Cow Pasture 
West (4.4 acres) and Cow Pasture East (2.1 acres). 
 
Jimmy’s Field. (Jimmy’s Field West)  
1638-1818; 1881-present. Contributing.  
This field is an approximately 15-acre area located northwest of the New House site.  It is bordered by the New House site 
on the east, Waldingfield Road on the north and west, and the Plains on the south.  Today only 2 acres closest to 
Waldingfield Road, known as Jimmy’s Field West, is used as pasture or hayfield.  The entirety of Jimmy’s Field was part 
of a larger land purchase that included much of the land from Samuel Appleton’s original grant that had been sold out of 
the family in 1818 and reacquired by Daniel Fuller Appleton between 1881 and 1889.   An open hay field, the area was 
named in honor of Francis Appleton Jr.’s son, James (Jimmy), who died in 1915 after a two-year battle with health 
complications from appendicitis.  A small wall fountain that had been purchased on a 1906 trip to Italy was installed in the 
New House garden retaining wall, overlooking the field, and dedicated to Jimmy.  Today the field is mown seasonally and 
a portion of the field is used for hay production. 
 
Lamson Field. (Lamson Field North, Lamson Field Middle, Lamson Field South, Lamson Hill, Spring Lot) 
1898-present. Contributing  
Lamson Field is a 17.7-acre mown hayfield that is part of a larger 41-acre parcel located on the extreme western edge of 
the farm.  It is bordered by Highland Street to the west, Cutler Road on the south, a grassy horseback ride on the east, 
and a walking trail on the north. The mown areas are divided into four distinct parcels: Lamson Field North (4.7 acres), 
Lamson Field Middle (6.7 acres), Lamson Field South (2.2 acres) and Lamson Hill (4.1 acres).  The portion known as 
Lamson Field North was part of an area known as the Spring Lot in 1901.   J.B. Goodhue lived in a house nestled 
adjacent to Goodhue Street on this lot in 1872.  The house was moved to a location near Jimmy’s Barn in the mid-20

th
 

century.  Today those portions of the 41-acre parcel that are now mown are part of the deciduous woodland that borders 
Goodhue street that serve as an entrance to the Grass Rides.  None of this land was part of the original Appleton land 
grant, but was part of a series of land purchases made by Francis Appleton Sr. in 1898.  The Field had been subdivided 
into two 20 acre lots at the time of Appleton’s purchase.  Today the Highland Street parking lot is located at the edge of 
Lamson Field Middle to provide parking for visitors walking or riding on horseback the trails at this end of the property. 
 
Long Meadow.  
1638-1751; 1881-present. Contributing 
The Long Meadow was an 18-acre area of wet meadow and white pine woodlands that framed views looking east from 
the New House site.  Bordered by the railroad to the east, Long Meadow Brook to the north and west, and the road to the 
New House on the south.  The land was part of the first (1638) land grant that descended down to son and grandson 
Samuel Appleton.  It was sold out of the family in 1751 to pay debtors of Samuel Appleton’s estate.  The meadow was 
subdivided into four distinct parcels (6 7/8 acres, 7.5 acres, 1 3/8 acres and 2.65 acres) and sold repeatedly throughout 
the late 18

th
 and much of the 19

th
 century until Daniel Fuller Appleton purchased the property back from the Underhill 

family in 1881 and it was developed as part of the distant views from the New House after its construction in 1886.  Today 
the area is an unnamed, uncultivated part of the farm, consisting of wet meadow grasslands and white pine woodland.  
The pinnacle for Francis Appleton Sr. is located at the end of a long vista cut into the pine woodlands in the middle of this 
meadow, across from the former front door of the New House. 
 
New House Yards and Garden (site).  
1638-1751; 1881-present. Contributing 
It is hard to define the boundaries of the New House yards and gardens, since they bleed so easily into the larger farm, 
but their ornamental plantings, garden retaining wall and distinctively manicured lawns contribute to the unique character 
of this former summer house grounds.  In total, approximately 43 acres were dedicated to the ornamental plantings and 
gardens around the New House.  The area was bordered by Jimmy’s Field and Waldingfield Road on the northwest and 
north, the road to Hoyt Cottage on the northeast, Long Meadow to the east, and the Plains to the south.  A high cut stone 
retaining wall and double staircase linked the New House formal garden to the Plains pasture.  Remnants of the hardiest 
of garden shrubs are scattered across the former garden site and flank the foundation of the laundry, the only remaining 
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bit of the New House that still exists.  The brick forecourt and floor of the New House barn is still evident, though the barn, 
like the house, was partially deconstructed in 1965 and the barn portion that remained collapsed after 1998.  Surrounding 
the house yards, Fanny and Francis Sr. had planted a wide variety of ornamental conifers and flowering trees and shrubs, 
many of which remain as specimen trees and mature banks of shrubbery.   
 
This land has the same ownership history as the Long Meadow.  It was part of the original 1638 land grant that 
descended down to son and grandson Samuel Appleton.  It was sold out of the family in 1751 to pay debtors of Samuel 
Appleton’s estate.  This land was subdivided and sold repeatedly throughout the late 18

th
 and much of the 19

th
 century 

until Daniel Fuller Appleton purchased the property back from the Underhill family in 1881.  It was developed by Fanny 
and Francis Appleton Sr. as their summer home from 1886 to 1929. 
 
In the early 1920’s grass rides were extended throughout the wooded areas and edges of fields surrounding the New 
House.  A broad grassy road edged with double lines of maple trees lead across the fields to the driveway entrance of the 
New House and named for the visit of the Prince of Wales in 1924 as Prince of Wales Avenue.  In 1958 a pinnacle to 
Fanny Appleton was erected in the center of this avenue. 
 
New House Peach Orchard. c. 1886.  Contributing 
The country retreat envisioned by Fanny and Frances Appleton Sr. included ornamented lawns and landscape 
surrounding their summer home, a large walled perennial garden, a large vegetable garden and a walled peach garden.  
Peaches were not as hardy as apples and pears for the Ipswich climate, so to ensure viability of the peaches, there were 
set out in a small field protected by a double evergreen hedge that surrounded the perimeter of the field.  Today this area 
remains as the ruins of a walled garden.  Portions of the evergreen hedge remain protecting a now open field area that 
had occasionally been used for vegetable gardening in its later years. 
 
Old House Yard and Garden.  
Land 1648; House grounds 1794 (or earlier) -present. Contributing 
This small 2 5/8-acre area is bordered on the west by the railroad, on the north by the visitor center parking lot, and on the 
east and south by the Homefield Railroad pasture.  It is framed by the high stone wall that screens the railroad track and 
the fences that border the surrounding pastures.  There has been a house on this site since at least 1794 and a yard and 
garden space associated with that building since its construction. Today this yard is primarily mown grass lawn, with a 
small area of raised bed gardens for educational programming.  Scattered hardy perennials and shrubs ornament the 
edges of the Old House patios and scattered deciduous trees, mostly maples, provide shade and frame the views to the 
surrounding pastures. 
 
Patch Field.  
1638-1731; 1866-present. Contributing. 
This large, 19.5-acre field is located east of Middle Road between Middle Gate and the Old House.  It is a broad, fertile 
cultivated field used by the Community Supported Agriculture operation for vegetable production.  Today the field is 
bordered by Middle Road to the north and west, the farm complex to the southeast, and Broad Meadow and the Dairy 
Store to the east.  The field had been a core portion of the former Patch Farm; the Patch house foundation is located near 
the edge of the field, not far from Middle Road.  The foundation was exposed in a sunken area above ground until 2015 
when the foundation was GIS located, tarped and buried to facilitate the tilling operation and protect the foundation walls 
from collapse.  This land had once been part of John Appleton’s farm inheritance in 1696.  It was sold out of the Appleton 
family in 1731, first to the Dane family and then, in 1790 to Benjamin Patch.  It remained in the Patch family until the entire 
Patch farm was sold back to Daniel Fuller Appleton in several land transactions between 1866 and 1890.  The Patch 
house, piggery and outbuildings burned in 1922.   
 
Pigeon Hill.  
1638-present. Contributing 
Pigeon Hill is the highest elevation on the Appleton property at 112 feet above sea level.  The top of the hill provides 
sweeping views across the Great Pasture and the Plains.  The forth of the Gore Hall pinnacles is set at its peak, dedicated 
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to Col. Francis Randall Appleton Jr.  A plaque at the bottom of the pinnacle commemorates his role in continuing Appleton 
Farms as the ninth and final generation of Appletons to manage the farm and his foresight in gifting the farm to The 
Trustees for its future protection.   
 
Tavern Lot. 1942-present.  Contributing 
The Tavern Lot is a 65 ½ acre wooded parcel in the southeastern corner of the farm that was acquired by Francis 
Appleton Jr. in 1942.  The woodland sits entirely in the Town of Hamilton.  It is bordered by the property boundary on the 
south, Williams Field West on the east, the Horsefield South and Long Causeway Brook to the north, and the railroad on 
the west.  It remains an important wooded edge to the property and provides the backdrop for views from the Old House 
and Home Field. 
  
Timothy Close. (Timothy’s Place). 
1900-present. (Name 1912). Contributing. 
The field known as Timothy Close is a 6.8-acre field at 39 Goodhue Street.  A ‘close’ is an enclosed place or tract of land 
with a visible boundary such as a fence, hedge, wall, or similar structure.  In this case, this field is bounded by stone walls 
on all sides. The land was acquired as part of the farm expansion under Daniel Fuller Appleton and Francis Appleton Sr. 
at the same time the land purchases were made for the Grass Rides and horse trails.  The field is bounded by Goodhue 
Street to the northwest, by fields to the northeast and southeast, and by the Great Pasture to the southeast.  A small 
house and barn, circa 1900, remain on the property, one of many residential houses that remain within Appleton Farms 
originally purchased for housing farm workers or family members.  In 1911 Francis Appleton Jr. planted 500-600 apple 
trees here to establish a new orchard.  In total, 6 ½ acres were planted to fruit trees between 1911 and 1912.  The house 
and orchard were renamed “Timothy Close” that same year.

11
  Today there is no evidence of the orchard remaining in this 

area, and the enclosed field, now known as Timothy’s Place, is mown for hay.  A tree-lined road into the farm borders the 
north side of the field, edged by stone wall.   
 
Stone Paddock and Training Paddock. 
1648-present. Contributing 
West of the dairy barns are two small, stone wall-enclosed paddocks separated by a wide lane that connects the Old 
House to the barn complex.  These small areas are used for grazing newborn farm animals.  This area has been in the 
Appleton family since 1648, part of the Isaac Appleton subdivision of 1696.  Given their scale and diminutive, heavily 
enclosed nature, the two paddocks undoubtedly predate the nearby carriage barn that was constructed in 1880.  The 
number of horses houses in the Carriage Barn would have far outnumbered the size of these two small areas.  They are 
ideal, however, for small newborn farm animals or their nursing mothers.  The paddocks have been an integral part of the 
farm operations since the 18

th
 century, even as barn structures have evolved to meet the changing scale and type of 

farming operations performed here. 
 
The Plains.  
1638-present. Contributing 
The Plains have remained in Appleton family hands since the original land grant.  The 22.9-acre area is currently used as 
a grazing pasture, a purpose that can be documented as far back as Daniel Fuller Appleton’s scientific farming efforts of 
the 1860s.  The area is bounded by Briar Hill on the east, the Great Pasture and wooded wetland on the south, the 
Playground Field on the west, wooded wetland to north and the New House yards and gardens on the northeast. A large 
oak tree, known as the Hunter’s Oak, dominated the northeast edge of the Plains.  It was the site where Thanksgiving Day 
hunts started before they raced across the Plains, hounds and horsemen, in a holiday ritual that began in the late 19

th
 

century.  The Plains also served as rural setting for favored sunset views from the New House and garden after the New 
House was constructed in 1886. 
 

                                                 
11

 Francis Randall Appleton Jr. Daybook, accounts up to March 31, 1912. 
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The Playground. 1900-present.  Contributing 
This 16 3/8-acre lot is situated along Goodhue Street, immediately northeast of Timothy Close.  It contains one of the few 
small ponds on the property, fed by a small brook that drains the surrounding wooded wetlands.  Today, 10 acres of the 
lot is mown for hay.  The lot was not part of the original Samuel Appleton land grant, but added to the property at 
approximately the same time as Timothy Close and the other lots that created the Grass Rides, between 1887 and 1899.  
Horseback riding trails and walking trails meander through the drier portions of this lot along Goodhue Street, part of the 
larger trail system and grass rides that dominate this portion of Appleton Farms. 
 
Sunset Hill. (Backside of Sunset Hill, Lower Sunset Meadow)  
1648-present. Contributing. 
Sunset Hill is 18-acre small hill (elevation 49 feet) located immediately east of the barn complex.  The hill overlooks the 
Home Field to the south and offers sunset views across the Old House and barnyards on the west.  13.3 acres of the hill 
is currently used for pasture, subdivided into three areas: Sunset Hill, Backside of Sunset Hill, and Lower Sunset Meadow.  
The remaining 5 acres is treated as mixed deciduous woodland and meadow.  To the east, the land slopes down to Lower 
Sunset Meadow, a large herbaceous wet meadow that borders Long Causeway Brook. The brook defined the 
southeastern corner of the second (1648) Appleton land grant.   
 
Underhill Field. (Upper Underhill, Middle Underhill, Lower Underhill) 
1638-1832; 1900-present.  Contributing. 
This 27-acre area is situated at the northeastern corner of Appleton Farms, just south of the intersection of County Road 
and Waldingfield Road.  Today 23 acres of the land is cultivated under four distinct areas: Underhill Field (4.2 acres), 
Upper Underhill (7.4 acres), Middle Underhill (9.3 acres), and Lower Underhill (2.6 acres).  The northernmost 4 acres is 
covered with deciduous woodland at the corner of Waldingfield Road and County Road.  The area is bordered by Wilson 
Field to the north, Mary White Lane to the west, County Road to the east, and Middle Road to the south.  It was part of 
Oliver Appleton’s land inheritance in 1696, along with the Appleton’s milling operation along the nearby Miles River. The 
land was sold out of the Appleton family in 1832 to Oliver Underhill and, in 1835, to the Wilson family.  It remained with the 
Wilson family until 1900 when a series of land transactions transferred the property back to the Appletons between 1900 
and 1901.  Its relatively low rolling upland was reasonably fertile, suitable for tillage, pasture or cultivation. Today most of 
the land is used for the Community Supported Agriculture operation 
 
White Cottage Field 
1638-1751; 1881-present. Contributing 
This 1.6-acre field is currently used for hay production.  It is located immediately south of the Hoyt Cottage (White 
Cottage), bordered by the road to the New House on the west and the woodlands of Barberry Hill on the east.  This land 
was part of the Samuel Appleton inheritance in 1696.  It was sold out of the family in 1751 to pay debtors of Samuel 
Appleton’s estate.  This land was subdivided and sold repeatedly throughout the late 18

th
 and much of the 19

th
 century 

until Daniel Fuller Appleton purchased the property back from the Underhill family in 1881. This field served as ‘backyard’ 
for the Hoyt family when they built their cottage here shortly after the Appleton’s repurchased the land.  Today it serves as 
a small outlying parcel to the rest of the cultivated portions of Appleton Farms. 
  
Williams Field. (Williams 1 Acre Field, Williams Field East, Williams Field South, Williams Field West, Sunset Meadow, 
Long Causeway Field) 
1935-present. Contributing 
This 35-acre lot marks the southeast corner of Appleton Farms.  It is located entirely within the town of Hamilton.  Long 
Causeway Brook, which forms the town boundary line, forms the northern and western border of this lot.  County Road 
defines its eastern boundary and private residential properties border its southern edge.  This area of the farm is 
dominated by wooded wetlands and wet meadow hay and grasslands.   Today 27.3 acres are used for hay and pasture, 
divided into six distinct areas: Williams 1 Acre Field (2.1 acres), Williams Field East (4.1 acres), Williams Field South (2.4 
acres), Williams Field West, (11.9 acres), Sunset Meadow (3.4 acres) and Long Causeway Field (3.4 acres).  The land 
was owned by Augustus P. Gardner until it was purchased by Francis Appleton Sr. in 1935.  A small ¾ acre residential lot 
contains a c. 1800 house once associated with this property.  This small lot remains the only inholding in Appleton Farm 
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land along County Road.  Though less productive than other soils in Appleton Farms, Williams Field provides important 
seasonal grasslands and hay fields.  The uncultivated areas serve as an important wooded buffer to the more densely 
populated residential areas and busy highway of County Road. 
 
Wilson Field (Wilson Farm, Wilson’s Field). 1638-1832; 1896-present. Contributing. 
This 7.3-acre lot was the site of the Oliver Appleton farmhouse, constructed after Oliver Appleton inherited his portion of 
his grandfather’s farm in 1696.  The house and land remained in Oliver Appleton’s family until 1832, when it was sold first 
to Oliver Underhill and then to the Wilson family in 1835, along with Underhill Field.  The Wilson family lived in the 
farmhouse and managed the land for the rest of the 19

th
 century.  In 1896 the land was sold back to the Appleton family.  

In 1901, the Oliver Appleton farmhouse was moved across Waldingfield Road and incorporated into Applefield, Ruth 
Appleton and Charles Tuckerman’s summer home. The lot is bordered by Waldingfield Road to the north, Mary White 
Lane to the southeast, and a spur trail off Mary White Lane to the southwest.  The lot remains a combination of grassland 
and deciduous woodland. A small parking lot in its eastern corner, just off the intersection of Waldingfield Road and 
County Road, provides parking for those wishing to walk Mary White Lane to the Old House and barn area. 
 
Waterways 
Long Causeway Brook. 1648-present. Contributing 
This brook drains the wetlands between the bottom of Pigeon Hill on the north and the hillocks of the Grass Rides on the 
south.  The brook flows west to east toward the Miles River which, in turn, flows north into the Ipswich River.  From the 
railroad track to County Road the brook forms the town boundary between Ipswich and Hamilton.  Southeast of Sunset 
Hill the Brook circumvents a small portion of the wetland – part of the attempt by Daniel Fuller Appleton to drain and 
transform some of this wetland into productive agricultural operation.  As the brook moves east toward County Road it 
separates Broad Meadow (to the north) from Williams Field (to the south) and Lower Sunset Meadow from Long 
Causeway Field. 
 
Long Meadow Brook.1638-present. Contributing. 
Long Meadow Brook starts just south of the New House garden, flows north along the Long Meadow wetlands, turns 
southeast at the foot of Barberry Hill and runs in almost a straight course to Middle Road where it jogs north and east to 
cross under County Road and run into the Miles River.  This brook formed part of the boundary between the Oliver, John 
and Samuel Appleton farms in 1696.  It is the primary drainage system for the northern half of Appleton Farms.  
 
Runaway Brook. 1638-present. Contributing. 
Runaway Brook is a smaller drainage system that takes water from the northern slopes of Pigeon Hill and runs through 
the Great Pasture.  It flows east out of the Great Pasture then turns south and runs into Long Causeway Brook at the 
southern end of the Home Field.  A small pond fills with the water from this brook at its juncture with Long Causeway 
Brook.  Its entire length ran through Isaac Appleton’s farm after 1696; as such it has always run through the heart of 
Appleton Farms for almost four centuries. 
 
Decorative Ornaments, Gates, Structures, Walls  
 
Mary White Lane Gate,  Late 18

th
 century.  Contributing 

(is there a gate along this road or just an opening in the wall?) 
This opening in the stone wall leads to a long narrow road that ascends Barberry Hill and then descends down the hill 
past the Underhill fields to Middle Road.  From 1696 to 1869 it served as the main access to the John and Isaac Appleton 
farms located in the vicinity of the Patch House and Old House sites respectively.  The stone wall opening is marked by 
two posts at each side of the road entry – the post closest to the road is approximately 3 ½’ tall, the post furthest away is 
approximately 2 ½’ tall and set a pedestrian width away from the first. 
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Barberry Hill Gate.  By 1938.  Contributing 
This gate of two 5’ x 30” x 30” cut stone square granite block mortared posts with a 1” granite cap that marks each side of 
the entry into the Barberry Hill Field.  A single 10’ wide, wooden, six-rail fence, painted white, hangs from the eastern post, 
attached by iron strap hinges. 
 
Bedlox Gate.  By 1942.  Contributing 
Bedlox Gate consists of two 5’ x 1’ x 1’ granite posts marking each side of a 10’ wide grassy lane leading into the 
southernmost end of the property.  A metal pipe gate on metal posts is located inside the granite posts that facilitates 
opening and closing the gate for current visitor safety. The Bedlox lot was acquired by Frances Appleton Jr. in 1942, one 
of the last lots to be added to this end of the farm. 
 
Gate at Grass Road to Round Point. By 1942.  Contributing 
This gate is simpler than others along Cutler Road, marked by a double rail wooden fence on two 4’ wooden posts inside 
a scattered row of fieldstone boulders.  A 5’ x 1’ x 1’ granite posts is set in the middle of a small 4’ wide opening in the 
stones flanked by two 2’ tall fieldstone boulders.  The large post blocks pedestrian and horse access to this path, which 
leads north to Round Point at the heart of the Grass Rides.  The barriers are designed to eliminate horseback access to 
this entry, but remains accessible to pedestrians willing to step over the fieldstone boulders blocking the entry.   
 
Briar Hill Plaque. 1925. Contributing. 
This small place is located on a rock at the site of the summer home that sat on Briar Hill until it was demolished in 1925.  
Briar Hill was the home of Daniel Fuller Appleton’s sister, Harriet Hooper (Appleton) Smith (1828-1905) and her family 
from circa 1870 to 1905.   After 1905, the cottage was used by her heirs, primarily her daughter Ellen Appleton Smith.  
Between 1923 and 1925, Francis Appleton Sr. negotiated with his cousins and heirs to the property to purchase the land 
and removed the house.  The plaque was installed in honor of his aunt’s family and their legacy on Briar Hill after the 
house was demolished.  The text on the plaque reads “Briar Hill/The Site of Briar Hill House/1868-1926/Summer 
Residence of Rev

d
. John Cotton Smith D.D./His children and grandchildren” 

 
Old House Fountain. 1906. Contributing 
This fountain that is now located in the center of the Old House yard was purchased by Francis Appleton Sr. and his wife, 
Fanny, when they traveled to Europe in 1906.  It was originally installed in the center of the New House garden and then 
moved to the Old House yard in 1965 when the New House was demolished.  Standing approximately 3 feet tall, the 
fountain consists of a pyramid of playful cherubs lifting each other up out of the surface of the lead pool.  The uppermost 
cherub holds a fluted platter over his head, out of the center of which spouts a gushing water jet that flows over the edges 
of the platter and back into the pool.  The fountain was recently restored and is fully operational. 
 
Gore Hall Pinnacles. Arrived 1913.  Erected 1921, 1929, 1957, 1976. Contributing 
In February 1913, the most prominent decorative elements at the farm arrived.  When Harvard University tore down Gore 
Hall to build a new college library, the stone pinnacles, which had adorned the upper corners of the building, were 
delivered to Appleton Farms.  “I hope the library pinnacles reached your farm safely and could be dropped down where 
they will remain permanently, for they are by no means easy things to move,” wrote the librarian of Harvard University.

12
  

The pinnacles remained in storage until 1921, when the first one was erected in the center of the Grass Rides, in the 
Ronde Pointe, in memory of Charles Lanier Appleton, Frank Sr.’s son, at the time of his death.  The ornately carved 
granite pinnacle is mounted on a stepped square base comprised of cut block granite.  Four panels at the base of the 
pinnacle are carved with script containing poetry, tributes and life dates for Charles Lanier Appleton.  
 
In 1929, when Francis Randall Appleton Sr. died, a second pinnacle in his honor was placed at the end of a vista cut 
across the Long Meadow into the pine woodlands on axis with the front door of the New House.  The cut granite stone 
base for this pinnacle is higher than that for Charles Lanier Appleton, which elevates the pinnacle high enough to be seen 

                                                 
12

 Feb 20, 1913, Library of Harvard University to FRA Sr. 
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from the New House.  Four scripted triangular panels, set in similar design to the first pinnacle, pay tribute to Francis 
Randall Appleton Sr. and his influences on Appleton Farms. 
 
In 1958 the third pinnacle was erected, again on a cut granite stone base, this time in tribute to Fanny Lanier Appleton.  
Her pinnacle was sited in the center of Prince of Wales Avenue, on axis with the driveway entrance to the New House.  As 
with the others, triangular panels at the base of the pinnacle honor the legacy of Fanny Appleton, 1864-1958. 
 
In 1976 the forth and final pinnacle was erected to Francis Appleton Jr., two years after his passing (1974).  This pinnacle 
was placed at the top of Pigeon Hill.  His scripted panels pay homage to the legacy of Appleton Farms and his decision to 
gift the property to The Trustees as a lasting tribute to the family and its agricultural heritage. 
 
These four pinnacles remain important and prominent memorials to members of the Appleton family, their dedication to 
the legacy of the Appleton family and to their influential work at Appleton Farms.  
 
Great Rock Plaque. 1937. Contributing 
In April, 1937, a plaque was installed on a large ledge outcropping in the Great Pasture as a memorial tribute to Samuel 
Appleton, the founder of Appleton Farms, to celebrate the upcoming 300

th
 anniversary of Appleton Farms.  On July 3, 

1938, the family held celebratory party to honor the event and unveiled the plaque, which remains in situ, today. 
 
Hamilton Gate. After 1904. Contributing 
This gate provides access to the Williams Field from County Road at the southeast corner of the farm.  It may have been 
a shared entry at the turn of the 20

th
 century.  Today it is used only by farm vehicles and not for public use.  It consists of 

an opening in the stone walls at this corner of the property with a simple metal bar gate. 
 
Jimmy’s Fountain. Purchased 1908. Dedicated 1915. Contributing 
In 1908, writing from Rome, Frank Sr. expresses to his son his interest in Italy’s fountains: “The numbers of fountains here 
always going are very attractive.” In April,1908 he had found another addition to the New House garden: “I bought in 
Rome a fragment of marble about a foot square but large enough to have carved on it a lion’s head and a horse’s quarters 
and in the lions mouth a pigs head.  I thought this would go in the terrace wall for a fountain....  If they never arrive in 
Ipswich they have not cost much.”

13
  This fountain did arrive and was installed in the retaining wall overlooking Jimmy’s 

Field.  In 1915, the fountain and the field were dedicated to the memory of Frank Sr.’s youngest son, Jimmy Appleton, 
who died from a two-year battle with complications from appendicitis.  Though the retaining wall was sound when the New 
House was demolished, the fountain has deteriorated at a similar rate to the ruins of the New House garden walls.   
 
Kent’s Corner Gate. (New House Garden Gate) 
c. 1886. Contributing.   
This gate is located near the corner of Goodhue Street and Waldingfield Road.  It consists of two 5’ tall by 2’ square cut 
granite block mortared post with a 2” granite cap.  A six-rail wooden gate with inverted V supports is hung from the 
southern post.  The gate is almost hidden in woodland overgrowth.  It marked the entry to the New House vegetable 
garden and orchard, greenhouse and kennel, serving as the back entrance to the New House from 1886-1965. 
 
Kentucky Gate. c. 1915. Contributing 
The Kentucky Gate is located at one entrance to the Great Pasture, and remains the only gate of its type to survive on the 
farm.  In 1915 inventor William D. Miller of Rayneck, Kentucky, patented a new style of farm gate, designed to allow 
mounted equestrians to open and close the gate from either side of the fence without dismounting their horse.  A rope 
hanging from an upper beam on the gate lifts counterweights in the gate allowing it to swing open.  Once the rider passes 
through the gate they can pull the rope on the opposite side and the gate will swing closed. In 2001 the gate was 
completely restored.   

                                                 
13

 FRA Sr. to FRA Jr. April 8, 1908.  Box 10 File 14 
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Lamson Gate. C. 1997-2010.  Non-contributing 
These two relatively new farm gates replace an earlier single gate at the entrance to Lamson Field from Highland Street.  
They consist of two round posts, approximately 4’ high, with a hinged tubular metal gate with six horizontal rails.  They 
provide farm tractor access to the Lamson Field adjacent to the Highland Street Parking Lot and prevent cars from 
entering any field areas. 
 
Middle Gate. c. 1869. Contributing 
This gate marks the main entrance to Appleton Farms.  It consists of two large cut block granite pillars topped with double 
granite hammered-edged caps set on each side of the Middle Road entrance at County Road.  The southern pillar is 
ornamented with a lead plaque that reads “The Bay Road, 1640.”  The pillars are flanked by a two-foot-high fieldstone wall 
that embraces a semi-circular gravel entrance off County Road.  The southern wall consists of large cut granite blocks set 
in a vernacular pattern.  The northern wall consists of smaller rounded fieldstones set in the same vernacular style.  
Curves in County Road were straightened in 1954 to make the road conditions safer for travel.  These walls may mark the 
former curve in the road.  The pillars and walls may date to 1869 when Daniel Fuller Appleton completed sections of 
Middle Road to make this entry the primary entrance to the farm and the Old House. 
 
Middle Road Culvert. c. 1869. Contributing 
After entering Middle Gate, Middle Road crosses Long Causeway Brook at its juncture with Long Meadow Brook.  The 
road travels over a small fieldstone arched culvert finished at the top too look like a tiny bridge.  The structure is made of 
rubble fieldstone with exposed mortar joints.  The top of the ‘bridge’ is finished with rounded and cut granite fieldstone laid 
up in a small arch with heavily mortared joints.  The structure may date to 1869-70 when Daniel Fuller Appleton add the 
piers to Middle Gate and made this entry the primary access into the farm. 
 
New House Gate. (Waldingfield Road Gate) 1886. Contributing 
Today this entrance is not really a ‘gate’ but a marked opening in the stone wall adjacent to the Hoyt Cottage.  It marks 
the entrance to the New House road access.  A more formal gate had been designed for this entry by Herbert Browne but 
was never constructed.  Today the entry remains a simple opening in the stone wall along Waldingfield Road marked by 
two cut granite mortared posts approximately 4’ tall by 2’ square with a 2” hammered edge granite cap.  The patterning of 
the cut stone creates a panel-like center to the post that consists of three smaller stones set atop each other under the 
granite cap framed by large cut granite blocks on each side and bottom. 
 
Old House Gate. 1837-1869. Contributing. 
The Old House gate sits in a 10’ opening in the high stone wall that protects the Old House yards from the railroad.  It 
provides access to a certified railroad stop that is able to be used today, though no regular trains stop at this site at the 
moment.  The gate is a wooden, five rail structure, painted white with iron hinges. Two 6’ tall concrete block pillars are set 
on each side of the gate.  These pillars have a double cut granite cap with hammered edges, the top cap being smaller 
than the lower cap.  The construction of the pillars is similar to that at the New House Gate without the decorative panel 
feature. 
 
Old House Railroad Stair. c. 1837-1869. Contributing 
When the railroad came through the property in 1837, negotiations between the family and the railroad company resulted 
in five approved crossings across the property, including one immediately adjacent to the Old House that was, and 
remains to this day, an official stop.  When Briar Hill was constructed in 1869 family from across the tracks had regular 
need of this stop as well.  Today this set of stairs is little used, but remains viable.  It consists of eight granite steps set in 
two flights with a large granite landing between.  The stairs descend from the top of a small stone retaining wall down to 
the landing and then turn parallel to the tracks to complete their descent to a small gravel landing immediately adjacent to 
the track bed.  Today two sets of reused metal farm gates block the access to the steps for safety reasons. 
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Old House Driveway Granite Balls c. 1886-1900.  Relocated 1965. Contributing 
If the entry to the Old House has any definition at all once you cross the intersection of Middle Road and the road to the 
New House, these two 2’ diameter granite balls mark the spot.  They were originally purchased for the entry to the New 
House and relocated to the Old House when the New House was taken down in 1965. 
 
Old House Railroad Bridge Crossing, 1837 and later repairs.  Contributing 
When the railroad crossed the property in 1937, the Appletons negotiated seven crossings, most of them at-grade farm 
road crossings to facilitate movement across the tracks to fields and roads on both sides of the farm.  The topography 
near the Old House, however, adjacent to Briar Hill, made an at-grade crossing impossible, so a wooden single lane 
bridge with wooden rails, framing and floor, was constructed over the tracks facilitating the access between the New 
House and Hoyt Cottage and the Old House and farm complex.  This crossing, as wells as the other at-grade crossings, 
remain legal railroad crossings, though the public is only allowed to cross the tracks at this bridge to ensure safety for 
those on foot, horseback or farm vehicle. 
 
Patch House Plaque and Boulder. c. 1930.  Contributing 
Throughout the early years of the 20

th
 century the legacy of Appleton farms was documented in memorial plaques and 

pillars across the Farms by Francis Appleton Sr. and Jr.  This brass plaque is located on a large boulder on the south side 
of Middle Road in approximately the midpoint of the edge of the Patch Field.  It reads: “70 yards South East from this spot 
/ was the sight of / The John Appleton House / Built Circa 1696 / Birthplace of / Nathan Dane 1752 / Daniel Safford 1792 / 
Nathan Dane Appleton 1794 / Building moved 1916 / Without the ancient chimney / To the farmstead.”  Archival evidence 
shows that the house burned in a fire in 1922 along with a piggery and other buildings in this vicinity.  No chimney is 
presently visible in this location, nor is there any evidence to document exactly where the house was moved. 
 
Pigeon Hill Gate (Great Pasture Gate) 
This gate consists of two 18” square rough cut granite stone posts with exposed mortar joints flanking a two rail wooden 
gate painted white and hung on wide modern iron hinges.  Heavy guage steel wire fabric covers the inside of the wooden 
gate as a reinforcement for animals that might push or rub on the gate.  The gate guards the road across the eastern end 
of the great pasture leading up to Pigeon Hill. 
 
Plains Gate (Timothy Close Gate) 1900. Contributing  
Two 5’ tall by 2’ square granite block, mortared joint posts with no caps mark this property entry.  Large iron rings secured 
into the side face of each post provide the opportunity to string a metal chain between the two posts to block the road 
access when necessary.  The road through the gate leads along the northern edge of Timothy Close and winds its way 
between the Great Pasture and the Plains, terminating near the Old House Railroad Bridge.With its allee of maple trees 
and nearby views of Timothy Barn, this is one of the most picturesque spots on Appleton Farms.  There is no parking near 
this spot, so the views must be enjoyed by walking or as a quick glance as a vehicle travels Goodhue Street.  
Fieldstone walls line the edges of Goodhue Street on either side of the entry posts, but the line of trees is the only 
delineation of edges along this entry road. Views from under the tree allee spill out across the Timothy Close field and the 
Playground Field. 
 
Stone lions. 1908. Contributing 
There are two stone lions that sit atop the fieldstone piers marking the entrance to the lane leading through the paddocks 
between the Old House and the Barn complex.  These two stone lions had graced the piers leading to the New House 
after they were purchased and shipped to Ipswich from Italy by Francis Appleton Sr. and his wife Fanny.  They were 
moved to the Old House along with the New House garden fountain in 1965, after the New House was demolished. 
 
Waldingfield Gate 
This is one of the only gates on the farm that is hung on tall, 7’ high square wooden posts.  The three-rail double gate is 
painted white and hung on black strap hinges.  One of the angle braces runs from the top of the post on each side to the 
bottom center of the gate, creating a V design to the gate. 
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West Gate 
This gate sits at the northern edge of Cutler Road marking a walking and horseback entrance to the Appleton Grass 
Rides.  It consists of two cut granite 5x5” posts with a separately hung heavy tubular metal iron gate.  A third granite post 
is situated approximately 4’ east of the gate entrance, marking a smaller pedestrian entrance to the grassy road.  
Scattered boulders and the remains of former stone field walls flank the entrance.  The grassy road leads into the western 
end of the Grass Rides, on land acquired by Frances Appleton Jr. in the 1940s. 
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HISTORICAL NARRATIVE      
Explain historical development of the area.  Discuss how this relates to the historical development of the community.  
 
A multiple property listing for Topsfield, Massachusetts, entitled “Historic Farms and Rural Retreats of Topsfield” breaks 
the rural development of this nearby community into five chronological periods, which are not identical but closely parallel 
the architectural period ranges identified by the Massachusetts Historical Commission’s Reconnaissance Survey for 
Ipswich from 1985.  The historical narrative for Appleton Farms has been subdivided according to the chronological 
periods for Topsfield’s farms as they seem to mimic changes in Appleton Farm’s historic evolution.  The first period of 
develop parallels that of the Ipswich Reconnaissance Survey. 
 

 Contact Period and Early Settlement (1500-1670) 

 Early Commercial Farming and First Rural Retreats (ca. 1810-1840) 

 The Era of Specialization in Farming and Estate Development (ca. 1840-1914) 

 The Decline of the General Farm and the Permanent Residency of Rural Retreat 

 Proprietors (ca. 1915-1955) 
 
Context: Contact Period and Early Settlement (ca. 1500-1670) 
Ipswich was cleared and cultivated by Native Americans by the time it was settled as part of the Massachusetts Bay 
Colony.  Both the land and the first peoples that inhabited it were known as “Agawam,” a name that referenced the rich 
source of fish along the Ipswich River and its tidal marshes.  The land provided upland fertile soils suitable for cultivation 
and rich woodlands of oak, hickory, maple, chestnut and other hardwoods for hunting.  The mosaic landscape that 
developed was controlled with fire, a tool that could kill trees in fields and clear brush and debris from woodland floors, 
opening areas that could be cultivated with hand tools and maximizing the grassy low vegetation attractive to migrating 
birds, deer and woodland game.  John Winthrop received the right to work this land from Maskonomett, tribal leader for 
the Agawam.  The transfer defined a different understanding of working the land and land ownership for both parties.  The 
Agawam hunted the woodlands for game, fished the waterways and cultivated small fields by hand with regional 
understandings of land boundaries for tribal communities.   
 
For European settlers, owning land defined their wealth and their position in the community.  Small in-town lots of ½ to 1 
acre were granted in the town core with larger farm parcels of 100 to 200 acres granted in outlying areas. Endless miles of 
stone walls and fences defined property boundaries and confined domesticated animals.  Plows fueled by oxen power 
tilled larger tracts of land.  Forests, cut for fuel, furniture and housing opened the land for tillage, pasture and hay fields.  
Within a few short years of the English migration, the landscape was subdivided, deeded and populated with European 
plants, animals and settlement patterns reminiscent of Suffolk, England, the first settler’s homeland.

14
   

 
Owners of the Plymouth Colony fist obtained land rights to Agawam as early as 1623, but it was not until 1633 that the 
Court of Assistants for he Massachusetts Bay Colony elected John Winthrop Jr. and twelve assistants to “hasten the 
planting of Agawam, one of the most commodious places in the country for cattle and tillage.”

15
 Winthrop’s group 

incorporated the town in 1634, taking its name from Ipswich England.  Other settlers followed shortly after, including the 
Appletons, Whipples, Lamsons and Dodges who were granted land starting in 1638 in “the Hamlet,” a portion of Ipswich 
most attractive for its similarity to the English countryside that was left behind.  These land grants ranged from 300 to 500 
acres each and often included an in-town parcel and rights to fishing, saltwater meadow and shoreline along Jeffries or 
Castle Neck.  The Bay Path, or Bay Road, was laid out through the Hamlet in 1639 to connect the Ipswich colony to 
Salem and Boston.  It was not until 1793 that the town of Hamilton was incorporated as a separate community including a 
portion of the Hamlet lands and acreage to its south, where a small village center had sprouted along the Bay Road.   

                                                 
14

 Brockway, Lucinda and Anne Masury. Cultural Landscape Assessment, Appleton Farms. The Trustees of Reservations 
(2002) p. 7 
15

 The Trustees of Reservations. Appleton Farms Management Plan p. 3-1.  See also the archives of the Ipswich 
Historical Society. 
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The first lands to be cultivated were located along the Ipswich River. Several of the early land grants were subdivided into 
fields or smaller farms of 10 to 100 acres.  By the 1680s many larger tracts had been divided into 100 to 200-acre lots for 
second generation heirs to the early proprietors.

16
 Despite this subdivision and settlement, many large tracts of land 

remained together under the ownership of early proprietor families, or remained in commonly owned and undeveloped 
land until the end of the 17

th
 century.

17
   

 
Early settlers relied on hunting and gathering as well as farm goods for subsistence as the forest was cleared and 
agricultural activity took its place.  Cattle, sheep, swine and some fowl were raised for sustenance, with oxen and some 
horses kept as work animals.  Main crops included Indian corn, wheat, rye and barley.  Apple orchards, and cider added 
to home consumption.  Textiles were produced at home and early grist and saw mills along Mile Brook were the first 
industrial operations established during this settlement period. 
 
Common pasturage allowed for open breeding among animals, with no provisions for selective breeding practices. 
Selective breeding was more obtainable when fields and pastures were subdivided into smaller, fenced areas to contain 
specific bloodlines.  Between 1630 and 1696, domestic livestock was bred, traded and sold to newcomers without 
systematic regard to origin or type, reflecting the rapid and chaotic population growth that was evident throughout the 
colonies.  Cattle, sheep and swine evolved with “native New England” breeds, achieving hardiness through natural 
selection within the rugged, changing environment of colonial New England.  Devon, Dutch and West Indies cattle were 
predominant along with breeds such as the English Longhorn and Glamorgan.

18
  Wiltshire Horn and Romney Marsh 

sheep were bred for mutton and for wool.  Old English hogs and Spanish black boar swine readily mixed with each other 
to create a native breed of domestic swine.

19
 

 
Dwelling houses began as small single story, one or two room dwellings and then expanded later with a rear kitchen ell or 
raised roof to accommodate increased numbers of occupants.  Barns were constructed using the same framing methods 
as the dwellings, with large gunstock posts and post and beam framing set at regularly spaced intervals.  Barns were 
often vertical-board sided with few, if any, windows.  Their three-bay English design with a large central door on the long 
side of the building was an imported English design, reflecting the traditional regional architecture of Suffolk and 
Yorkshire. 
 
 
First Generation: Samuel Appleton (1638-1670) 
 
Samuel Appleton was born in 1586, son of Sir Issack Appleton, Knight, of Holbrook Hall, Little Waldingfield, Suffolk, 
England.  At the age of 49, Appleton arrived in Ipswich in 1635 with his wife and five children, part of the exodus of 
English landed gentry who migrated to the colonies to escape religious persecution and political unrest and to explore 
economic opportunities in the New World.  In 1637, Ipswich ranked second, only to Boston, in terms of community wealth 
and population.

20
 

 
Appleton’s land grant was recorded in Ipswich town records in December, 1638, though he undoubtedly settled on his 
land earlier.  He also owned a town lot, with a residence, located in the heart of Ipswich’s emerging village center.  
References are made in town documents to “Mr. Appleton’s farme” as early as February, 1636 and March, 1637.  The 

                                                 
16

 Schuler, Gretchen G. and Anne M. Forbes. National Register of Historic Places. Mulitiple Property Listing. Historic 
Farms and Rural Retreats of Topsfield, Massachusetts.  (2005) p. 7 
17

 Ibid p. 7 
18

 Cook, Peter “Domestic Livestock of Massachusetts Bay, 1620-1725 in The Farm, Dublin Seminar for New England Folklife, 1986. 

Brockway, p. 14-15 
19

 Ibid. 
20

 The Trustees of Reservations. Appleton Farms Management Plan p. 3-1.  p. 3-2 
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grant was for a 460 acre “farme” described as “medow and upland” bounded on the north by the easily accessible Great 
River (now the Ipswich River) and on the east by the smaller but perhaps more powerful Mile Brook (now the Miles River), 
swampy lands to the southeast and woodland to the west owned by William Warner and Hugh Sherrat.

21
  This grant 

included the acreage from Briar Hill and the Plains north to the Ipswich River. 
 
Appleton’s homestead was built on a low rise of ground between the Ipswich River and what is now Waldingfield Road.

22
  

The milling opportunities afforded by both of these rivers cannot be underestimated, and in fact by 1637 town records 
document Samuel Appleton operating a saw mill on the Mile Brook and had been granted rights to cut wood for firing the 
kiln in his malt house.  These two references are the earliest references for both saw mill and malt house in Ipswich.

23
 

Little else is known about his farming and milling operation, but he settled, built and operated his agricultural and 
commercial businesses from 1638 (or 1636) to 1664 or later. In 1637, Waldingfield Road was laid out for access to 
Appleton and his neighbors; in 1639 the Bay Road was in such poor condition that surveyors were appointed to lay out an 
improved road, eight rods wide, that traversed Appleton’s meadow in approximately the location of County Road today.

24
 

 
In 1648, Appleton was granted an additional 118-acre parcel of land, immediately south of the original grant.  This second 
grant contained the acreage surrounding the present Old House, the farm complex, the Home Field and a portion of the 
Great Pasture, running from the top of Pigeon Hill east to the Long Causeway Brook and north to Appleton’s first land 
grant.  In addition to these two parcels, Appleton was granted rights to salt marsh and common pasture elsewhere in 
Ipswich.  
 
There are few details for Samuel Appleton’s farm operation aside from the mention of his activities in town records.  His 
saw mill and malt house were functioning by 1637, even before the documented date of his farm grant of 1638.  Samuel 
Appleton died in 1670, transferring the farm to his two sons, John and Samuel, shortly before his death.  John Appleton 
did not stay on the farm and instead turned his portion over to his brother Samuel.  For this reason, Appleton Farms 
retained its entire 578 acres under one owner.  The common pasture lands and rights to salt marsh at Jeffries Neck also 
continued under son Samuel’s ownership. 
 
Expansion of Early General Farming (ca. 1670-1810) 
Essex County was little affected by King Philip’s War of 1675-76, but a sharp rise in population between 1677 and 1775 
ushered in a period of economic and social stability.  Farmers were attracted to Ipswich’s fertile lands along the Ipswich 
River and the wealth of timber to be harvested from the town’s wooded uplands.  Millers, coopers, tanners and weavers 
served as artisans and farmers as home industry and civil occupations supplemented farm income.  Dispersed land 
development patterns, strengthening of the village centers, and continued subdivision of proprietary grants by subsequent 
generations continued throughout the 18

th
 century.  Family-oriented settlement patterns continued in various quadrants of 

the communities.  For example, the Winthrop, Dane, Willet, Warner and Brown families augmented the Lamson, Whipple, 
Dodge and Winthrop families clustered on proprietor grants throughout the Hamlet and southern Ipswich area until well 
into the 19

th
 century

25
 while the Cogswell and Choate families continued to populate the Chebacco Parish. 

 
Throughout this general farming and settlement period, dwellings evolved from small, one and two room buildings to 
comfortable 2 ½ story center chimney buildings that continued well into the Federal era.  Most were clapboard with 
wooden shingle gable roofs.  Rear lean-tos and ells were often added to earlier buildings as they evolved to meet the 
growing family needs of each generation.  Barns were three-bay, wooden sided gabled buildings, with large doors 

                                                 
21

 Town booke folio 16 20
th
 December 1838 as quoted in Frank T. Waters The Old Bay Road From Saltonstall’s Brook 

and Samuel Appleton’s Farm and A Geneology of the Ipswich Descendants of Samuel Appleton. 
22

 In the late 19
th
 century this house was moved and incorporated with another building into Randolph Appleton’s summer 

home, Waldingfield.  The summer home was burned in the early 20
th
 century and then rebuilt. 

23
 Waters p. 22 

24
 Waters p. 22 

25
 Annin, Smith & Co., Lithographers. Map of the Town of Ipswich, 1832.  
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opening in the center of the long side.  Sometimes additional bays were added with separate door access for 
accommodating farm vehicles, storage or small animal pens.  These barns were located a short distance from dwelling 
houses.  As land was subdivided later generations established their own dwelling and barn complex on the property even 
as they shared farming responsibilities with their parents. 
  
Increasing amounts of agricultural products were marketed outside the town boundaries.  Grain and corn remained the 
predominant crop.  Cattle, sheep and swine remained the predominant livestock.  The 1771 Massachusetts Tax Inventory 
listed 502 dwelling houses and shops in Ipswich (which then included the Town of Hamilton), 17% of the total number for 
Essex County.  Ipswich boasted 54 tan houses, 15 gristmills, 11,885 acres of pasture, nearly 2,000 acres of tillage, 1,600 
acres of English hay and 1,721 acres of meadow.  In total, a pastoral, open agricultural community that nearly maximized 
the amount of available land that could be cultivated.  Nearly 2,000 cows and 4,000 sheep grazed the pastures, with 
plenty of available pasturage for more.

26
  A clustered village center developed south of Ipswich center and by 1793, 14.9 

acres was separated and incorporated into the Town of Hamilton.  Ipswich’s 15.9 square mile Chebacco Parish was 
incorporated as a separate community, the Town of Essex, in 1819.   
 
 
Second Generation: John (1622-1699) and Samuel Appleton, Jr. (1624-1696) 
 
John Appleton (1622-1699) had an avid political career, and strong political beliefs.  He was imprisoned during Governor 
Andros’ administration for refusing to pay certain taxes, on the grounds that “where there was no representation there 
could be no legal taxation.”

27
  John served as deputy to the General Court, and occupied various high positions in the 

militia, and in civil government.  He was married to Priscilla Glover and had 9 children.  Political ambitions and 
connections with Boston and Cambridge ran strong in this branch of the family; one son became Chief Justice of the 
Court of Common Pleas, another Registrar of Probate and another a clergyman with strong ties to Ipswich, Boston, and 
Salem.  
 
Samuel Appleton, Jr. (1624-1696) stayed with the family farm, occupying his father’s homestead after his father moved to 
his sister’s home in Rowley.  At the time of his father’s death, Samuel was 46 and head of a farm and milling operation 
which had been under improvement for more than thirty-five years.  Like his brother, John, Samuel was also active in 
military service, and is referred to as Lieutenant, Colonel or Major Samuel Appleton as he furthered his military career.  At 
home, Samuel was married twice.  Hannah Paine, his first wife, bore him one son, also named Samuel.  Mary Oliver, his 
second wife, bore three sons: John, Isaac, and Oliver.   
 
Samuel Jr. sold a small 18-acre parcel of land to a neighbor, and increased the size of Appleton Farms by almost 100 
acres between 1670 and 1696.  He continued his father’s farming, milling and political associations, serving the local 
community and cementing the economic relationships that his father had begun with his Ipswich neighbors.  The majority 
of the Appleton’s business trade took place within the Ipswich community – some for cash, some in exchange for goods or 
labor.  The farm remained a mixed enterprise, raising both livestock and field crops for family consumption.  The excess 
farm products were sold or traded for goods not readily available on the farm in an intimate rural economy that was the 
foundation of Ipswich life. 
 
From his father’s 460-acre land grant, the farm had grown to 578 contiguous acres by the time Samuel Jr. died in 1696 
with more than 65 acres of additional, non-contiguous acreage and rights to common lands at Jeffrie’s Neck.  Samuel Jr. 
left behind a house and homestead complete with furniture, linen and other household goods.  His barn housed 5 cows, 2 
oxen, 4 horses and mares, and 25 sheep.  In addition to the homestead lands, he owned 20 acres in “a field called 
Rawlson,” a malt house with 6 acres of land, 25 acres of pasture, 10 acres of “Reddie marsh” (fresh water marsh), 24 

                                                 
26

 Interactive 1771 Massachusetts Tax Inventory found at: http://sites.fas.harvard.edu/~hsb41/masstax/masstax.cgi accessed August, 

2016.    
27

 Thomas Bates “the Massachusetts Bay Colony” p. 216-17 

http://sites.fas.harvard.edu/~hsb41/masstax/masstax.cgi
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acres of salt water marsh, and grain bins filled with English grain and Indian corn.
28

  Samuel’s estate inventory portrays a 
well-to-do landholder with fine household goods and furnishings and an active, productive farming and milling operation.  
The subdivision of the property, between Samuel’s four sons, is the first time that these holdings were fully subdivided into 
four separate farms. 
 
Third, Fourth and Fifth Generations: Samuel, Oliver, John and Isaac (1696-1820), Their Children and Grandchildren 
 
Samuel Appleton and the other residents and farmers of Ipswich, had established an intricate, interconnected network of 
economic and familial relationships by the end of the seventeenth century. Appleton Farms goods and services were 
traded and/or sold to their neighbors and family members.  In the eighteenth and early nineteenth century, this trade 
network expanded to include a more regional market, from New York to Boston, Salem, and nearby Portsmouth, NH.  
Family members married and moved to these larger communities as they left the farm.    
 
Goods and services were traded in four distinct types of transactions: cash for labor or goods; an exchange of labor for 
labor; an exchange of goods for goods; and an exchange of goods for labor.  A strict value system for goods and services 
was used and understood by all participants so that the exchanges were equitable and based on market demands.  Even 
if money was not traded, all parties understood the monetary value of goods or services.  This carefully structured 
economic network is most easily understood by looking at Isaac Appleton’s farm account book which still survives.  He 
performs work for all of his neighbors, and for the community, and credits his account with the dollar value of services 
performed.  He sells farm and forest products to these same neighbors, and again credits his accounts with the dollar 
value for each product sold.  In exchange, he gets help from neighbors and relatives at times of the year when the farm 
work is most demanding – haying season, harvest, and planting season. All services and goods purchased are carefully 
documented in his farm account book.   
 
At the dawn of the eighteenth century, Samuel, Jr.’s four sons continued to improve and develop their individual holdings.  
Collectively they bore 31 children, all but 4 surviving to adulthood.  As Ipswich prospered in the eighteenth century, so did 
the Appleton family.  Those that left the farm became cabinetmakers, clergymen, businessmen and mariners, living in 
Salem, Boston, Topsfield, Haverhill and other Massachusetts towns.  Each of the four brother’s successes varied.  
Depending on their needs and abilities, each brother cultivated his inheritance for the good of the farm and of his family.   
The eldest brother, Samuel (1654-1725), operated the 172 acres surrounding the Appleton Homestead, including garden, 
orchard and mill rights along the Ipswich River.  The youngest brother, Oliver (1677-1759), inherited the saw mill, ox 
pasture and other land.  He harvested the rich local supplies of oak, maple and hickory to produce finely milled woods.  At 
least three of his sons, one grandson and two great grandsons became cabinetmakers and highly refined furniture 
craftsmen.   One of their best pieces, a desk and bookcase by William Appleton c. 1795-1804, is owned by Winterthur 
Museum.   The other two brothers, John (1660-1724) and Isaac (1664-1747), worked their individual farms, and traded 
labor and goods with one another and the residents of Ipswich in the tradition of their father and grandfather.   
 

1. Samuel Appleton (1654-1725) and Samuel Appleton (1686-1728) 
 
Samuel Appleton, the eldest son, served in the colonial forces in Nova Scotia, attaining the rank of Colonel.  He inherited 
his grandfathers & father’s homestead and 172 acres of land, including garden, orchard and mill rights along the Ipswich 
River.  He and his wife, Elizabeth Whittingham, had seven children, five girls and two boys, raised in their grandfather’s 
house.  Samuel Appleton died in 1725.   
 
His eldest son, also named Samuel (1686-1728), inherited the Appleton homestead at his father’s death.  He died in 
London, of smallpox, in 1728.  Two businessmen, Jasper Waters and his son, brought suit against Samuel’s estate, 
eventually gaining possession of his land in 1751.  They immediately sold the property to two of Appleton’s Ipswich 
neighbors, Isaac Smith and Nathan Chapman, who subdivided and sold the land to neighbors and Isaac Appleton 

                                                 
28

 Probate will and inventory, Samuel Appleton, 1696. 
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between 1752 and 1818.  Throughout the 19
th
 century his part of the farm was assembled and subdivided repeatedly.  

Eventually all of the land was repurchased by Daniel Fuller Appleton, his son and his brother in 1889, at which time the 
original Appleton Homestead residence was moved and incorporated into a new summer home called “Waldingfield” by 
Bud and Helen Appleton.   With these economic troubles, the heart of Appleton Farms moved across Waldingfield Road 
after 1728, to the three homesteads erected by Samuel’s brothers on their own land inheritances. 
 

2. Isaac Appleton (1664-1747) and Isaac Appleton (1704-1794) 
 
Isaac Appleton (1664-1747) was deeded 170 acres from his father in 1688, eight years before his father’s passing.  He 
married Priscilla Baker, and together they had seven children: 6 daughters and one son.  He built himself a house in the 
vicinity of the present “Old House” and remained at his homestead until his death in 1747 at age 83. His portion of the 
farm included low swampy land and fertile upland fields, meadows, and woodland. He sold significant amounts of wood 
and wood products off the farm after 1737.  The farm was accessed from County Road, through the Middle Gate and 
down the existing entrance drive, with the exception that the lane ran straight toward the farmhouse, past his brother 
John’s homestead, instead of taking the twists and turns of the current entrance road which was reconfigured in 1889.  
Another lane (Mary White Lane) connected his homestead to the northernmost entrance gate, through his brother Oliver 
Appleton’s farm.   
 
Ipswich historian Frank Waters wrote that “[Isaac] bore the title of Major and had part in the military operations of his 
time.”

29
  His will was refused allowance on the grounds of his mental soundness in 1747, but was eventually approved in 

1785.  His will divided his household goods among his six daughters, along with 10 pounds cash funds.  He bequeathed 
the rest of his estate, including the farm and its acreage, to his son, Isaac.  The specific household goods mentioned in 
the will, and the amount of money passed to each child, along with the early entries for son Isaac’s farm account book, 
indicate that Isaac continued the family tradition of a profitable farm operation.

30
 

 
Isaac’s only son, also named Isaac (1704-1794), married Elizabeth Sawyer in 1730.  Together they had 10 children (2 
girls, 8 boys) between 1731 and 1751; all survived to adulthood and produced more than 41 grandchildren.  His two oldest 
boys, Isaac and Francis, settled in New Ipswich, New Hampshire.  His oldest daughter, Elizabeth, married Samuel Bartlett 
and moved to Newton MA.  His fourth son, Samuel, stayed and continued his father’s farm operation.  Of the younger 
children, some remained in the Ipswich area (but not on the farm) and others relocated to Portsmouth NH, Buxton ME, 
and Brookfield, MA.  In 1752, Isaac purchased a 28-½ acre parcel of land from his Uncle Samuel’s creditors, extending 
his farmland to the north.  Otherwise, the bounds of his father’s farm did not change throughout the eighteenth century.   
 
Isaac (1704-1794) may have assumed the farm operation from his father in 1737; his surviving account book documents 
the farm activity from 1737 to 1819 under his stewardship, and that of his son, Samuel (1739-1819).  This farm account 
book offers the most complete picture of any of the four farm operations for the eighteenth century. One day Isaac is 
cutting stocks, the next day he is hauling dung, or carting loads of thatch for a neighbor.  He is hired out to plow fields, 
saw wood, haul hay, work on highways and roads, and deliver loads of hay, dung, wood, and turf (probably peat from the 
marshes).  He supplies posts and rails to his brother-in-law, William Dodge, and hauls hay for his Uncle Oliver.   He hires 
in girls to help with the house.  The names of merchants and customers on his accounts include many of the tradesmen in 
Ipswich and his neighbors and relatives.  Between 1737 and 1819, Isaac sold both raw and finished products, crops and 
livestock.  He sold young sheep as well as processed mutton, wool, and yarn.   He sold calves, yearlings and dairy goods, 
including beef, cheese, butter, and ox hides.  He sold pigs and poarch [pork]; grasses, crops and grains left the farm, 
including flax, molt [malt], corn, barley, oats, hay, turnips, and beans.  From the woodlot, Isaac sold standing wood, 
staves, hoop timber, building lumber, hoop sticks [for barrels], shingles, tanning bark, walnut wood, posts & rails, and 
black and white oak.  From the shore, he sold thatch, marsh hay and “booshils of clam shels.”

31
  Other finished products 
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 Waters p. 23 
30

 Massachusetts Archives Probate Records 328:211-215 
31

 Farm Account of Isaac Appleton (1704-1794) and Samuel Appleton (1738-1819).  Ipswich Historical Society 
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recorded for sale include molasses, shovels, salt, rum, and bricks.  Obviously, most of these last goods were either 
purchased for resale or obtained as exchange for farm goods. 
   
In 1769 Isaac’s son, Samuel, married Mary White when his father was already 65 years old.  They remained on the farm 
raising their own brood of 12 children and jointly worked the farm with father Isaac until his death in 1794.  Whether they 
built the present “Old House” at the time of their marriage, lived in another existing dwelling, or built another house on the 
property while Isaac lived in the Old House is uncertain.  Architectural historians believe that the Old House’s oldest 
portions date to the late 18

th
 century; the house was substantially renovated in the mid 19

th
 century by a later generation.  

Nevertheless, Samuel and his wife carried on Isaac’s inherited farm into the 19
th
 century.  Similarly, the core of the 

Herdsman’s House and attached ell date to this period and may represent a portion of this household story. 
 
In 1785, Isaac Appleton was assessed for taxes on his farm, including: 1 house, 200 bushels of grain, 5 tons of English 
Hay, 28 tons of fresh and salt hay, 23 cow rites, 5 barrels of cider, wood, 2 horses, 4 oxen, 7 cows, 11 young cattle, 27 
sheep, and 3 swine.

32
  Clearly, he, as the father, is still, in the eyes of the town, the property owner and head of family.  

However, the changes in his status are clearly evident in town records between this date and the time of his death, in 
1794.  In 1789, Isaac is recognized as a resident of Ipswich, with no land holdings and Samuel with holdings valued at 
606 and 120 dollars. 

33
 Clearly by 1789, Samuel is recognized as the owner and operator of the farm for town tax 

purposes, and both men, Samuel and his father Isaac, are recognized as head of households.  Isaac Appleton died in 
1794, “from a fever.”  He bequeathed his estate to his son, Samuel, by his will proved January 5, 1795. 

34
  In addition to 

carrying on his father’s farm operation, Samuel became Ipswich’s constable and tax collector, beginning in 1791.  When 
Isaac died Samuel had twelve children living at the farm, ages 25 to newborn (five girls and seven boys).   
 

3. John Appleton (1660-1724) and Benjamin Appleton (1702-1732) 
 
John Appleton (1660-1724) received his 130-acre farm from his father in 1688, at age 28.

35
  For all of his life, John’s farm 

adjoined his brother Isaac’s to the west and south, and his brother Oliver’s to the north.  County Road split his property, 
with ¼ of the land located on the east side of the Highway.  Two potential house foundations remain on the property that 
may have been the site of John’s house: one in the middle of the Patch Field which was later known as the Patch House, 
and the other located in the southeast corner of John’s farm.  A plaque set into a boulder along Middle Road indicates that 
the house location was the Patch House, but verification of this statement is unsubstantiated until the exact date, purpose 
and configuration of these foundations is confirmed through archaeology.   
 
John married twice.  His first marriage to Rebeckah Ruck resulted in one son, John, who lived only 4 years (1695-96).  
With his second wife, Elizabeth Dutch, they had two more children, Benjamin (1702-1732), and Sarah (1705-1788).  John 
remained at his homestead for thirty-six years, until his death in 1724 at age 64.  His inventory, though much earlier, 
parallels that of his brother Isaac’s.  Along with personal and household goods, John’s estate included beds, bedding, a 
looking glass, flax, corn, a sheepshead of malt, barley, ground Indian corn, oxen, steer, cows, new young cattle, 2 horses, 
16 sheep and lambs, and 8 swine.

36
  In his will, he provides 1/3 of his estate income to his wife, Elizabeth Studley Dutch 

along with ½ of his “mansion house,” and his daughter Sarah received 200 pounds along with her dowery and other 
goods.  His son Benjamin received the rest of his estate, including all of the farm land, buildings and livestock and ½ of 
the house.  The will stipulates further that if Benjamin dies without heirs or a wife, then he will split the farm between his 
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 Town of Ipswich.  Tax records, 1785 
33

 Town of Ipswich.  Tax Records, 1789 
34

 Ipswich Vital Records to 1849.  Salem: Essex Institute.  1919.  According to this book, “Isaac’s house was replaced by the present 

dwelling on the same site which was built by Isaac’s son, Samuel, in 1794.” 
35

 Waters p. 23 
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 Inventory of John Appleton.  Mass Archives Probate Records 315:104 
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brother Isaac and Oliver and Oliver’s son John.  The division of the property indicates some of the features of the farm: 
orchard, planting field, bridges and gates.

37
 

 
At the time of John’s death (1724), his son, Benjamin (1702-1731), was 22 and newly married to Elizabeth Wade.  
Together, they had six children, 2 boys and 4 girls.  The first three children died before they reached the age of one.  Two 
other girls survived childhood living into their 70s and 80s. The sixth child, Benjamin, survived only two weeks; he was 
born posthumously, his father dying four months earlier at age 30.

38
  Elizabeth remained on the farm with her two girls 

after her husband’s death.  One year later, she married William Cogswell, of nearby Cogswell’s Grant (Chebacco / 
Essex).  In 1752, Benjamin’s two daughters, as rightful heirs of their father’s farm, sold the land to Daniel Dane.

39
  Both 

girls were grown and recently married.  The Dane family retained the house and the farm, selling the property to the Patch 
family in 1816-17.  Daniel Fuller Appleton re-acquired the acres in the 1860s from the Patch family. 
 

4. Oliver Appleton (1677-1759), Oliver Appleton (1702-1787) and Nathaniel Appleton (1721-1798) 
 

Oliver inherited the sawmill, ox pasture and other lands from his father Samuel in 1696.  His portion was located in the 
northeast quadrant of Appleton farm, bisected by Waldingfield Road, County Road, and bordered on the east by the Mile 
Brook.  He built a house for himself on the northwest corner of Waldingfield Road and County Road.

40
  He lived here and 

raised fourteen children (8 boys and 6 girls) with his wife, Sarah Pirkins, from 1696 to his death at age 83 in 1759.
41

  

 Oliver’s inventory and will, proved 1759, indicate the depth and breadth of his holdings, and the careful subdivision of his 
financial and real estates between his eight sons.  The inventory of his substantial estate included: beaver hats, a carribet 
coat and black jacket; jackets, britches, shoes and other personal belongings, household furnishings, and farm goods 
including “half a yoke of oxen, one half of 7 cows and one calf, half of 2 horses, half of 19 sheep & 10 lambs, 2 swine.”  
Also “the homestead consisting of two dwelling houses and two barns and out houses upland and meadow adjoining on 
each side of County Road.  A saw mill standing on Mile brook so called with the little pasture, 4 saws, 2 crow bars, 5 iron 
dogs, 1 hammer.”

 42
   In addition to the farm and homestead, Oliver owned other property in Ipswich including 8 acres of 

meadow and land rights in Jeffries Neck.   

When Oliver died, his eldest son, also named Oliver (1702-1787), inherited the mill and part of his land, and the remainder 
went to his youngest brother, Nathaniel (1721-1798).  Oliver, age 57 when his father died, was married to Bethiah 
Whipple with several children, and had been operating the mill with his father up to the time of his father’s death.  In 1759, 
he built a house for himself on the south side of Waldingfield Road, which may be the foundation remains at the edge of 
Barberry field. Nathaniel, age 38, received his father’s homestead at the corner of Waldingfield Road and County Road. 

Town tax records for 1775 indicate the size and content of both Oliver’s and Nathaniel’s holdings before the outbreak of 
the war.  Oliver’s taxable estate includes 2 houses, 304 bushels of grain, 6 tons English Hay, 30 tons fresh and salt hay, 
14 cow rites, 8 barrels of cyder, and 4 acres of woods, 4 oxen, 6 cows, 4 yearlings, 13 sheep, 2 swine, and 500 pounds 
lawful money.  Nathaniel’s estate includes: 2 houses, 130 bushels grain, 7 ½ tons English hay, 20 tons fresh and salt hay, 
7 cow rites, 20 barrels cyder, 2 oxen, 4 cows, 4 yearlings, 0 sheep, and 2 swine.

43
 

In 1787, Oliver’s son, Oliver (1787-1823), inherited his father’s home and milling operation at the time of his father’s 
passing.  He bought out the other heirs of his grandfather’s estate in 1803, including his Uncle Nathaniel’s portion, 
reassembling his grandfather’s farm.  In 1823, he conveyed the property to his sons, who eventually sold the farm out of 
the Appleton family to Oliver Underhill in 1832.  Subsequent land transactions transferred the property to the Wilson family 
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and eventually the land was reacquired by the Appleton family between 1896 and 1901.  Oliver Appleton’s two homes 
were moved and combined into a single summer home, known as Applefield in 1901.   

Summary 
From 1696 to 1832, the Appleton family farmed, milled and cut timber from their grandfather’s land.  As each of the 
brothers passed, their individual portions of Appleton Farms followed its own direction. The size of Appleton Farms in 
family hands shrank from 578 acres to 198 acres.  Over this 136-year period, more than 31 Appleton children grew and 
prospered in Ipswich. Some moved from this burgeoning community to new settlements in western Massachusetts and 
New Hampshire.  Others became important cabinetmakers and businessmen in towns scattered along Boston’s north 
shore.   Some remained behind to cultivate the land settled by their great-grandfather.  By the time of the American 
Revolution, the Isaac and Oliver Appleton farms were all that remained in Appleton ownership.  The other two properties 
had been sold, and in the case of the Samuel Appleton farm, subdivided, only to be reacquired when later generations 
had more financial means to reassemble the family farm.  By the early 19

th
 century, the heart of the Appleton farm had 

moved from the edge of the Ipswich River to the Isaac Appleton farmstead, (the present Old House area) and the Oliver 
Appleton mills (at the corners of Route 1A and Waldingfield Road).  Though most of the farm was in Ipswich, a portion 
straddled the town line between Ipswich and newly-formed Hamilton, which became its own town in 1793.  Family 
finances and activities fluctuated with the commerce and economy of the town, the region, and the new nation.  Appleton 
men served in local and regional politics, courts and the armed services.  Income from farming was supplemented by 
income from positions held in state and local governments, the court systems, and other businesses. 
   
Early Commercial Farming and First Rural Retreats (c. 1810-1840) 
While much of Topsfield, Essex and Hamilton began to gentrify in the early years of the 19

th
 century, Ipswich’s economy 

was under a significant transformation as the community moved from an agricultural and small mill economy to an 
emerging industrial and retail center.  Goods that used to travel by small boat out the Ipswich River were now moving 
overland down the Bay Road, and the Newburyport Turnpike, a road that opened in 1804 between Newburyport and 
Boston.  Starting in 1818 there were daily stage coach connections between Boston and Newburyport.  Finally, in 1837, 
the Eastern Railroad filed plans for a new rail line from Boston to Ipswich, a link that further secured the opportunities for 
industrial development in Ipswich and provided a ready opportunity for larger scale commercial farming along its route.   
 
The Massachusetts Society for the Promotion of Agriculture was founded in Boston in 1792 as an organization dedicated 
to the advancement of animal husbandry and crop production for New England commercial farmers.  In 1818 the Essex 
Agricultural Society was established with a similar mission: to promote and improve agriculture in Essex County.  Starting 
in 1825 the Society held agricultural competitions and shows throughout the region and sponsored farm visits to share 
ideas and improvements by local farmers.  After 1858 the Society held an annual fair on land gifted to the organization 
from Dr. John Treadwell which continues today as the Topsfield Fair.  The Essex Agricultural Society was led by an 
influential group of Topsfield farmers until the mid 19

th
 century.  Eventually, Daniel Fuller Appleton was an influential 

participant in its meetings, but not until the 1860s.  In the Society’s early years, Appleton family farmers were aging and 
operating the farm at its smallest acreage and smallest farm production of its history.

44
 

 
The early country retreats experienced by Topsfield during this period did not take hold in Ipswich until the years leading 
up to the Civil War, almost two decades later.  Larger farm buildings, additional dwellings, an expansion in sheds and 
specialty outbuildings, and changes in barn design and construction that were appearing in Boston suburbs and working 
their way north through Essex County and south from Newburyport did not appear at Appleton Farms until after 1862. 
 
Sixth Generation: Samuel Gilman Appleton (1771-1852), Timothy Appleton (1778-1857), and James Appleton (1785-
1862) 
 
Isaac Appleton’s farm became the heart of Appleton Farms after 1794.  His 170 acres, centered on what is now known as 
the Old House, was passed from his son to his grandson, to his great grandson, Samuel.  In 1819, Samuel Appleton 
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 Schuler et al. p. 16-17. 
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(1739-1819) died, at the age of 81.  His farm was valued at $4500 for the homestead and other buildings.  In addition to 
the farm, Samuel’s estate included 11 acres of salt marsh, rights at Great Neck, and a detailed list of his personal estate, 
including carpenters tools, 2 yoke of oxen, 10 cows, 9 young cattle, 13 sheep and lambs, 2 swine, and 2 horses.

45
  After 

providing for his wife Mary, his ten children received household goods, cash, land and recognition of real estate and 
dowries already passed to each of them. Sons Samuel Gilman Appleton and Timothy Appleton each received ½ of the 
dwelling house, and split 2/3- 1/3 the barn, the other outbuildings, the stock of cattle and swine, and the farming utensils.

46
   

 
At the time, Samuel Gilman, the eldest son, was 48 years old, and married without children.   His brother Timothy, 
Samuel’s third son, was 41 and a bachelor.  The two brothers lived in their father’s home with their mother, Mary White 
Appleton, until she died in 1834, actively farming their father’s land.  Timothy served as selectman and tax assessor for 
Ipswich in 1829.  They were two of twelve children.  By 1819, their oldest sister, Elizabeth had died (1769-1790).  Other 
siblings had married and moved to their own homes in Beverly, Ipswich, Hamilton, Virginia, Maryland and Maine.

47
 

 
In 1837, one of the most significant changes to the farm property arrived.  The Eastern Railroad filed plans for a new line, 
running from Boston to Ipswich, right through the Appleton homestead.  The initial plans called for the railroad bed to run 
right through the farmhouse.  In 1839, Samuel Gilman and Timothy deeded the necessary right of way, providing that the 
railroad deviate around the farmhouse, and provide and maintain a bridge for the farm operations to travel across both 
sides of the tracks.  Five land crossings were also approved, and the railroad was required to maintain fences along both 
sides of their right of way to keep the animals off the tracks.

48
  Two tracks were built in the right of way, and the train 

rumbled through on a regular schedule between Ipswich and Boston.  The farm had one stop, located almost at the 
farmhouse doorstep, which allowed farm goods to easily travel to and from the farm.  The railroad was a significant link for 
the farm.  Goods could be quickly and easily transported to Boston and its urban markets much faster than by road, 
opening a new economic link between the farm and the growing city.   
 
Samuel and Timothy continued to operate the farm until their deaths in 1852 and 1857.  With no children as heirs, their 
brother, General James Appleton returned from Portland ME with his family to take over the farm operation.  James had 
moved to Portland, Maine in 1833, returned to Ipswich at age 72.  James was the first Appleton to have returned from an 
active career to manage the farm.  A practicing lawyer and politician, he had been successfully elected to both the 
Massachusetts and Maine Legislatures.  While in Maine, he submitted a report on the evils of liquor that became the basis 
for the Maine Temperance Law of 1846.  James, later known as “General James,” was promoted to the rank of brigadier 
general for his services in the War of 1812.   James returned to Ipswich in 1857 and remained active in both the political 
and agricultural community for five years, until his death in 1862.  
 
Samuel and Timothy were the last members of the Appleton family to derive their primary income from the farm.  After 
1857, Appleton Farms survived because of a dedication to family stewardship, legacy and family responsibility, with 
income derived from other means (generally the law and industry) which supported the farm operation. 
 
Specialized Farming and Estate Development (1840-1914) 
With continued improvements in farm technology, farming methods and transportation, Essex County farms became 
increasingly specialized in their operations.  Often, gentleman farmers took the lead with the connections, funding and 
flexibility to experiment with animal breeding and crop production.  By mid century commercial farming shifted to dairying 
and beef production, with Topsfield butchers offering a lucrative service for county farmers.  The introduction of the 
refrigerated rail car in 1868 meant that butter, cheese and milk could be shipped to Boston in only a few hours with no 
loss of product quality.  Improved breeding and later the introduction of European pure breeds, such as the Guernsey and 
the Jersey cow resulted in record-breaking profits and increased production for dairy farmers.   
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 Will of Samuel Appleton.  June 1819.  393: 529-30.  Mass State Archives 
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In spire of this agricultural boom, however, the number of farm employees was on the decline.  Between 1840 and 1865 
farm employment dropped from 59% to 42% in nearby Topsfield.  This shift paralleled a rise in manufacturing employment 
from 40% to 58%.  Certainly, this shift to manufacturing employment was spurred by Topsfield’s emerging shoe factories 
and Ipswich’s emerging lace and hose industry.

49
   

 
Acreage planted in apple orchards increased in mid century, although with increased pressure from the temperance 
movement apples were grown more for their fruit and vinegar than their cider production.  As with the dairy industry, apple 
orchards experienced scientific farming improvements, better breeding, increased crop production and increased market 
availability that encouraged commercial scale farming. 
 
The Essex Agricultural Society continued to flourish.  Its regular meetings, speakers, farm visits, publications and annual 
agricultural fairs served as a continued inducement for farmers to excel.  Land grant universities were founded to school a 
new generation of scientific farmers and well landed gentleman farmers used their Ivy League connections to improve 
their herds with breeding stock from prize-winning European farms.   
 
After the Civil War Essex County residents enjoyed a prosperous and increasingly comfortable lifestyle.  More leisure 
time, an ability to travel, and the natural beauty and recreational resources of the County enticed urbanites to spend their 
summers on former family farms or on newly acquired summer retreats.  New Hampshire Farms for Summer Homes and 
other travel brochures produced by the railroads enticed urbanites to travel by rail to their summer escapes, a movement 
not lost on the easily accessible North Shore of Boston.  Between 1898 and 1902, Charles Goodnough Rice and his wife 
built their summer estate on Turner Hill.  Starting in the 1880’s John Brown transformed Castle Hill into a country retreat 
and private park.  In 1898 Bradley Palmer purchased the nearby Lamson family proprietary grant lands and built his 
private country retreat, Willowdale, in 1902.  Myriads of other country rural and seaside retreats were built at the same 
time, particularly in some of Ipswich’s most scenic rural and coastal areas. 
 
Architectural styles for dwellings and outbuildings became larger, more diverse, more ornate and more specialized. Large 
commercial barns replaced smaller home farm barns.  Specialty barns, for dairy production, hay, apple storage, and 
horses sprang up on rural estate and middle class summer homes.  Often the barns dwarfed the residences.  Improved 
barn design turned the barns so that their gable end became the primary façade.  A central door led to a long passage 
down the length of the barn with bays for milking cows or horse stalls on each side, storage for hay on the upper levels 
that could be shoveled down to the first floor and a full basement with cart access for carrying manure from barn to field.  
Often these large barns had a large central cupola to improve ventilation.  Sheep sheds, kennels, silos, cheese plants, 
horse rides and hunt clubs were added to the agricultural lexicon.  Summer estates included recreational outbuildings and 
spaces that included bowling greens, swimming pools, walled gardens, boat houses and guest houses.  For Essex 
County, this prosperous period was one of the most transformational in its history, heavily influenced by financial success 
and world and national politics.   
 
Seventh Generation: Daniel Fuller Appleton (1826-1904) 
 
Daniel Fuller Appleton bought out his siblings and heirs to the farm at the time their father, James Appleton, died in 1862.   
At age 36 he was young and full of promise.  He had married Julia Randall in 1853, and worked for the law firm of 
Robbins and Appleton.  In 1857, the firm purchased the American Waltham Watch Company outside of Boston and, for 
more than fifty years, led America in manufacturing watches and clocks with interchangeable parts.  Daniel and his family 
lived on Staten Island and in New York City, and made Appleton Farms their summer home until his death in 1904.  They 
had five children, three sons and two daughters.  Julia Randall died in 1886 and Daniel Fuller, at age 64, married Miss 
Susan Cowles in 1890.

50
  Daniel and his nine siblings were the first generation of Appletons to hold their primary 
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residences elsewhere and use farm managers to work Appleton Farms.  Daniel was also the first Appleton to derive the 
largest sources of his income from his legal and industrial career, instead of from the farm.  Though previous generations 
of Appletons had held other offices and derived some of their income off the farm, their primary residence and source of 
their income remained closely tied to the profitability of Appleton Farms. 
 
Of James Appleton’s ten children, three either became ministers or married clergymen.  His youngest daughter, Harriet, 
and her husband worked with Daniel Fuller to found the parish of the Ascension Memorial Church in Ipswich.  Harriet and 
her husband built a small summer home of their own, Briar Hill, on a small hilltop just west of the Old House, on the other 
side of the railroad track.  Daniel’s sister, Mary White, remained unmarried and lived full time at Appleton Farms in the Old 
House.  She died at the farm in 1905, at age 90.  His other siblings married and lived between the north shore and New 
Jersey.  Many returned to spend time during the hot summers at Appleton Farms.   
 
During the Civil War, Daniel Fuller Appleton and his young family made their permanent home on Staten Island.  When 
Daniel inherited the farm, his children ranged in age from ages 12 to newborn.  Hired farm managers oversaw the day to 
day farm operations and served as caretakers for the Old House.  “Mr. Andrews” was the first farm manager, serving from 
1862 to 1867.  Thomas McLaughlin was hired as his replacement, serving as farm manager from 1867 to 1875.  He was 
well liked and his wife Bridget helped with the household chores.  Other farm managers followed, but their tenure was not 
as long, nor as amiable, as that of the Thomas McLaughlin. 
 
When Daniel assumed ownership of Appleton Farms, the center of the farm was based at the Old House and the Farm 
Complex.  A second house, located nearer the barns, was either used as a summer residence for family members or was 
occupied by the farm managers and their families.  In addition to these two dwelling houses, there were several other 
houses on Appleton land.  Some were occupied by Daniel’s distant cousins and relatives; others were occupied by 
neighbors who had purchased land from the Appletons.  By 1862, the two houses, which had been occupied by Oliver 
and Nathaniel Appleton, at the corner of Waldingfield Road and County Road near the milling operation, were owned by 
Henry Wilson.  The John Appleton Farm, closer to Daniel’s property, was owned and occupied by the Patch family.  The 
Samuel Appleton Farm, including the original Appleton homestead, was owned and occupied by Hamilton Brown and his 
family. 
 
Daniel Fuller (DFA) made some substantial changes to the house and farm buildings.  Surviving correspondence between 
father and son indicates that Daniel’s son Francis (FRA Sr.), spent significant time at the farm and cared deeply for the 
operation there.  DFA spent more of his time in New York, and a significant amount of the documentation for the farm 
during this period is found in a proliferation of letters between DFA, his son FRA Sr., and the farm managers.  Writing in 
1865, for instance, Daniel Fuller Appleton told his son: “I notice your suggestions for alterations and improvements at 
Ipswich.  I had already determined to make a stable of the carriage house, and I think we shall keep more animals there 
than your pony and Uncle John’s donkey.  I think you will be pleased when you see the alterations in the house.  The big 
old fashioned chimney will be taken away and a wide hall will run entirely through the house and there will be a piazza on 
the sides of it.”

51
  Daniel made more changes to the Old House than perhaps any other individual.  Beginning in 1865, he 

added a porch to the front, expanded the house with 2 large additions in 1872, and continued to modernize and upgrade 
the farmhouse and the farm outbuildings until 1904.  His growing family and the large numbers of siblings and friends 
returning to the farm each summer undoubtedly necessitated some of these changes. 
 
In addition to expanding and upgrading the house, DFA reacquired land.  It was his desire to reassemble all of the land 
belonging to Samuel Appleton, the first generation of Appletons to come to Ipswich.  Between 1866 and 1869, he 
purchased 31 ½ acres of John Appleton’s farm, in three separate transactions, from the heirs of Benjamin Patch.  The 
remaining 80 acres of this farm he purchased in 1890 from the Patch heirs.

52
  Land acquisitions continued as the 

neighboring farmers aged and their heirs were no longer interested in Ipswich farming.  Significant amounts of land were 
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added to the farm between 1880 and 1904, and Daniel’s son, Francis, continued to acquire land into the mid-twentieth 
century, eventually expanding the farm beyond its original 578 acres. 
 
Farm troubles were sometimes unpredictable.  Farming troubles included too much rain or too much drought, seed 
germination, crop viability, and the number of calves, lambs or foals dropped in a single season were unpredictable at 
best.  When his father was travelling, or involved with his watch business, Francis Sr. (Frank) served as the contact for the 
farm operations.   In 1869, Thomas McLaughlin, the farm manager, began writing to both Francis and his father about 
events at the farm and activities in both land acquisition, building renovations and farm operations can be traced through 
their extensive collection of letters which survive in the archives of The Trustees. 
 
Daniel Fuller Appleton was intent on putting his business mind and his financial backing to the farm operation.  He worked 
hard to make the farm turn a profit.  Both he and his son were interested in the science of agriculture, and in the 
profitability of agribusiness.  Daniel was recognized by the Essex Agricultural Society in 1871 for the extensive 
improvements made to the farm.  It is clear that Thomas McLaughlin had a strong hand in the success of the farm, 
overseeing the improvements that Daniel Fuller Appleton had studied.  In 1871, the Essex Agricultural Society visited the 
farm, and reported on the improvements in their 1871 journal: 
 
“The good results of his [Mr. Appleton] mercantile system, and of the methodical employment of capital in improving the 
estate and the stock upon it, are plainly visible, and demonstrate that it would be well for many of our successful working 
farms to invest more of their gains from their farms in blooded stock, manure, labor and ditch-tile, rather than in bonds or 
mortgages.” The Appleton Farm contains about 250 acres of which 50 are bog-meadow and 80 are rocky pasture.   
….before the farm came under DFA’s supervision 5 years ago the farm produced 6 tons English Hay and 25 tons fresh 
meadow hay – in 1871 (year of report) it was estimated that they cut 75 tons English hay and 2-3 tons meadow hay – “the 
latter the product of the then last piece of un-reclaimed meadow, which has since been plowed”  “In addition there were 
considerable crops of corn, potatoes, oats, turnips, carrots, cabbages, Hungarian grass, rape, &c, &c.” 
“Mr. Appleton’s chief aim, in his plans for improving his farm…is to show what can be done in reclaiming low, wet lands, 
which he regards as the main future dependence of the farmers of New England for supplies of hay.  “ 
He surveyed and recorded the topography of the areas, dug a broad open ditch through them with “sufficient fall to carry 
off the water emptied into it from smaller ditches and covered drains.”  The main ditch is over 1 mile long, average depth 
of at least 3 feet, and is “foundation of Mr. Appleton’s improvements” 
He then surrounded a 10-acre meadow with a “catch water ditch” about 18” deep, leading to main ditch – so well drained 
it was easily plowed and laid to meadow.  …Another 3A piece within this 10 A meadow was deep muck and could not be 
plowed.  It was covered with gravel done by his farm hands and teams in the winter.  Heavy gravel is expensive and he 
recommends draining, fertilizing and plowing instead. …Another 13 A piece along line of Eastern railroad is “thorough-
drained” with round tile and collars, 33’ apart and 3-4’ deep – report on this field published in 1870 proceedings. Excellent 
results.” 
 “In his [Mr Appleton’] opinion, the Kerries, considered only as milch cows, will produce 1/5 more milk in a year that the 
Jerseys; but on the other hand, he frankly admits that the Kerries are very slow to mature, and that their calves are not 
more than half the weight they should be when they are of the age for the butcher.   
After the 1

st
 of July Mr. Appleton keeps his fourteen cows at the barn all the remainder of the summer, feeding them on 

clover, green oats, and corn-fodder, sowed for that purpose.  He admits that corn-fodder is not the best milk producer, but 
he don’t see how he could get along without it, although he expresses his determination to try more Hungarian grass 
another year.  He has adopted “soiling” as a necessity, his pastures being unequal to sustain all the stock he must keep in 
winter, to produce the large quantity of manure which his large farm requires.  Still, he has no doubt of the expediency and 
economy of “soiling” by which he makes a very few acres sustain his fourteen cows during the summer, and he has a 
barn cellar full of manure in the fall. 
Mr. Appleton’s sheep are thoroughbred Cotswolds of which he is very fond and very justly proud.  He keeps them for the 
breeding of rams to be sold as stock animals, and the recent exhibitions of the Essex Agricultural Society have 
demonstrated his success.   
 The farm buildings are in good repair, and the implements were not only of the most improved kinds, but were 
evidently well taken care of, instead of being left to lie and rot where they were last used, as is often the case.  The 
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barnyard and cellars were well adapted for making manure, which is, after all, the great secret of agricultural success.  
There are now wintered upon this farm sixty head of cattle, estimated by counting five sheep as equal to one cow, and 
four horses as equal to five cows.  The swine, of course, perform their part in the making of manures.  
 Mr. Appleton believes in “high farming” and endorses the old assertion that “if high farming will not pay, then low 
will not.”  Thus far, he says, he has only been making a farm, and it is his wish that the Essex Agricultural Society send its 
committee on farms three years hence to ascertain the result of his experiments, and his endeavors to get his farm in high 
condition.  By that time he expects to be able to show that his pecuniary investments have not only been productive but 
profitable. 
 The committee have seen in Mr. Appleton’s management much that is worthy of high commendation, and they 
regard his experiments in reclaiming low lands – viewed as experiments – as of great value to the agricultural interests of 
Essex county, where there is so large a proportion of comparatively unproductive swamps.  They consequently 
recommend that the first premium of a diploma and thirty dollars be awarded to Daniel F. Appleton of Ipswich.”

53
 

   
Beginning in 1871, after improving his land for three years, DFA turned to improving his breeding farm stock.  In 1871 his 
purchased 3 Jersey cows and wrote: “I have told Tom to sell all natives [cows], I will keep nothing but thoroughbreds 
hereafter.”

54
 The following year (1872), the farm superintendent recorded a breeding program that started with 15 cows, 

had expanded to include 14 Jersey calves and yearlings, 6 Kerry calves and yearlings and 2 half-breeds.  The sheep herd 
had grown from 51 to 71.  This flush of success was followed by two years of economic downturn and resulting periods of 
reducing the size of the farm herds.   
 
In 1875 Frank graduated from Harvard with hopes of running the farm full time.  McGlaughlin left the farm to move to his 
own Connecticut farmstead.  The Austrian Royal Duke, a colleague of Frank’s from Harvard, visited the farm and agreed 
to sell some of his private Jersey calves to Appleton Farm for breeding stock.  McLaughlin, who had a difficult time leaving 
the farm operation to someone else, suggested that Daniel hire someone who knew the Jersey stock and could serve as 
a knowledgeable farm manager since “you [Daniel] are about to bring your Jersey stock under public notice.”

55
 

 
William Yates replaced Thomas McLaughlin in 1876 but stayed only a year.  He had a difficult time working with the farm 
staff and with the animals.  Frank Sr., who had finished his studies at Harvard and was launching his legal career, took on 
much of the responsibility for managing the farm, hiring some good laborers to carry out his orders.

56
  At this time there is 

a significant shift in the family relationship to the farm.  Instead of focusing on the business and science of farming and  
animal husbandry, Daniel and Frank’s letters focus more on the beauty of the farm and its restful benefits as a summer 
home.  In 1877, Frank Sr. wrote to his father “We always do make things go well there and I think people of every kind go 
away with pleasant feelings toward the place and people, tho’ I am not aware of ever doing anything towards it.”

57
   

 
Daniel and his wife traveled to Europe.  John and Harriet Smith built a new barn near their summer house at Briar Hill, 
relieving some of the pressure for room in the Appleton stables.  As more land was acquired, Daniel’s children joined 
Daniel’s siblings, summering in Ipswich and eventually building their own summer homes on Appleton land.  Between 
1875 and 1904 roads were improved for horseback riding and carriages, and the hay fields were seen as parks more than 
pastures.  Daniel’s son, Jimmy, wrote to his brother “Bud” (Randolph) “Papa has been here thro’ July and is having fine 
weather for his vacation.  He drives around the pasture, or park as it is now called, about once every day.  The pasture is 
being gradually fixed up and there are a good many improvements in the road.”

58
  In 1883 Daniel wrote “I want the new 
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 Transactions of the Essex Agricultural Society for the Year 1871 p. 82-90.  Appleton Archives, Box 48, File 4 
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 DFA to FRA Sr. November 1871.  Appleton Archives, Box 3 file 2 
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 McLaughlin to DFA, March 1875.  Appleton Archives.  Box 48 File 2 
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 Letters William Yates to Mr. Appleton, March, 1876.  And letters from FRA Sr. to DFA.   

Appleton Archives, Box 48 File 2. 
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 FRA Sr. to DFA.  1877 Appleton Archives, Box 1D 
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 James Appleton to Randolph Appleton, c. 1880.  Appleton Archives.  Box 8 File 39. 
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road made smooth for carriage wheels, to begin at the very gate.”
59

  A new gate was built at the entrance to the farm, 
today known as the Middle Gate.  Architect Herbert Browne mentions the construction of this gate in a later letter, and 
seems to indicate that he helped with its design.  Certainly, the simple, sweeping aesthetics of Middle Gate speak to an 
informed design but no plans have been found for this gate, though another gate design, for a driveway entrance closer to 
the New House, is the work of Little and Browne.   
 
In 1884, Francis married Fannie Lanier in Lenox, Massachusetts.  Fanny was the daughter of Charles Lanier, a wealthy 
New York Banker.  Her family spent their winters in New York, and summered in the Berkshire Mountains. Francis and 
Fanny built their own summer home, known as The New House, on meadows purchased from the Wallace family in 1881.  
Originally, these meadows had been part of the Samuel Appleton farm.   A wide grass and dirt lane turned in from 
Waldingfield Road and crossed the former farm fields to the courtyard of the New House.  Little and Browne, may have 
been commissioned in 1884 to design the “New House, however there are no surviving records of their work on the home 
or its surroundings, except for designs for a gate off Waldingfield Road that was never built.  Herbert Browne visited the 
farm regularly and the house design details are similar to other confirmed Little and Browne designs of the period.  New 
ornamental trees and a large walled garden created the setting for the new home, a fitting rural country retreat for the 
wealthy couple.   
 
The house was sited on a hillock overlooking open fields and pastures toward the Old House.  The lane to the house from 
Waldingfield Road was planted with a double allee of trees, graded and finished to ease the way for carriages.  Built in the 
Colonial Revival style, the house featured a long service wing to the rear, next to a large gambrel-roofed barn and 
outbuildings.   As landscaping progressed, the entrance drive was amended to terminate in a wide gravel courtyard in 
front of the main door of the house.  Grass riding paths linked the New House to Waldingfield Road and to the fields and 
meadows surrounding the New House.  The older dirt farm lanes, which had interconnected the Appleton family 
farmhouses in the eighteenth century, were busy carrying farm equipment, horses and people between the Old House, 
Briar Hill, and the New House. In 1885, Frank and Fanny had their first son, Francis Jr.  One year later, their son Charles 
was born.  Between 1891 and 1899, three more children were added to the family: Ruth (1891), Alice (1894) and James 
W. (1899).   
 
Over the years, Fanny developed a large flower garden on a terrace southwest of the house, overlooking the meadows 
and fields of Appleton Farms.  The terrace was created by constructed a high stone retaining wall, faced with a double set 
of reverse steps.  The top of the wall was graced with a white balustrade.  Northeast of the house, another stone retaining 
wall was faced with a smaller, wooden set of steps, overlooking a small pasture field.  This field came to be called 
“Jimmy’s Field” in the early twentieth century, named for the couple’s youngest son.  Eventually the porches were 
enclosed looking onto the garden, and a high stucco-finished wall was extended off the wall of the main house to further 
enclose the garden.   
 
A large peach orchard, protected by clipped tree hedges, provided sweet fruit in late summer.  The New House was a 
marked departure from the Yankee thriftiness and conservatism that had dominated Appleton Farms for more than three 
centuries.  As the Appleton family fortunes grew with the nineteenth century industrialization, their ability to support a 
pleasurable summer lifestyle on the farm became increasingly evident.   
 
During the last decade of the nineteenth century, Frank Sr.’s siblings built their own summer homes along Waldingfield 
Road, adjacent to but not on Appleton Farms property.  In 1889, his brother Randolph Appleton (“Bud”) and his wife 
moved the Samuel Appleton homestead up the hill; they called their summer home Waldingfield.   Like the New House, 
the home was graced with a large formal garden.  His sister Ruth married Charles Tuckerman and built Applefield in 1901. 
Brother Jimmy remained unmarried, but had his own large estate on nearby Mill Road.   Frank’s sister Mary, married 
Gerald Hoyt, and lived with her family at the Hoyt Cottage on Appleton Farm property.  Other “extended” family members 
and some of Daniel’s siblings occupied other summer homes adjacent to Appleton Farms.  Bayard Tuckerman, brother-in-
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 DFA to Buddy, Aug 4, 1883.  Appleton Archives.  Box 3 File 2 
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law to Frank’s sister Ruth Appleton, built Sunswyck in 1890.   “Aunt Harriet,” Daniel’s sister, remained at Briar Hill, Danie l 
and his second wife, Susie Cowles, lived at the Old House with Daniel’s sister, Mary [“Aunt Mary”]. Daniel’s sister 
Hannah, married Robert Thayer and built Holiday Hill, along the north shore of the Ipswich River, across from Jimmy’s 
summer home.  Each summer home was a large, Colonial Revival style “mansion” which fit comfortably into the pastoral, 
open fields of Ipswich.  
 
Daniel’s children became increasingly interested in horse breeding, hunting, and riding.  Gradually, the farm fields, lanes 
and woodlands of Appleton Farms were improved for fox hunting and bridle trails.  Daniel’s investments in the Royal 
Duke’s Jersey herd were showing the fruits of their cross breeding by late in the century.  Prize winning milk producer, 
Eurotissima, was displayed at the Colombian Exposition in Chicago in 1891 as the world’s best milk producer.   
 
As Frank and Fanny’s five children grew, they developed their own interests in animal husbandry at Appleton Farms.  
Frank’s two oldest boys, Francis Jr. and Charles, began their own dog breeding kennel in 1896 at the ages of 11 and 10.  
Barberry Kennels began as boy’s fun.  The Kennels were active for five years before the boys left home for school, and 
they were rekindled by Francis Jr. and his wife Joan, in 1936, producing some of the best prize-winning fox terriers in 
America. 
 
In addition to trips to Europe, all of the Appleton families socialized with friends and relatives down the East Coast.  Family 
albums included photographs of visits to Vermont, South Carolina, Genesee New York, Long Island, New Hampshire, the 
Hamptons, and camping, hiking, yachting, bird-shooting and horse –related adventures with the Webbs, the Vanderbilts, 
and others.  Bud Appleton invested heavily in the development of Aiken, South Carolina as it quickly grew into a popular 
summer resort.  Frank Sr.’s connections at Harvard linked him to friends in Europe, Great Britain, and throughout North 
America.  Their social season followed major horse events – hunts and races from New York to New England.  Appleton 
Farms was one of the featured properties for the Myopia Club fox hunts in the autumn, including a large hunt 
Thanksgiving Day before the family sat down for Thanksgiving dinner. 
 
1904-1905 marked a significant turning point in generations at Appleton Farms.  Daniel Appleton died in 1904, leaving the 
farm to his son, Francis.  In 1905, “Aunt Mary” died at the age of 90.  The same year, Harriet Appleton Smith, sister to 
Daniel, died at Briar Hill.  In her later years, she lived at the Old House year-round, and was as much a part of the fabric of 
Appleton Farms as the buildings and grounds.  Daniel’s widow, Susie Cowles, remained at the Old House after Daniel’s 
death.   
 
Throughout the nineteenth century, Appleton Farm was socially and physically linked to the city.  The train to Boston 
provided easy transportation for Frank Sr. to visit the farm from Harvard when the roads were bad.   The family spent 
winters in New York City and summers in Ipswich, connecting the farm socially and financially with their “other” life outside 
of Ipswich.  Friends and relations visited Appleton Farms throughout the summer season, arriving by both train and car.   
Frank’s Harvard connections linked him to other landed gentry interested in farming, horses, and other pleasurable 
outdoor pursuits such as hunting and horseracing.  Trips to Europe and visiting friends expanded the link between 
Appleton Farms and the rest of the world, including opportunities to link the farm’s breeding stock with other royal genetic 
lines.  He continued to pursue his breeding interests that he began in 1871.  With the introduction of the Austrian Royal 
Duke’s line of Jerseys after 1875, the Appleton dairy herd gained national recognition with Eurotissima’s record breaking 
milk production.  Appleton Farms proudly competed their purebred livestock in regional and national competitions – 
horses, cows and dogs all brought home their share of prizes.  Farming in Ipswich became the backdrop for a way of life 
centered on rural summer pleasures, yet the family members remained actively involved farm management.  Daniel’s 
financial success in other endeavors supported the limited and sometimes negative cash flow of the farm, and allowed the 
farm to remain in the Appleton family.  As his personal cash flows improved, he bought out neighboring farmers and their 
heirs, significantly expanding his land holdings to reacquire Samuel Appleton’s original lands grant and then exceed the 
boundaries of his grant.  It is during Daniel Fuller Appleton’s tenure that the country era summer home movement, the 
Centennial Celebration’s dedication to family legacy and American forebears, and the scientific farming movement all 
coalesced at Appleton Farms.   
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As interest in colonial history increased at the end of the nineteenth century, the Appleton family legacy firmly connected 
the newest members of the family to their long, deep roots in Ipswich.  The farm was honored by a pilgrimage of members 
of the Massachusetts Society of Colonial Wars in 1895 – a visit which celebrated the long and illustrious military careers 
of the Appletons, and which paid homage to the agricultural legacy of the Appleton family farm.  The group visited Samuel 
Appleton’s homestead (Waldingfield) off Waldingfield Road, renovated into a summer home by Daniel’s son, Randolph, 
noting, “The front of the house is modern, though in the colonial style, but the rear portion is the old house built by Maj. 
Appleton about 1670 or 1680.”  Then they lunched at the Old House and heard a speech about the Appleton men who 
served in Massachusetts conflicts. “Mr. Walters spoke of Maj. Samuel Appleton, the old Indian fighter, who was the 
feature-dead though he had been for two centuries – of yesterday’s excursion.  He referred to the important part he took 
in King Phillip’s War.  Later, continued Mr. Walters, after he had returned to live in his Ipswich home, he became 
prominent as one of those who resisted the unjust tax levied by Sir Edmund Andros.  The great charter had been 
repealed, and the King in England contended that the colonists had no rights but such as his future bounty might grant 
them.  Andros tried to tax the men of Massachusetts and their reply was “No taxation without representation.”  With other 
towns, Ipswich refused to pay the unjust tax.  He was arrested and imprisoned during several months in Boston.”

60
 

  
Eighth Generation: Francis Randall Appleton (1854-1929) and Siblings 
 
When Daniel Fuller Appleton died in 1904, Francis Randall Appleton, Sr. (Frank) inherited the farm and its entire 
operation.  Daniel’s sister, Harriet, and her family, remained at Briar Hill.  Daughter Mary (Frank’s sister) and her family 
continued to summer at the Hoyt Cottage, and Daniel’s widow, Susie Cowles, remained at the Old House with two house 
servants.  Francis and Fanny summered at the New House with their five children: Francis Jr. (Frank Jr.) (age 19), 
Charles Lanier (age 18), Ruth (age 13), Alice (age 10) and James (age 5).  Frank Jr. was attending Harvard, and as the 
oldest son was already interested and involved in the farm operation as his father and grandfather had been before him. 
 
Between 1906 and 1909, Francis Randall Appleton supervised several efforts to improve the aesthetic landscape aspects 
of Appleton Farms as he assumed ownership.  Some of these improvements were a direct result of trees lost to pests and 
disease, or aging plant materials.  Others were specifically directed to improve the pastoral quality of the farm.  Sunday 
afternoon fires, started by cigarettes thrown from the passenger trains, plagued the farm.  In 1908, Frank Jr. wrote to his 
father complaining about the recent railroad fires and the damage they caused to farm trees, hedges and fences, 
including significant damage to the “hedge back of the old house.”

61
  In February, 1908, Frank Sr. wrotes his son: “A 

railroad fire is a great set back they always do the fair thing by me yet money damage never covers the injury.”
62

 
Vandals raided empty houses in the winter months.  Fire damaged others.  In 1908, burglars broke into all of the Appleton 
houses except the New House.  In 1914, Waldingfield, burned to the ground, including the core of the Samuel Appleton 
homestead.  In 1915, the Timothy cottage was damaged by fire.

63
  In 1922, the Patch House (the former John Appleton 

house), pig barn and other outbuildings burned to the ground.  The wind fanned the flames to quickly engulf the buildings.  
Fortunately, the wind blew over Sunset Hill to the southwest and kept the fire from reaching the other barns and buildings 
near the Old House, west of the Patch complex.  The fire spread over the ground until it reached the ditch in the new 
meadow until it was finally extinguished.  “A fire of boiling potatoes!” wrote Frank Sr. to his son after the fire was over.

64
 

 
The fires did much damage, but they also created opportunities to improve the appearance of the Appleton Farms 
landscape.  In addition to purchasing 300 willows from Mr. Mathews to be planted as his father directed, Frank Jr. wrote: 
“He [the farm manager] got 50 larches (7-10 feet) and put them down by the railroad in front of the New House.  They cost 
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 “Entertained in Ipswich.  Society of Colonial Wars has an enjoyable outing” (no newspaper name identified) 

Newspaper article in Box 30, FLA volume 1  
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 FRA Jr. to FRA Sr. 1907. Box 27 
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 FRA Sr. to FRA Jr. Feb. 24, 1908.  Box 10, File 14 
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 FRA Sr to FRA Jr. March 30, 1908; Newspaper Clipping “Ipswich Residence Burned: Randolph M. Appleton’s Summer Estate…” 
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$20.00.”
 65

  In another letter, Frank Sr. writes: “I engaged 5000 pines of Mr. Matthews for 1909.”
66

  By May, Frank Sr. 
wrote to his son asking how far the plantings had come.  He also commented on other work undertaken during his 
absence, and is inspired by the European grass rides at Cliveden, where he joined the Astors for a ride: “The [Cliveden] 
rides are well kept with great trees on either side and therefore handsomer than those at Ipswich are now.”

67
 

 
These long trips to Europe inspired Frank Sr. with his plans for Appleton Farm.  They also afforded the opportunity for 
purchasing other mementos to be used in the gardens and grounds of Appleton Farm.  In 1903, lions from Florence 
arrived.  In 1906, an Italian fountain was added as a central feature to the New House garden.

68
 Writing from Paris, Frank 

Jr. writes his father: “The fountain in the garden must be very beautiful and I shall be glad to see it in its new 
surroundings.”

69
  In 1908, writing from Rome, Frank expresses to his son his interest in Italy’s fountains: “The number of 

fountains here always going are very attractive.” In April, Frank Sr. had found another addition to the garden: “I bought in 
Rome a fragment of marble about a foot square but large enough to have carved on it a lion’s head and a horses quarters 
and in the lions mouth a pigs head.  I thought this would go in the terrace wall for a fountain – also in Florence a pair of 
very old stone lions about 18 inches high sitting on their hind parts – which will look well on gate posts.  If they never 
arrive in Ipswich they have not cost much.”

70
  Where his father (DFA) had been interested in drains, tiles, and ponds for 

increasing farm production, Frank Sr. was interested in water and garden ornament for its aesthetic values and its nod to 
European trips remembered.   
 
Behind the New House, Frank Sr. and Fanny continued the work in her extensive flower garden.  The garden was partially 
walled, backed by the walls of the New House with stucco walls extended the remaining length of the garden.  To the 
south and west, the garden opened to views across the plains and to the hunter’s oak, where the hunt met each fall to 
begin their traditional Thanksgiving Day foxhunt.  The garden was begun when the New House was built, and it continued 
to be Fanny’s joy into the 1950’s.  The contents of the flower beds were largely perennials – wide English borders filled 
with peonies, iris, roses, and other summer-blooming favorites.  The scale and extent of the garden changed with the 
times as Fanny aged.  As money and desire for a huge flower garden waned, the borders were limited to the edges of the 
garden and the center was transformed into a wide tapis vert featuring the marble Italian fountain at its center. 
 
Other stone walls were added to the farm – primarily for aesthetic purposes.  In 1907, Frank Jr. wrote his father: “Judge 
has finished the wall by the cottage.  The posts look plenty high enough!  Your little lions sound attractive for gate posts.  
Where will you put them?  The little fountain you speak of with the pig and lion will look well.”

71
  In 1908, Frank Sr. wrote 

his son: “I would like Judge to finish the garden wall up to the gate posts and build a corresponding piece beyond the 
second post i.e. as far as the present masonry wall extends.”

72
  Despite this interest in walls for the New House garden, 

Frank Sr. did not approve fixing the other farm walls: “At this time the farm cannot afford stone wall building for looks only.  
Cleaning up along walls is legitimate cost of farming.”

73
 

 
Clearly, Appleton Farms continued to be at best a break-even operation, and required a close watch on finances.  The 
selection of animals and crops raised by the farm was based on their economic viability, and their impact on farm 
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 FRA Jr. to FRA Sr. from Paris, 1906.  Box 10 file 31. 
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aesthetics. While Frank Sr. traveled in Europe between 1907-1908, he wrote his son about his overall desires for the farm 
operation:  
 
“The chief objects should be I believe hay for a crop and milk for revenue each month.  We do not seem to do much with 
raising hogs for market – they cost more than they bring in in such large numbers as we have been keeping.  The roasters 
are well to sell this the winter but the litters which are coming in now and the next few months I would sell as shoats as 
soon as big enough.  The old sows I would weed out, just as we already have to some extent, keeping as thoroughbred 
Berkshires to breed.  We have two thoroughbred boards and several sows.  In a short time there will be only thoroughbred 
and always keeping a registered thoroughbred boar we can soon advertise the produce and get better prices.  There 
ought to be at least ½ the original sows to butcher this spring, whichever are the poorest….reduce the number to the 
smallest numbers necessary to do an economical business. …  
As to cows: the grades are generally best for milk and being started well on a herd of grades I am not ready now to 
consider thoroughbreds.  Always keep a thoroughbred bull in the herd and raise the heifer calves from the best cows.  We 
do this and I expect to build up about 50 cows – the sale of their milk covers the labor bills each month.  During the 
season the pastures should support them in the main. … By and by we might have sheep.  Before enlarging I want to 
have show that we can handle better what we have now…Limit corn production and turn fields to hay…[Plant] Half of the 
home field lot for oats…Plant potatoes in the piece of land by the pig pen try to get 250 bushels per acre and sell them to 
market in early fall  (this plan might limit labor and increase profits)…We are not equipped apparently for large operations 
requiring  much oversight and business ability…Large fields of crops have been eyesores and expensive – my note is to 
carry on at the place with the least monthly outlay and smallest net loss. & I should not wonder but the way to do it is push 
to stop outlay in growing crops…. 
 
In addition to practical farm operations, other work was underway to improve the finished appearance of the farm and its 
pastoral beauty: “Before the spring work opens I hope the Plains work can be finished.  The whole piece, Wheelers 
birches, and the Plains Gate is to be seeded with so called permanent pasture grass.  I would like to have Barberry Hill 
cleaned up as I have explained to you and William and seeded down.  Sullivan is to plant chestnut trees to fill up.  (clear 
out to expose the chestnut avenue on each side of the road)…this is not much but will be effective on the rides…This 
Barberry Hill work is for appearances.  A little labor will make a great difference.  The hen industry is for the family 
convenience but it should not be too costly.  The old greenhouse will be a warm place for them and I judge you did not 
keep the new man through the winter.”

74
 

 
 Frank Sr. continued in another letter the following week: “I approve of thoroughbred poultry.  Like other departments, until 
an ability is disclosed to properly care for what we have, I have little interest in taking on what should have more intelligent 
care.  I thought of white Wyandothes or Rhode Island Reds.  We have thoroughbred cocks of each….I should buy eggs 
for setting of some good breed and start that way – some breeds are layers principally and some for the market then all 
varieties the kind we should have of an all around serviceable kind. …”

75
  Clearly, Frank Sr. was glad that his son was 

available to manage the farm operations while they were away, though he continued to keep a close eye on the farm, its 
products and its finances: “I am very glad you are looking after the farm – it needs it.  The place should very soon support 
William that is pay expenses & his wages clear.  My idea at present is as far as possible to have revenues each month 
pay a large part of the outlay i.e. not expend a great sum for 9 months expecting the other three to make up.  Of course, 
hay is not saleable until winter.  It was for some such reason I recommended very few crops although I know for the best 
economy the farm should produce all it eats.”

76
 

 
By 1909, Frank Sr. must have been pleased with the farm operations of 1908, though again he reminded his son of the 
careful management it required: “I think our farm figures are very good and probably much better than most other 
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gentlemen farmers…I believe we can never do much better without a different character of management and even with a 
theoretically perfect management we might stir this failure in one direction or another.”

77
 

 
Between 1880 and 1920, the extensive land purchases by Daniel Fuller and Frank Sr. expanded Appleton Farms to its 
largest acreage ever.  As land was acquired, the field and lot definitions did not change, bounded as they were by stone 
walls and fences, roads and lanes over centuries, even as they changed ownership.  When reacquired by the Appleton 
family, these fields and lots often took on the names of their previous owners.  The tax bills for Hamilton and Ipswich 
between 1909 and 1910, and up to the present day, reflect this land history.  The Patch Field, Adams Pasture, Moore 
Pasture, Bedford lot, Underhill Field, Lambert Pasture, Wallace lot, and others are a few examples.  In addition to land, 
the Appletons purchased additional houses and barns, often for the use of their farm manager or field hands.  When they 
were not required for farm use, they served as rental properties; their income creating a positive cash flow in an otherwise 
break-even or negative business venture.  By 1910, Appleton Farms included a house on Highland Street with two stables 
and one barn, the Goodhue house and barn, and “House 2” and barn.

78
 

 
After his retirement from his legal career in 1910, Frank Sr. was more available to oversee farm improvements.  One of 
the most important additions he made to the farm at this time was the completion of The Grass Rides – a spider web 
arrangement of grassy lanes through wooded hillsides at the southern end of the farm.  Several lanes were laid out like 
the spokes of a wheel, with a Rond Point at its center.  The Grass Rides were completed and celebrated by a hunt 
breakfast and a meet of the Myopia Hounds on Columbus Day, 1912.

79
 

 
Another major event at Appleton Farms was a visit by the Prince of Wales. Edward VIII in 1924 (well before his abdication 
of the throne in 1936).  He came to Ipswich and visited with the Appletons, riding through the Grass Rides and the Grass 
Roads throughout the farm with members of the family.  In honor of his visit, the tree-lined grass road leading to the New 
House was renamed “Prince of Wales Avenue.”   
 
Lands recently purchased from neighbors north and west of the farm required some improvements if they were to be 
profitable as farmland. Hay and silage were important crops for winter keep of the livestock.  Establishing new fields, and 
keeping the productivity of the existing hay fields was another detail of the farm operation related from father to son: “We 
have a great deal of land we should put into good hay as soon as possible, such as the Lamson farm, the Miles River 
pieces and we can plow up a big piece next fall and we need not put any preliminary crop on it….The oaks should show 
up very well in the grass.  Harrow it well and put in lots of seed….As to Barberry Hill, do what you can to improve 
appearances.  The meadow might be made over.  Dig a couple of ditches to the main ditch, fill partly with rocks and cover 
over.  I think this might do better than open ditches.  The hassocks might be turned upside down and buried in the surface 
made to catch grass as we did the Plains meadow last summer.  Seed the rest of the field if you can, cut down the birches 
and dish harrow over the whole field and plant buckwheat or rye.  Probably the latter as it is useful.”

80
  

“Gradually we will get all the grasslands into first class condition and sell twice as much hay as we now do,” wrote Frank 
Sr. to his son, “Next winter I propose to extend the Home field clear of trees to Long Cause Brook and then to gravel the 
low places – it is the richest land possible and the wood would be considerable.  Keep the rides in order by chain 
harrowing and sown with blue or other grass and this followed by a roller all early, then put up the seeded grass signs or 
keep them until early in June when the grass should be cut.  This will greatly help the rides…I am sure the cutting of last 
summer will show well back of Pigeon Hill….”

81
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As horse riding through the roads and fields of Appleton Farm increased, so did the accidents as horse, gig and/or rider 
were thrown if they met with the errant woodchuck hole or grass hummock. 

82
 

 
In 1908 a large silo was built to house the silage produced that season for winter feed for the livestock: “– need it because 
the herd is getting so large.  Would it not go well in the corner in the barnyard between new barn and horse extension 
leaving an approach to the silo in the new barn on the main floor & the loft above with stairs.”

83
  By 1909, the silo was 

completed, but for more expense that initially anticipated: “of course our silo could not have been built as it was for $100 
The silo people might have set it up on the ground but not with foundations nor with all connecting parts.  It is an expense 
like all the other apparently necessary additions for the farm and something of the sort seems always necessary”

84
 

 
In the spring, 1911, Frank Jr. selected 500-600 apple trees for a new orchard at the Timothy House: “77 Baldwins, 191 
Wealthy, 138 McKintosh Red [sic], 152 Wagener.”

85
  Trees were ordered and planted over the next three years.  In 1912, 

Frank Jr. lamented that the farm manager failed to follow his planting instructions and 200 new trees that were added that 
year had to be transplanted.  In total, the orchard grew to 6 ½ acres of fruit trees by 1912; the house and orchard were 
renamed “Timothy Close” that same year.

86
 

 
In February 1913, the most unusual decorative elements at the farm arrived.  When Harvard University tore down Gore 
Hall to build a new college library, the stone pinnacles, which had adorned the upper corners of the building, were 
delivered to Appleton Farm.  “I hope the library pinnacles reached your farm safely and could be dropped down where 
they will remain permanently, for they are by no means easy things to move,” wrote the librarian of Harvard University to 
Frank Sr., who sat on the building committee.

87
  The pinnacles remained in storage until 1921, when one was erected in 

the center of the grass rides in memory of Frank Sr.’s son Charles Lanier Appleton, at the time of his death from 
complications of injuries received in World War I.  The three remaining pinnacles were erected between 1927 and 1974, in 
memory of Frank Sr., Fanny and Frank Jr., placed as featured termini to vistas cut through the edges of woodlands across 
farm pastures. 
 
1913 marked an ominous beginning to heartache for the Appleton family.  In April, youngest son Jimmy was operated on 
for appendicitis, beginning a two-year battle with blood disorders and ill health that eventually led to his early death, at age 
16, on October 11, 1915.  In 1916, a stone memorial fountain at the South Green, Ipswich, was dedicated to the memory 
of Jimmy Appleton, and a small fountain was installed in the wall of the New House garden overlooking a small field 
renamed “Jimmy’s Field.”   
 
In 1917, Susie Cowles died of a stroke.  Susie was Daniel Fuller Appleton’s second wife, and had remained a full-time, 
year-round resident in the Old House since her husband’s death.  With her demise, the Old House was closed and her 
two house servants remained on the farm, working for other members of the Appleton family.  Frank Jr. entered the armed 
forces in 1913, leaving the farm for a European tour.  Before Frank Jr. left, he was required to write a last will and 
testament, which remained at home with his family.  This will, written at such a young age, clearly defines his passion for 
Appleton Farms, and his father’s plans for its future: 
 
“I hope and suggest that you will utilize my estate, which I trust will be enough increased at the time of my death to be of 
some use, in aid of your schemes for the development of the farm at Ipswich.  I think so much and often of the 
opportunities offered and derive the most intense joy from listening as you tell of your ambitions and fascinating ideas and 
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plans concerning the whole place, and if I may not live long enough to help you carry them out – an ambition probably 
uppermost in my mind – I will at least be happy in knowing that even after I die I may be of some assistance.”

88
 

 
During Frank Jr.’s absence, T.M. Norman capably managed the farm.  His letters to Frank Sr. document the successes of 
the farm during this decade.  By 1917, the farm boasted 117 chickens, and Norman sold and traded wood to purchase a 
new farm tractor.  One of his orders for fertilizer in 1916 indicate the use of some of the farm fields: oats in the Patch 
Field, corn in the Plains, grass in the Underhill lot, potatoes and vegetables in the Patch Field, and potatoes and other 
vegetables in the field near the New House.  The farm sold more than 40 cords of wood that year, and all of the hay fields 
were fertilized with manure produced on the farm and the Myopia Club barns.  The sale of nearby farms and the 
diminishing number of farms in Ipswich and Hamilton made milk prices locally favorable at 47 ¾ cents a can.  Rain limited 
the spring work and set the planting season behind.  Norman lost many men to factory work in Connecticut.  The rhythm 
of the farm kept pace with its historic traditions – sometimes moving forward, and sometimes stepping back with the 
unseen forces of weather, crop prices, labor markets, and management abilities.

89
 

 
Frank Jr. returned from Europe in 1915, only to be recalled in 1917 to serve in World War I.  During the war. Frank Sr. 
rekindled his management of Appleton Farms while his son was called back to military service.  Daughter Ruth came to 
the farm to stay while her husband remained on diplomatic duty in Paris. In September, 1915, Frank Jr. wrote in his 
daybook: “Make up my mind that as I am not going on with the legal profession, the sooner I get out the better…”  One 
year later, however, he must have reconsidered his decision, because he formed a law partnership with two other 
acquaintances, Perrin and Hoyt.  He continued to practice law, spending less time at Appleton Farms than he would have 
preferred as he built his law practice in New York City.  
 
 The War was hard on the farm.  Labor was expensive and in short supply.  Fanny wrote to Frank Jr. in November, 1918: 
“Papa talks a great deal of giving up the farming business and I hope he will.  It worries him a great deal, and labor is too 
high to admit of keeping the number of men in need.  It is prohibitive.  I am reducing the flower garden by taking out all the 
middle beds and putting it into grass and crowding all the flowers in the borders.  I think it may be prettier even than 
before.”

90
  War shortages and bad weather played havoc with the garden.  The winter of 1917-18 was so cold that the 

boxwood, honeysuckle and privet hedges in the garden were destroyed.
91

 
 
Appleton Farms increased its total acreage of cultivated fields to meet the demand for fresh produce. The beauty of the 
farm continued to impress Frank Sr., despite his preference for hay fields and meadows.  One June day, he wrote to 
Frank Jr. of recent events in Ipswich, and this tribute to the beauty and productivity of Appleton Farms: “I rode for two 
hours through the rain over the rides and they were very misty and beautiful as they are on such days, and I wished you 
and Charley could have been with me…. the Hoyt family are expected at the cottage.  They are putting in electric lighting 
and bringing the wires underground from Kent’s corner.  The wife of my tenant at the Lamson place was killed by lightning 
while taking shelter under a tree with her baby in her arms, which was unhurt.  The tenant has, therefore, left, leaving the 
place planted with some crops which he has persuaded John to take over.  The plains are a beautiful sight of oats.  The 
home field is planted to potatoes.  The drainage lot to field corn and the long meadow to fodder corn, the slope of Sunset 
Hill and the brook lots, to cabbages, beets, turnips and tomatoes.  Altogether we have a great deal of food.”

92
  

 
By October, Frank Sr. was again disillusioned with farm finances and problems with farm labor.  Writing to Charlie, he 
wondered if the farm operation should continue another year: “The Spanish influenza was very bad at Ipswich; John 
Skworoneck and several other men and the cook had it and the farming business was upset pretty badly. I expect that I 
will wind the business up next spring as I find I cannot afford to conduct it in the manner in which I want to and any other 
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manner is most unsatisfactory.  Perhaps some other profitable and agreeable way of using the farm may turn up, such as 
raising of sheep.  Certainly, it is not agreeable to feed and support a lot of foreigners who can’t speak the language nor 
understand you.  They can get work elsewhere.  However, this year we have raised a great deal of food from a sense of 
patriotic duty and been very successful at it.”

93
 

 
One month later, in November 1918, his enthusiasm for farming was beginning to return.  Frank Sr. created a new farm 
office for himself, and the prices obtained for farm produce and milk improved the economic returns: “I wish you could see 
the office I have constructed at the farmhouse by taking the ceiling away from the little room in the front of the house.  The 
ceiling now goes up to the top of the house and the walls and ceiling are white and the doors and paneling around the 
room the color of oak.  I have gathered together thirty or forty prints that were lying about and have made quite a gallery of 
art so that it is a great pleasure to sit in the room and just gaze about, whereas before it was so stuffy you couldn’t sit 
there with comfort. I have not told John Skworoneck of my plans to close active farming for a while.  I am leaving that for a 
month or two yet.  The farming business has been demoralized by the influenza and we are rather behindhand in all 
directions, and I am hoping that the hard frost will delay long enough for us to get the remaining crops out of the ground.  
Milk is now 80 cents a can; it was 47 cents a year and a half ago; potatoes sell for $1.75 per bushel; two years ago 60 
cents was an average price at this time.”

94
  

 
Despite his October doldrums, by January 1919, Frank Sr. was fully engulfed in planning for the upcoming spring and 
assessing his past year of farm production: “The little room at the farm house is very attractive and looks like a chapel with 
pictures around it.  John has an enormous stove in and a Victrola, which entertains the men.  We have panned out the 
work for next season.  All the open unseeded land is about 50 acres and is to be seeded with oats and grass.  Grass 
would not grow properly if seeded by itself.  I shall expect to sell the oat crop to the Myopia.  The hay must be cut by 
ourselves or left standing, or find someone to cut it on shares.  I shall sell all the cows at auction and about half the 
horses, leaving perhaps two pair of horses.  Fifty of the pigs died in October, so we have very few pigs left.  We shall keep 
two or three to eat the swill.  The hens will be kept during the summer, but no attempt will be made to raise chickens.  Last 
year John was very successful in raising 1000 but also the cats and birds were very successful in doing away with about 
300 of them.  The poultry business is a special affair of one person.  I do not know how the business ending Apr 1

st
 is 

coming out this year, but it may break even.  We had an enormous corn crop of 1500 bushels, the largest ever grown on 
the farm, the oat crop was 1450 bushels and the potato crop 3200 bushels, all of which was unusually good.” 

95
  

 
When the men were called to war, women were left behind to run the farms.  Women refugees from war-torn Europe 
came to America and were hired out as “Farmerettes” to run local farms:  “The farm goes on very well here.  We have four 
farmerettes working and they are very satisfactory.  There is a unit of them in Hamilton. They live in a house in charge of 
an older woman.  And you arrange with her about hiring them.  The come at 7.30 and go home at 4.30 and work better 
than the men & much better than the boys – some of them are college girls and they all like the work and say it agrees 
with them.”

96
  Some farm hands returned to the farm in 1918, including an Italian named John, who worked with Fanny in 

the garden.  By 1918, John Skworoneck became the farm manager.  In 1921, Merley Norman returned to the farm to help 
Fanny with the garden. “It is a relief to me because I can rely on him & a new man would be a trouble and expense 
beyond what is necessary.”

97
 

 
Frank and Charlie both returned from the war, but Charlie remained in ill health as a result of some injuries he sustained, 
and died, at the age of 35 in 1921.  The first Gore Hall pinnacle was erected in his honor in the center of the Appleton 
Grass Rides.  Charlie had been a recognized, decorated Steeplechase rider, and it seemed fitting that his monument be a 
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focal feature in the wooded grass rides on the farm.  The pinnacle was fitted with panels of poetry, written by family 
members, in tribute to Charles. 
 
In 1923, the Briar Hill property passed to a new generation.  Frank Sr. took the opportunity to discuss a buy-out of the 
property from its remaining heirs.  He saw the transition as an opportunity to reacquire the parcel and bring all of the 
contiguous Appleton land under one ownership.  As he wrote to his brother, “On the whole, I consider that Briar Hill has 
served its purpose for fifty years.  It was given to the family by Father, and has provided during all these years a country 
home.  As time goes on, the relations will probably become less understood.”

98
  Negotiations for Briar Hill took another 

two years to settle.  Chalmers Wood, one of the Briar Hill heirs, wrote to Frank Sr.: “you are right, both from our standpoint 
and your own, about having some one else’s place in the middle of your own farm.”

99
  By the end of 1925, the transfer 

was complete and the buildings of Briar Hill were removed and the property turned to pasture. 
 
By 1923, Frank Sr. was again discouraged with the economics of farming in Ipswich.  “I wish to keep out of the farm 
business as much as possible.  I shall plant no crops this year, and probably seed all the open land to grass in August.  I 
have given agriculture as a business a fair test.  It is a greater gamble than Wall Street, and only very rich men should 
trifle with it on a large scale.  This is an old story.”

100
  However, the economic upturn of the 1920’s brought an increase in 

available finances for improving the beauty of the farm.  Frank Jr. was more active on the farm since his return from the 
war, and his father retained an active interest in farm operations, but distanced himself a little from day to day 
management.  The vegetable fields of wartime were replaced with hay and pasture, and offered unlimited opportunities for 
riding.  Frank Jr. wrote to his father in 1925: “I hope you enjoyed your Newbury visit and are feeling well and fit now and 
able to enjoy riding in the rides, and galloping around the plains I never saw the place look so beautiful, as last week and 
more than anything I enjoyed having the plains fit to gallop on once more.  There is nothing to me like a big beautiful open 
space to gallop round and horses go so well under nice conditions.”

101
 

 
The gardens and grounds of the New House were improved significantly in 1925-27.  More than 600 trees were delivered, 
including massive numbers of evergreen trees (50 hemlocks, 100 arborvitae, 200 spruce, 50 firs, 800 white pine) and 
evergreen shrubs (12 mountain laurel, 6 rhododendrons, 4 chamaecyparis).    Labor for 6-7 men were charged to 
improvements in the New House gardens and grounds for the months of April and May 1926.  Some of this work must 
have included complete a driveway from the New House down to Waldingfield Road.  In 1927, Herbert Browne wrote to 
Frank Sr.:  “In case you should be very expeditious and completely finish your driveway down to the Waldingfield Road 
before my return, I am sending herewith a sketch which I think would make a very simple and good looking entrance gate.  
While this design is to be made in iron, of course it could be made in wood if you prefer it, as you said you did the other 
day; I have also indicated tall stone posts to be made of fieldstones but you may prefer to use single granite shafts such 
as your father put up at the entrance on the main road, which would of course be handsomer.  This actual gate, which 
opens, is 12’ which is the usual spacious width, the stone posts being placed 16’ apart, as you said you would make drive 
15 feet wide.”

102
  Additional drawings for an entrance gate were sent from Little and Browne to Frank Sr. in September 

1927.  No gate was ever installed, though the road was fully completed.  Significant improvements were made to the Old 
House house at the same time.  Rooms were painted and papered, and the utility poles along the Bay Road were moved 
underground. 
 
Nearing the end of his days, Frank Sr. once again wrote to his son about ending farm operations.  The enthusiastic desire 
to manage the farm full time while he was a young man at Harvard was dismissed by his father because he recognized 
that the farm required income from other sources in order to survive.  In 1928, Frank Sr. was offering this same advice to 
his son, who was at this time, a successful lawyer, but nevertheless as interested in maintaining the farm operations as 
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his father was at his age: “I had rather wait to talk the farm situation over with you, but I believe that John [Skowronek] will 
have to leave us.  … I think that it suits me better at this moment to close up all farm operations; sell the cattle, etc., and 
start over again another year.  I think the ensilage stored this year will last over another season if the silo is not 
opened…..I have a bill here from Appleton Farms for a thousand dollars.  You see how rapidly this account runs up if I let 
it alone a moment.  Allowing for carelessness and loose charge it is more than I care to spend.  The outlay is in ways that 
do not make me any happier under the circumstances and that my successors will never know about.  Therefore the labor 
must stop and I thought you could arrange it for me next Sunday.  It must be brought down to the lowest amount that will 
carry us through the winter.  This situation has happed a great may times before and I know by this time just what this 
permission to do a little more work amounts to.  It never is a little more work and it always costs more than I have to 
outlay.  If John wants to stay this winter, he must do the chores and have one man or two if it is necessary.”

103
 

 
Shortly after these letters, Frank Sr. died.  “I have lost the best friend any man ever had, and the world can never be the 
same for me without him.  I am lucky to have had him for so long.” Wrote Frank Jr. on January 2, 1929 when he found out 
about his father.

104
   His obituary recognized Frank Sr.’s love of Ipswich and Appleton Farms: “Although business, 

marriage and other circumstances led him to make New York his place of residence, his home was always Ipswich.  Here 
he managed his farm and gathered Appletons around him on adjoining farms that had been incorporated into the original 
Appleton holdings.  Here, like his English forebears he bred his horses, trained and mounted them and was one of the 
earliest Masters of the Hounds of the famous Meadowbrook Hunt Club.  He was a handsome fellow, had a good seat, and 
was keen in the chase.”

105
  A second pinnacle was erected in memory of Frank Sr. in the middle of the new approach 

drive to the New House.   
 
Decline of the General Farm and Permanent Residency of Rural Retreat Proprietors (1915-1955) 
Topsfield, Ipswich and Hamilton entered the modern era with its economy and its landscape dominated by agriculture and 
summer retreats.  Most of its farming was centered on the dairy industry, where farm managers and gentleman farmers 
maintained pedigreed herds and maintained fenced and walled pastures, rolling meadows, large barns and specialized 
outbuildings.  The First World War hit the farming industry particularly hard as farm labor went off to war.  Stringent new 
federal health regulations of the 1920s required costly adaptations such as milk rooms separated from cow barns.  
Competition from large Midwestern farms seemed insurmountable.   
 
In 1917 the Essex County Cooperative Society was formed, with the support of the Essex Agricultural Society, to “provide 
and rent modern farm machinery, to purchase and sell seeds, fertilizers and small tools…[and] to advise farmers how to 
best use modern equipment and materials…”

106
  Despite these efforts, the areas agricultural economy declined in the 

1920s, with many farmers selling land to wealthy out of town owners.  Many fields and pastures were allowed to grow up 
in secondary growth forest, or were mown periodically if only to retain views over Essex County hills.  The Great 
Depression and the Second World War only exacerbated this agricultural decline.  Farm labor was difficult to find and 
profits were not enough to sustain enough workers to keep the farms viable.  Families whose children no longer wanted to 
work the farm and whose widows could only manage so long eventually sold their farms to residential developers who 
were more than willing to construct housing subdivisions, particularly during the housing boom that followed World War II.  
 
Second and third generation summer residents or wealthy urbanites were more than willing to buy up these farms for their 
own country retreats, a movement which continues today.  Often more than one farm or property were combined in these 
purchases, creating estates of 3,000 – 5,000 acres where before there had been farms of 300-500 acres.  New owners 
personalized their properties with picturesque or historic names.  Anglophile names such as “Innisfree,” “Willowdale” or 
“Donibristle” labeled Topsfield family estates.   Appleton family members used “Applefield,” “Waldingfield,” and 
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“Sunswick.”  Farm fields, pastures and meadow names followed, sometimes labeled with the names of former owners or 
the general characteristics of each space such as “Broad Meadow,” “Sunset Hill,” or “Lamson Field.” 
 
The Myopia Hunt Club was an influential leader in preserving open space for hunting and riding.  Bradley Palmer, one of 
the founders of the Club, built his own steeplechase course on his property.  Thomas Proctor, another member, built his 
own polo fields on his 4,000-acre estate that straddled Topsfield and Ipswich.  Club members worked to link grass rides 
and hunting fields across property boundaries to extend the hunting and riding opportunities sponsored by the Club.   
 
The operation of these vast new 20

th
 century farms was largely placed in the hands of farm managers, most of whom lived 

on the property.  This practice had begun in the mid 19
th
 century as commercial farming dominated the region, but it 

became particularly prevalent in the 20
th
 century when these country retreats were not always occupied by their owners.  

Instead farm managers served as caretaker and property manager for not only the farm but the estate houses, summer 
homes and guest houses on the property.  Even properties that were occupied by year-round in residence owners often 
included a farm manager’s house on the property.

107
  Some of these were either earlier existing farmhouses that were 

updated with modern conveniences; others were newly constructed Cape Cod cottages or Craftsman bungalows.  Some 
were Sears catalog kit homes or early prefab structures which became as popular as Butler barns or kit buildings for 
sheds, kennels and outbuildings. 
 
Since World War II Essex County’s communities have evolved into residential communities and increasingly affluent 
exurbanites, with oversized residences sited on large lot subdivisions.  Only a handful of farms remain in Ipswich today.  
Turner Hill has become a golf course and country club.  The Bradley Palmer estate is run as a public park and bird 
sanctuary, Robert Teller Crane’s estate at Castle Hill is a cultural site, recreation area and wildlife refuge.  Ipswich lists 
only three commercial farms and one large horse riding farm within its town boundaries.  Russell Orchards, east of 
Appleton Farms on Argilla Road is an apple orchard and winery that started as the Goodale Orchards in the 1920s.  
Marini Farm on Linebrook Road is a vegetable produce and flower plant operation.  It was established in 1928 by four 
Italian immigrant families.  Backbay Farm is a new horse boarding and riding facility that offers indoor riding facilities and 
horseback riding lessons.  Other smaller farms centered on horseback riding and small vegetable production are 
scattered through the community, averaging a mere 16 acres in size. 
 
Architectural styles for Ipswich farms after 1915 continued to be represented by high-style mansions for the wealthy and 
smaller modest Cape Cod or Colonial Revival cottages for employee housing and smaller farms.  These new country 
retreats favored both Colonial and Tudor Revival styles.  The trend toward specialization of building function continued in 
farm outbuildings.  Silos, corn cribs, poultry laying houses, piggeries, and other specialty buildings were constructed when 
the funds and farm operational needs required their construction.  An increasing number of garages were built for both 
cars and farm equipment.  Farm equipment sheds tended to be open on one side.  Silo construction varied from the 
cylindrical towers with vertical board and banded sides to concrete bunkers sunk into the grade for easy access of silage 
moved by bucket loader and hay stored in round bales protected with plastic covers.  Diary and cow barns were 
renovated or newly constructed with concrete floors and specialized drain systems for cleanliness.  Separate bull pens, 
calf pens and milk rooms were added to meet the demands of changing sanitary standards.  Fanciful summerhouses, 
playhouses, follies and gazebos were added, more for pleasure than purpose, particularly on wealthy farm estates.  
Walled gardens and ornamental plantings separated and defined estate homes from their working farm counterparts.

108
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Ninth Generation: Francis Randall Appleton Jr. (1885-1974) and Joan Egleston Appleton (1912-2006) 
 
After her husband’s death in 1929, Fanny remained on the farm for long periods during the summer season, and took an 
active role in farm management.  She lived in the New House, with a small staff.  Frank Jr. was kept in New York most of 
the time, attending to his legal office.  His social schedule brought him to the farm often, however, and he would ride 
through the farm with his mother, who kept him abreast of farm activities. In 1935, Frank Jr. married Joan Mary Egleston.  
Born in Great Britain with a love of animals and farming, Joan was the perfect addition to Appleton Farms.  With Fanny 
and her husband, Joan worked to continue farming at Appleton Farms through the Great Depression, World War II, and 
beyond.  The couple lived in the Old House, and Joan remained on the farm as long as she could during the year. 
 
During the Great Depression, work continued on the Great Pasture project begun by Frank Sr. Pigeon Hill and the lands 
west of the New House were cleared, stumped, tilled and seeded with an improved pasture grass recommended by the 
professors at Cornell University.  A photograph was added to the family album documenting their visit.  Labeled “The New 
York Farmers at Cornell University, Ithaca NY – Thursday, May 21, 1936 – the 22

nd
 day in the country” Beneath the 

photograph, each of the men is identified.  They represent a collection of some of the most well to do gentlemen farmers 
and agronomists of their day: J.W. Webb, V. Webb, F.L. Robbins, F.S. Von Slade, J.W. Burden, Damler Bostwick, S. 
Thorne, Professor D.B. Johnston Wallace (a specialist in pasture improvement), WES Griswold, Dean Carl Ladd, and 
Professor R.H. Wheeler.

109
   

 
In April, 1937, a plaque was installed in a large ledge outcropping in the Great Pasture.  The plaque was installed as a 
memorial to Samuel Appleton, the emigrant, to celebrate the upcoming 300

th
 anniversary of Appleton Farms.   On July 3, 

1938, the family held a 30
th
 anniversary celebration at the farm.  James Waldingfield Appleton presented a speech to 

honor the timelessness and longevity of Appleton Farms: “At the usual birthday celebration we expect the one we honor to 
stand with us to receive our congratulations.  Today she stretches about us and enfolds us. We meet to commemorate the 
three hundredth anniversary of the awakening of a Mother of Men – a fostering Mother, who has nurtured in her ample lap 
ten generations of men and women of the same name and the same blood.  Some of these, her children, have stayed by 
her side.  Many of them have left her apron strings to do their work in the world outside, but all with the love of her 
constant in their hearts. The centuries have passed lightly over her, and I’ll warrant she is as fair today as in those early 
days when “Ancestor Sam” chose her for his own.  Age has not withered her loveliness, nor has custom staled her infinite 
charm to those who have rested in her bosom, and love her.  And now she lies, serene in the fullness of matronly dignity, 
yet fresh with the beauty of perennial youth.  So Mother, we salute you.  May the coming centuries deal kindly with you, 
and today, Happy Birthday to you!”

110
 

 
 Letters between Fanny and Frank Jr. in New York are replete with farm information and news about the War’s impact on 
Ipswich.  The juxtaposition of news about black-outs next to news about farm life poignantly illustrate the steady, cyclical 
rhythm of the farm: “We had a black out test today – an airplane checked to see if the lights were out and curtains down.  
The young cattle are out in the small paddock and I notice the manure is being spread on the fields where the corn 
was.”

111
  In 1942, electric lights were added to the farm, and a new cooling plant was installed in the dairy barn: “The new 

cooling plant is fine – it is fortunate you got the refrigerator when you did! Oh, how wonderful it is to have the electric 
lights!”

112
   

 
During the War, Joan Appleton began breeding Goats and Muscovy Ducks on the farm, promoting them as ideal fowls for 
suburban gardeners and a fine supplement for the food supply of a country at war.  An article in the local newspapers 
promoted her efforts: “Mrs. Francis R Appleton Jr. is raising both of them on Appleton Farm, Ipswich.  She thinks them 
practical for suburban backyards and ideal for supplementing the food supply of a country at war. …the family has 
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increased milk production over half with a herd of 75 pure-bred Guernsey and have 75 head of double standard polled 
Herefords for beef.  Mrs. Appleton Jr. is raising 1500 turkeys as well as the ducks and goats.  There are pigs and 
Shropshire sheep on the farm and fully half of it is in tillage this year…. The loss of the home barn by fire as a result of a 
lightning bolt 10 days ago was a blow, for there were 100 tons of hay in the best ensilage they ever had, and truck loads 
of oats ready for threshing.  The animals were saved but all the machinery burned and for the next few days the 
Appletons and everyone else on the place did the milking by hand, with cows tied to trees or fences.”

113
 

 
Fanny Appleton continued at Appleton Farms until her death in 1957.  Once again, a pinnacle was erected in the memory 
of an Appleton family member.  Her pinnacle was erected south of the New House, framed by the tall stands of pines 
planted by Fannie and her husband to hide the railroad from their summer home, the New House. 
 
Despite fluctuations in local and world markets, Appleton income continued to support the farm operation.  The farm 
survived post World War II subdivision, unlike most of its neighbors. Family tradition, ties to local and distant markets, and 
an emerging sense of family duty, linked Appleton Farm to each generation responsible for its upkeep and operation.  
Photographs taken in the 1950’s depict picturesque lanes lined with rows of statuesque elms, oaks and maples.  In 1954, 
Hurricanes Carol and Edna severely damaged many of these trees.  The elms that remained standing after the hurricanes 
eventually succumbed to Dutch Elm Disease.  Norway maples were used to replace the lost trees along the entrance road 
from County Road.  In 1955, a few new trees were planted around the New House and Old House to replace those 
damaged by the hurricane.  European Beech, Paul’s scarlet hawthorn, Washington Hawthorns, Carolina poplars, Black 
willows, honeysuckle, clematis and Rivers Beech were a few of the ornamental plantings chosen to decorate the home 
grounds.
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Beginning in 1954, the Commonwealth of Massachusetts brought forward plans to straightened curves in Route 1A, 
taking some Appleton land in the process and destroying a number of roadside trees and stone walls.  The initial plans 
were set aside, then revisited in 1962.  Frank Jr. sued the state to fix the walls along the road edge and to replant lost 
trees due to the road construction. 

115
 

 
In 1958, a large steel barn for horses was constructed in the shelter of the hills of the Great Pasture.  After Fanny’s death 
in 1957, Frank Jr. and his sister, Alice, tried to determine what should become of the New House.  The large house was 
designed and built for gracious summer living and domestic servants.  It was impractical to adapt to twentieth century 
living without some significant changes to the structure itself.  Finally, in 1963-65, the furnishings were sold at auction and 
the house was dismantled.  Only the small laundry ell and the barn were left standing.  Some of the garden features, 
including two round granite balls and the Italian fountain, were moved to the Old House and enjoyed by Joan and Frank 
Jr. as part of their small garden.   After the demolition, the New House site was graded and seeded.  The small laundry ell 
was retained as a staff residence, and the walls of the New House garden were left to frame a wide grass terrace 
overlooking the Plains.  The perennials (peonies, iris, roses, columbine, daisies, pansies, alyssum, pinks, and others) and 
some of the other plants from Fanny’s garden were moved to the Old House.

116
 In March, 1965 a vandal’s fire was set 

and burned out of control until the fire department was called.  Later that same month, an attempt was made by vandals to 
burn the nearby Hoyt cottage. 
 
As the twentieth century progressed, the grasslands and wooded hillsides were recognized for their important wildlife 
habitat.  The grasslands, in particular, were quickly declining in the wake of urban sprawl, but continued to be valued at 
Appleton Farms for their scenic, pastoral qualities.  As conservation organizations and open space alliances were formed 
to protect wildlife habitat and open space in the wake of post World War II development, Appleton Farms played an 
important link in this regional chain.  As the farm opened its doors to hunt clubs and historical societies, it endeared itself 
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to the public.  What had been the private domain of one (albeit very large) family, became the precious, scenic beauty of a 
region.   
 
Before his death in 1974, Frank Jr. recognized the value of Appleton Farms.  With no heirs to pass on the farm, he 
considered carefully what its future might be.  Together with his wife Joan, in bequeathed the property to The Trustees of 
Reservations.  This gift entrusted a larger, public organization with its care, and publicly recognized the standards of the 
organization to take care of the property as generations of Appletons had done before.  An appraisal of his estate in 1974 
listed the extensive inventory of farm equipment and contents of the Appleton barns.  The list included tractors, buggies, 
hay balers, spreaders, seeders, grain & hay, office equipment, and other traditional implements of New England farming.  
His livestock included: 56 matured cows, 10 bred heifers, 15 open heifers,6 6-month-old heifers, 10 small Heifers under 6 
months old, 1 large Guernsey stock bull, 1 medium size Guernsey stock bull.   The Guernsey breed was introduced by 
Daniel Fuller Appleton, and remained an important part of the Appleton herd for a century.  In 1976, the final pinnacle was 
erected in memory of Francis Appleton Jr. at the top of Pigeon Hill, overlooking the Great Pasture that he had helped to 
create in memory of his father. 
 
Ipswich and Hamilton Today (1955-2016) 
As in most rural New England communities, Ipswich and Hamilton’s pace of residential development after World War II 
transformed these communities to commuter suburbs, a metropolitan sprawl of urban Boston and its surrounds.  However 
distance from Boston has buffered the development pressure a bit.  As the commute by car grows longer with the 
distance traveled to Boston, commuters dedicate themselves to longer car rides or to the commuter rail schedule.  More 
recently the advancements in Cloud technology has provided a work from home alternative that have made these more 
distant communities more attractive.  Clustered subdivision plans and larger lot sizes have preserved some of the 
community’s open space.   
 
Protected land, through non-profit ownership or conservation restrictions, has also helped to protect open space and 
access to Ipswich’s riverfront and water front.  The Ipswich River Watershed Association, founded in 1977, is a strong 
local advocate for maintaining the health of the river, its water quality, its habitat value and its public access for recreation.  
The River and its watershed continue to be the main source for Ipswich drinking water, and its habitat protection continues 
to offer a wooded spine through the community.  New England Biolabs, located across the street from Appleton Farms, 
was founded in 1974 on the former Proctor Estate.  This large research campus includes public trails for walking, hiking 
and horseback linked to a larger trail system that runs through Hamilton and Ipswich operated by the Essex County Trail 
Association.   
 
Appleton Farms Today 
Unlike most of its contemporaries, Appleton Farms today continues to operate as a dairy and vegetable farm, an integral 
part of The Trustees 12,000 acres of protected farmland and community gardens across Massachusetts.  The goal of the 
Appleton Farms operation today is to cultivate the support for a strong local food system, to steward its heritage as one of 
the oldest continuously operating farms in America, and to retain its vibrancy as a strong community resource.  The 
organization seeks to provide opportunities for visitors to learn about and enjoy the properties exceptional scenic, historic, 
ecological and agricultural features under a blend of interpretive and educational methods, connecting people to the land 
and instilling a sense of stewardship and land conservation ethos.

117
 

 
To accomplish these goals, the organization operates a Community Supported Agriculture program on 30 acres of 
cultivated land serving more than 650 families over 20 weeks.  The dairy farm store offers Appleton milk, cheese, grass-
fed beef, maple syrup and other products.  Twelve miles of trails are maintained for snow shoeing, cross country skiing, 
hiking, running, horseback riding and biking.  The Center for Farm Based Learning, located in the renovated Old House, 
offers cooking programs and workshops for families and volunteers.  Appleton Farm Camp serves over 300 children with 
summer recreational and farm-based learning experiences.  Appleton’s farmer training program builds the technical 
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 Appleton Farms Center for Agriculture and the Environment. Vision statement. July 15, 2008. 
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expertise of future farmers while implementing best management practices of Appleton’s farm operation.  Appleton 
cheese and milk is shipped to The Trustees vendor booth at the Boston Public Market and is offered for sale to local 
restaurant, retail and distributors throughout Massachusetts.

118
  Beside the Old House, Appleton Farms retains a total of 

29 buildings and former building sites across 917 acres.  The family archives are a rich source of farm history, personal 
histories, diaries, photographs, deeds and other materials gifted to The Trustees at the time the farm was transferred.  
Family collections include a wide range of personal belongings, works of art, printed ephemera, furniture, decorative arts 
and material culture.  A Cultural Landscape Assessment was completed in 2002 that details the historic development of 
the farm, its landscape and its buildings.  These resources, coupled with the land and buildings, offer a deep and 
significant opportunity for future research.   
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[Delete this page if no Criteria Statement is prepared] 

 

                       National Register of Historic Places Criteria Statement Form 

 
 

 
Check all that apply: 

 

X  Individually eligible               Eligible only in a historic district 

 

  Contributing to a potential historic district           Potential historic district 

 

 

 

Criteria:      X  A           B       X    C    X    D 

 

Criteria Considerations:         A         B        C       D         E         F          G 

 

 

                   Statement of Significance by__Lucinda Brockway, The Trustees_____________________ 
                            The criteria that are checked in the above sections must be justified here. 

                       
Appleton Farms is one of the oldest family farms in New England, and is one of the oldest continuously 
operating farms in America. The original land grant to Samuel Appleton, which can be documented to 
1638 and may date to 1636, included 460 acres along the Ipswich River.  In 1648 he was granted another 
118 acres of land south of his original grant.  Of his total 578-acre farm, established by 1648, 387 acres 
remains part of Appleton Farms today.  Coupled with an additional 584 acres of land surrounding this 
core, purchased between 1869 and 1950, the Farms boast a total of 971 acres in 2017.   360 acres 
remain in active cultivation; 259 acres are dedicated to the Appleton Grass Rides.  The remaining land 
consists of woodland and wetland that supply important habitat for resident and migratory wildlife and 
vegetative screening buffers from perimeter roads and neighboring residential housing.   
 
Amidst this acreage is a collection of vernacular and designed structures that include six residences, one 
residence turned visitor center, ten barns, eight agricultural outbuildings, five silos or sileage storage 
tanks, three garages and six known former building sites.  Stonewalls, fences and woodlands frame 23 
fields dedicated to hay, pasture and cultivation, and one grass rides.  Three drainage brooks flow through 
the property and a network of gravel roads, many of which date to the early land settlement, cross the 
property.  There are nine gates or entrances into the property connected to this road system, and three 
additional gates separating internal farm roads. Seven monuments and memorial plaques were erected 
by the Appleton family, primarily in the 20

th
 century, to celebrate their family history on the site.  Six other 

structures, from ornamental culverts to fountains and stone sculptures, stand testament to the 19
th
 and 

early 20
th
 century history of the property as a country estate retreat.  All of these cultural resources are 

surviving evidence of nine generations of the Appleton family and their stewardship of this farm, from 
1638 to 1997.  Since 1997, The Trustees has continued to manage and operate the farm producing dairy 
and cheese products, grass-fed beef, and a Community Supported Agriculture program utilizing almost all 
of the Appleton buildings in much the same manner as they have been utilized by the Appleton family.    
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Over almost four centuries, members of the Appleton family who were born at Appleton Farms or lived 
most of their life on the Farms were farmers, millers, politicians, lawyers, successful industrialists and 
businessmen, cabinetmakers, servicemen and more.  Since the farm’s inception it was linked to an in-
town houselot built by Samuel Appleton in 1636 and sold out of the family in the mid 20

th
 century.  The 

saw mill and malt house that Samuel Appleton started in 1637 are the earliest evidence of milling 
operations in Ipswich, though the location of these operations are on land that is no longer part of the 
farm.  The family was a founding family in Ipswich and influential in the economic and political movements 
from Maine to New York over four centuries.  Appleton family members who lived at Appleton Farms 
served in every war which has affected this country, from the 1689 Andros (Boston) Revolt to World War 
II.  Farm managers and hired help document the changing face of New England farmers, from local girls 
who assisted the household and men to help with seasonal labor to Eastern European war immigrants of 
the two World Wars.   
 
The family’s extensive archives at The Trustees include more than 125 linear feet of primary information 
(letters, ledgers, receipts, diaries, photographs and correspondence) on Appleton family history, 
Massachusetts history, agricultural economics, labor and social history, animal husbandry, farming 
practices, the Massachusetts summer home movement, decorative arts, law, service in the armed forces, 
women’s history, commerce, New England vernacular architecture and New England cultural landscapes. 
Archival collections related to this farm, and this family, are held in many other repositories across the 
Northeast.   
 
The family’s fine and decorative arts collection includes 18

th 
- 20

th
 century furniture, ceramics, Appleton 

family portraits, equestrian clothing, household material culture and an extensive collection of equestrian 
and agricultural books. A special portrait exhibit for the farm’s 375

th
 anniversary celebration was mounted 

in 2013 featuring family portraits from The Trustees’ Appleton family collections by Joseph Foxcroft Cole 
(1837-1892), Eastman Johnson (1824-1906), Ellen Emmett Rand (1875-1941), Franklin Brooke Voss 
(1880-1953) and many others. 
 
Appleton Farms buildings, outbuildings, archaeology sites and land use patterns document New England 
vernacular and designed architecture and cultural landscapes for more than 375 years.  Its cultural 
landscape has been cultivated, drained, filled, and forested for nine generations of Appletons before 
coming to The Trustees in 1997 and continuing these traditions.  Its archaeological resources are rich, 
well preserved, and as yet, untapped.  Appleton Farms is most significant for its story of people and the 
land, starting with its cultivation by Agawam Indians, through its changes under European settlement, to 
the 21

st
 century.   

 
Appleton Farms is eligible for the National Register of Historic Places because of its significance under 
Criteria A, C and D.  Under Criterion A, it is nationally significant for its association with broad patterns of 
history, particularly the history of New England and Massachusetts agriculture, for more than 375 years.  
Land use, building types, land wealth, changes in agricultural practices and farm economics, breeding 
stock, and the transition from non-selective farming to commercial dairy operations can be traced across 
the centuries.  Its history as a rural country retreat spans the entirety of this movement in Ipswich, from 
1869 to 1958.  
 
Under Criterion C, the farm’s collection of residential and agricultural buildings represents important New 
England vernacular architecture that spans the decades from 1800 to 1943; most of these structures date 
to the 1869-1904 era of Daniel Fuller Appleton.  The Farm’s architecture represents an important 
collection of mid-19

th
 century buildings that collectively document a range of building types from 

residential structures to specialty farm buildings and barns.   Some of the farm buildings constructed in 
1880 represent the era of scientific farming and farm specialization.  These buildings may be 
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architecturally designed, though a specific architect or farm engineer has not yet been identified.  These 
buildings include the Carriage Barn, the Carriage Barn Stable and the Draft Horse Stable. These three 
structures represent a more sophisticated level of architecture than the vernacular barns and outbuildings 
that preceded or followed this period.  With substantial wealth to support the farm’s expansion, the 
sophistication of these buildings parallels Daniel Fuller Appleton’s investment in improving his dairy 
breeding stock and collection of hunting horses.  Other buildings represent the changes in early-mid 20

th
 

century agricultural construction, particularly the changes in commercial dairy farming, including the dairy 
barn, bull barn, silos and heifer barn.   
 
Appleton Farms’ field patterns and land use spans almost four centuries, from 1638-the present.  Spaces 
such as the Stone Paddock and Training Pen date to the early 19

th
 century and possibly earlier.  Other 

field patterns can be document to the 17
th
 century.  The expansion and seeding of the Great Pasture is a 

prime example of 20
th
 century scientific improvements in hay and pasture grasses documented to 

scientists at Cornell University.  The 1870 tiling and drainage of the Broad Meadow was highly regarded 
by Essex County and Massachusetts Agricultural Societies as the latest scientific methods for increasing 
productive areas in wet or poorly drained soils.  Even the railroad that runs directly through the middle of 
the farm is evidence of changes that transportation technology brought to the rural farm economy and 
market access. 
 
Under Criterion D, there is documented evidence for six residential building and outbuilding sites on the 
property and the potential for many more.  This physical evidence, coupled with the extensive archival 
record, has the potential to yield remarkable research findings for northeastern Massachusetts settlement 
patterns, rural lifestyle, agricultural practices and material goods.  Its pre-historic archaeological record is 
little known, but has the potential to yield significant findings when it becomes the focus of a scholar’s 
research.  Within easy access to both the Ipswich and Miles Rivers, crossed by a network of fresh water 
brooks, and containing fertile soils for agriculture and woodland, the site possesses the natural resources  
for potential pre-historic archaeological information.  Beyond its archaeological research potential, 
Appleton Farms holds a rare opportunity for scholarly research that couples its land, vegetation, buildings, 
people, archives, objects and community into a comprehensive study.  The Trustees ecologists and 
cultural resources staff work closely to study the inter-relationship between nature and culture in this 
location but have time to only consider the most obvious relationships between these areas of study.  
Further academic study offers a rich potential for understanding the intricate relationship between culture 
and nature in a changing climate.   Rarely is it possible to have all of these cultural resources available in 
one place for scholarly research. 
 
A careful consideration of the seven aspects of integrity of Appleton Farms, in evaluating its significance 
under any Criteria, supports and affirms its historic significance.  Appleton Farms remains firmly rooted in 
its original location.  387 acres of the farm were settled and cultivated by Samuel Appleton as part of his 
1638 and 1648 original land grants.  The remaining 584 acres represent acres that were owned, sold and 
reacquired by the Appleton family, and new acreage added to the property between 1880 and 1950.  
Today’s farm boundaries have remained consistent since the last land purchase of the Bedlox Woodland 
(a portion of the Appleton Grass Rides) and Tavern Lot in 1942.   
 
The design of Appleton Farms’ buildings is consistent with Massachusetts vernacular architecture and 
agricultural building improvements from the early 19

th
 century through the mid twentieth century.  The 

size, scale and dimensions of its field patterns and land use are consistent with rural agricultural land use 
in Massachusetts from the 17

th
 century to the mid-20

th
 century, including changes in the size, scale and 

engineering of drainage systems, pasture grasses, hay production and livestock.  Today, much of the 
Farms’ beauty is derived from this seemingly unchanged architecture and agricultural setting at a scale 
no longer extant in the Massachusetts landscape.   
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The Farms’ setting remains remarkably untouched, thanks to the woodland buffer that rings the edge of 
the property and protects any visual intrusions of residential subdivision and change, primarily along the 
farm’s southern boundary.  The large estate that sat opposite County Road is currently owned by New 
England Biolabs and operates as a large wooded and grassy campus for this research business.  Its 
street frontage is thick with woodland that screens any new construction or change in setting from view of 
Appleton Farms.  Houses along Waldingfield Road, once occupied by members of the Appleton family, 
remain large rural residences, some with horses or hayfields that retain their former rural setting.  Housing 
development along Goodhue and Highland Avenue are hidden back from the street edge by dense 
woodland.  The special value of Appleton Farms and Ipswich’s other large rural estates have been 
identified and zoned under a special overlay zone known as the Great Estate Preservation Development 
Zone, approved in 1997.   
 
The wooden clapboard and shingled collection of buildings that populate Appleton Farms retain the same 
type, form and size of materials as they did originally.  Regular upkeep of these buildings has required 
some updating of materials, particularly asphalt instead of wood shingled roofs, but the building collection 
remains remarkably simple.  The later 19

th
 century farm buildings, such as the Carriage House, Carriage 

House Barn and Draft Horse Barn retain their interior floors and varnished bead board trim as well as 
their exterior finishes.  In some cases, contemporary agricultural code requirements have required 
concrete slabs instead of dirt or gravel in paddock and turn-out areas, so the pens in front of the Sheep 
Shed and two Loafing Sheds have added concrete slab floors to these fenced areas.  That change has 
not altered the dimensions of the pens, nor the location of their perimeter fencing.  The only significant 
materials change for buildings has been the rehabilitation of the Old House, where new contemporary 
sustainable materials, insulation, windows and clapboards have replaced original materials.  Though 
much of the size and scale of original fenestration openings remains, these new materials mark a strong 
departure from the original construction materials retained on other residences and farm buildings.  New 
greenhouses to support the Community Supported Agriculture program are constructed of metal hoop 
framing and heavy gauge polyvinyl plastic covers.  These structures are set on gravel bases with gravel 
floors.  Their construction techniques and base materials make these new buildings completely reversible 
in the landscape, with no impact on sub or surface soils beyond the leveling for the gravel base.  As for 
the cultural landscape, the continued production of hay, the continued need for pasture, and the 
continuation of woodland and wetland areas in acres traditionally dedicated to these types of vegetation 
has meant that the vegetative cover of Appleton Farms has retained its material integrity across the farm.  
Wire fencing, wooden gates and stone gate pillars survive, coupled with new farm gates and electric 
string fencing necessary for modern farm operation. 
 
The vernacular character of Appleton Farms buildings required strong, sturdy, utilitarian buildings with 
simple fenestration and roof profiles. Corner boards, window trim and eave profiles feature simple 
moldings or plain wooden boards painted white against the weathered shingle or painted clapboard 
sheathing.  This workmanship is typical of New England vernacular construction and retains its mid-19

th
 

century integrity.  In sheds and outbuildings with open bays, the heavy post and beam framing is clearly 
evident.  6/6 wooden sash windows are typical throughout, even in later 19

th
 and early -20

th
 century 

buildings.  The roof profiles for most sheds and open bay buildings are identical, with a longer back roof 
extending further to the ground that the roof over the front bays. Often a short extension of the roof out 
over the open bays prevents rain from sheeting into the open portions of the building unless driven by a 
strong wind.  This gable profile creates a deeper storage or work area at the back of these buildings in the 
recesses of the lower roof, while retaining high openings at the front façade.  The profile of the Long 
Shed, Blacksmith Shop and 19

th
 century Loafing Shed are good examples of this utilitarian building 

construction and workmanship.  Finer workmanship and more sophisticated construction is evident on the 
Carriage Barn and Carriage Barn Stable, particularly on the interiors.  The larger scale, gambrel roofs and 
pedimented dormers of these buildings stand in contrast to the simpler gable roof construction of the 
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Farms’ earlier buildings, yet the use of weathered shingles and white trim tie these buildings to the rest of 
the farm architecture. 
 
Sweeping views across open pastures, hay fields and cultivated market vegetable plots speaks to a time, 
feeling and association left behind in most of Massachusetts North Shore communities where 19

th
 century 

summer homes and the inevitable secondary growth of New England’s deciduous woodland has 
transformed previous agricultural areas into picturesque villages and residences that snake their way 
along 17

th
 and 18

th
 century roads.  The continued agricultural operations at Appleton Farms and the 

mosaic landscape of open fields, woodlands and wetlands draws hundreds of visitors each year.  The 
gravel and dirt roads, grass ride trails, farm animals and changing scenery across the farm speak to its 
long history and association to the Appleton family’s 17

th
 century heritage and their continued legacy of 

agricultural evolution and change from 1638-1997.   

 

 

 

 

 

 
 


